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Abstract

This study is designed to examine the impact of riverine hazards and

displacement upon displacees, both maies and females, in Bangladesh. The

specific objectives of the study are to: (a) determine the magnitude of

psvchologicai distress associated with riverine hazards and displacement in

Bangladesh, (b) examine patterns and predictors related to the economic, social,

and psychological adaptation of male and female displacees, and (c) identify

pattems of psychological coping corunon to displaced persons.

Research was conducted during the 1998 flood season in Bangiadesh.

Subiects consisted of 238 displacees randomly sampled from four squatter

settlements in the city of Serajganj in Bangladesh. A comparison group of 223

demographically comparative non-displacees was drawn from three rural

villages in the thana (sub-district) of Shariakandi. Structured intervier,r's rvere

conducted at the respondents' households over a six week period using lrained

universitv students.

The findings show that the constant threat of riverbank erosion has

contributed to the development of a distinct set of characteristics related to

disaster-induced displacement in Bangladesh. Although frequent dísplacement is

common among the floodpiain residents,less than one-fifth of the displacees had

perceived riverbank erosion to be a serious problem and just one-tenth believed

they rt'ould eventually be permanently displaced.

Although displacees exhibit significantly higher level of distress than non-

displacees, this is related primarily to socioeconomic deprivation rather than

displacement per se. The commonly hypothesized factors such as loss of land
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and frequency and duration of displacement are not found to have a significant

association with distress levels. Among both displacees and non-displacees,

chronic survival concerns, daily hunger, and marginal living conditions rvere

predictive factors of psydrological distress.

The need to integrate disaster management within a social, cultural and

psychological context is emphasized. Popular development and psychological

theory usually associates low personal control rvith maladaptive passiviW and

dependency. In this study, displacees have more often responded to their

difficulties with active problem-solving efforts, with fatalism being among the

least utilized forms of coping. It appears that low aspirations and self-efficacy

generated by poverty may in some instances be psychologically adaptive. These

attributes can reduce levels of frustration and distress, without diminishing

determination and perseverance.
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Chapter I

Introduction

This study exalnines the impact of riverine hazards and riverbank erosion-

induced displaement upon male and female displacees in Bangladesh. It assesses

the magnitude of psychological distress among displaced squatters living in the

city of Serajganj, as rvell as attempting to identify underlying economic and

social predictors of distress. The specific objectives of the research are to: (a)

determine the magnibude of psychological distress associated with riverine

hazards and displacement in Bangladesh, (b) examine patterns and predictors

related to the economic, social, and psychological adaptation of male and female

displacees, and (c) identify patterns of psychological coping common to

displaced persons.

Bangladesh is among the r.r'orld's poorest and most densely populated

countries in the r.t'orld. Over 123 million people live in area of 1.43,998 square

kilometers, about one-third the area of Manitoba, Canada, resulting in an

average density per square kilometer of 854 persons. With an income per capita

of only USg220, Bangladesh is also among the poorest nations in world and is

near the bottom of the ladder in most measures of human development

(Economist, 1.997). According the World Bank (1998), 53% of the population in

1995-L996 was dassified as poor and 36/r' very poor. Over 60% of the populace is

illiterate and on-ly 20% fwctronally literate (World Bank, 1998).

With only about 1,8% of the country's population living in urban areas,

Bangladesh remains an essentialiy a rural nation. Over 647c, of the Bangladesh

labor force rvas employed in agricultural activities in the eariy 7990s, most often
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as o\4'/ner-occupiers, tenants, share-croppers or landless agricultural r.l'orkers

(Labour Force Survey, 1991).In terms of people-land ratio, the figure of 13

persons per hectare is among the highest in the world, and is projected to reach

20 persons/hectare by the year 2020 (World Bank & Bangladesh Centre for

Advanced Studies, 1,998). The massive population size of Bangladesh, combined

rt'ith entrenched socio-economic inequities and the uneven distribution of arable

land, has meant that per capita land holdings have steadily declined, from 1.4

hectares in the 1970s to 0.9 hectares in the 1980s (World Bank & Bangladesh

Centre for advanced Studies, 1998). More than one-half of all rurat households

are no\ , functionally landless (Alexander,1,993; Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics,

1ee5).

Because Bangladesh is sifuated on the delta of the Ganges-Brahmaputra-

Jamuna river systems, it is also arnong the world's most vulnerable countries to

the effects of flooding and riverbank erosion. In normal flood years, some 1,8% of

Bangladesh's total land mass may be covered by flood waters while in severe

years close to 50% may be flooded (Chowdhury, 2000). In this century, there

have been at least 14 major floods in Bangladesh, including catastrophic flooding

in1.954,1955, L977,1987,1988 and 1998. The L988 and 1998 floods remain ¿unong

the most devastating. The 1988 flood affected 46% of the countryside, causing

some 2,000 deaths and uprooting more than 40 million persons (Haque &

Zaman, 1994).In 1998, flood r.r'aters covered over two-thirds of Bangladesh,

causing over 900 deaths and displacing 30 million persons. It also damaged

16,000 and 6,000 kilometeres of roads and embankments respectiveiy, affected

6,000 square kilomelres of standing crops (Chowdhury, 2000).
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Because of the braided nature and immense size of Bangladesh's river

system, severe bank-line erosion is also a significant problem. Islam and Islam

(i985) have estimated that between 2,000 to 3,000 kilometers of bank-line

experience major erosion annually. In reviewing the impact of erosion between

1980 and 1988, Baqee (1998) found that the number of thanas affected by erosion

ranged from 50 in 1982 to 201 in 1.988, with the annual average being 98.

According to a study conducted by the Institute of Engineers of Bangladesh, the

Brahmaputra-Jamuna river has shifted about 115 kilometers in the past 70 years,

first by a dramatic flooding event and subsequently by the gradual bank erosion

processes (Coleman,1969). Along more erosion prone sections of the Jamuna

River, Hossain (1984) found rates of more than one kilometre and in some areas

more thart2.Z kilomelres per year.

Each year tens of thousands of people are made homeless through

riverbank erosion. In assessing the impact of riverbank erosion in the Kazipur

district between 1972 artd 1982, Hossain (1984) and Haque et aI. (1985) found that

32% of the population had been at least partially affected by erosion rvhile some

30,000 persons had been displaced. Currey (1979) has estimated that 66 thanas, or

about 747o of the main rural administrative units in Bangladesh (average

popuJation of 200,000) are liable to regular flooding and riverbank erosion. One

estimate has suggested that over 50% of the landless rural households in

Bangladesh are victims of riverbank erosion (Januzzi & Peach, i980). In total,

approximately one-tenth of the total population in Bangladesh (130 mil]ion) is at

risk of riverbank erosion (Rogge & Haque, 1987).

Displaced persons have become an increasingly visible component of

Bangladesh's urban society. A significant proportion of the country's 5% annual
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rate of urban gror.t'th can partly be attributed to involuntary migration stemming

from riverbank erosion (Akhter, 198/). Baqee's (1998) assessment of six slums in

Dhaka shon'ed that over three-quarters (80.3%) of the dwelters had migrated

from high erosion-prone areas located mostly along the rivers Padma and

Meghna. Greenberg's 1986 study of squatter settlements in Serajganj displacees

showed 90% the surveyed displacees regarded themselves as permanent

residents of the area. On average, displacees had lived in the citv for liryelve

years, some for as many as 50 years. Some 60% indicated that even if they had

sufficient means to purchase agricultural land, they would droose not to because

of fears of being displaced again.

Riverbank erosion-induced displacees have nevertheless remained

economically and socially marginalized within the urban context. In urban

centers, where demand for agriculfural skills is limited, displacees have been

largely confined to informal, low paying employment which has contributed to

downward mobilify in terms of income, social status and amenities (Hossain,

1989). Because local authorities generally consider displacement as a temporary

problem, which will be resolved when the displacees' land reemerges, assistance

is rarely forthcoming (Haque,1988; Rogge & Elahi, 1989). One study found that

80% of displaced households in Seragjanj had never received assistance from

local authorities (Greenber g, 7986).

Displacees attempt to cope rvith their uprootrnent by ciinging together for

mutual sustenance, usually in illegally occupied bastees or squatter settlements

located on unused government land (Haque, 1988; Hossain, 1,989). Most

communities live without such basic amenities as fresh water, sanitation and

access to health care. Moreover, because the magnitude of industrialization in
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Bangladesh has never been u'ith the counfry's rapidpace of urban grorvth, the

prospect for ner.t' economic opporlunities remains marginal. This sibuation has

given rise to high levels of unemployment, particularly u'ithin the formal

economic sector, and has inevitably increased the strains associated n'ith

involuntary relocation. Among displacees in Serajganj, for instance, Haque (1986)

reported th.at 1J,% of surveyed households had experienced increases in physical

illness and 22% increases in mental illness. Hossain's (1989) survey of displaced

households in the Serajganj area showed that 39% had experienced a general

deterioration in famiiy cohesion.

It is nor.t'recognized that maior negative life events, such as flooding and

displacement, have significant effects upon both physicai and psychological

health (Thoits, 1983). As stressors and precursors to psychologícal distress, these

events can be expected to disrupt a displacee's life pattern to the extent of

requiring some form of physical, social, and/or psychological change or

adjustment (Pealin et al., 1981). When stressors are sudden, unexpected and/or

highly threatening, they may overwhelm an individual's every day coping

responses. When recurrent or persistent, stressors may lead to a gradual erosion

of the individual's coping resources, culminating in a state of physical, emotional

or mental exhaustion (Thoits, 1995; V\lheaton, 1983).

In the case of Bangladesh, psychological distress may arise not only from

the loss of iand and homestead, but also from the resettlement experience per se.

Because hazard-induced migration is involuntary, without predisposing positive

motivations to resettle elsewhere, the displacee is pushed rather than pulled

towards the new destination (Kunz, 1981). As suctu the migration experience

may be seen as a highly disruptive (and stressful) occurrence marked by
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significant socio-emotional ioss and change. Unlike the voluntary migrant rt'ho is

motivated to move elsewhere for purposes of self-gain, the involuntary migrant

is uprooted and moves only reluctantiy. Such a migrant is often less prepared

both economically and psychologically to deal with urban living, and is likeiy to

perceive resettlement in terms of losses rather than gains, as ¿rrr end of rcther than

a beginning of a ne\4, \4,4y of life (Kunz, L973). Psychologically, the displacement

experience represents "an [unexpected and sudden] intermption and frustration

of life expectations, with all the related anxieties and potential damage to the

self-concept" (David, 1969, p. 17).

The socioeconomic adaptation difficulties encountered by displacees

during resettlement may at the same time take their toll in much the same way as

the more acute losses associated with displacement (Cronkite & Moos, 1984).

Research has shown that socioeconomic marginalization and poverty are

strongly associated with elevated levels psychological distress and

symptomatology (Birtchnell, 7988; Brown et al., 7975; Hirschfeld et al., 1,982;

Thoits, 1,995). Poverty not only exposes individuals to a greater number of

negative life events, but increases the likelihood that these experiences will have

a negative impact because of the limited personal resources which these persons

have (Dohrenn'end & Dohrenwood, 1,974). Pearlin et al. (1983) have further

observed that the abiding life conditions to which lower socioeconomic persorìs

are exposed often leaves these individuals convinced of their own deficiencies

and helplessness, which in turn leads to demoralization, anxiety and depression.

The psychological impact of riverine hazards and displacement has to

date received little attention in Bangiadesh. Research during the 1960s and 1970s

focused predominantly upon the physical characteristics of flooding and
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riverbank erosion and the potential structural solutions to ihese hazards. This

rvas broadened during the 1980s to address the economic and social adaptation

patterns of displacees, but still to the exdusion of issues related to psychoiogical

health.

The following literafure review (presented in chapters 2,3, and 4) not onlv

examines the problem of displacement from a disasters research perspectives,

but attempts to integrate the displacement/resettlement process into a

psychosocial model of adaptation. Involuntary migration in the present context

is seen as a process of multiple change n'hich demands both socioeconomic and

psychological adaptation on the part of the individual. The approach assumes

that displacees are subject to a multítude of sfressors, both as result of their

displacement and because of their subsequent economic destitution. The degree

to r.t'hich a displacee exhibits vulnerability or resistance to the associated

psychological distress can be broadly conceived as coping, and is dependent upon

the availabilily of both external (socio-economic) and internal (psychological)

resources.

The literature review which follows is aimed at creating a theoretical basis

for the proposed research. This revien'includes a synthesis of the problem of

riverine hazards and displacement in Bangladesh, the psychological implications

of displacement both as a disaster and as a major negative life event (stressor),

and a model of psydroiogical coping and adjustment.
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Chapter II

Flooding and Riverbank Erosion in Bangladesh

The impacts of flooding and riverbank erosion in Bangladesh reflect a

complex combination of physical, economic, social, and politícal conditions.

Erosion almost alu'ays threatens the most vulnerable segments of society,

namely impoverished and marginalized groups which have the least abilily to

resist, cope with, and recover from the natural hazard (Haque, 1,997; Rogge &

elahi, 1989). Although this process is clearly influenced by the magnitude and

destructiveness of physical events, the capacity of people to reconstruct their

livelihoods following flooding and land loss is almost always a function of their

socio economic posi tion and res ource relationships.

Poverty and Natural Disaster Relationships in Bangladesh

Flooding and riverbank erosion is an endemic and recurring natural

hazard in Bangladesh. It has been estimated that at ieast one million persons are

annually displaced by flooding and riverba¡k erosion, u'ith this figure reaching

as high as five million persons in 1,984, 1987 and 1988 (Rogge & Elahi, 1989).

According to a study conducted in Kazipur in the mid-1980s, two-thirds of the

inhabitants in the lower Brahmaputra $amuna) floodplain had been displaced at

ieast once in their lifetime; about 17% had been displaced three times and L5%

displaced ten times (Haque,1986). Among squatter households in urban

Serajganj, Greenberg (1986) found that74% had been displaced more than once

in their iifetime. Some 207o ttad been displaced tr,r'ice, 29% three to four times,

and21,% more than four times.

l5
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Displaced households in Bangladesh are overwhelmingly comprised of

the more economically marginal peasants who lack adequate resources to offset

the effects of riverbank erosion (Rahman,1.991,). While large landonrrers also

commonly lose land, their numbers are lorv, and their invountary displacement

is rare. Hossain (1989) found that only 1,0% of the displacee-squatters surveyed in

Serajganj cou-ld be regarded as having been wealthy prior to their displacement.

Rogge and Elahi (1989), in examining the assets of displacees in Kazipur,

reported that only 9.2% lnad sufficient resources to purchase ne\ r land after their

displacement; in Chilmari this figure dropped to 7.7% and in Bhola to 6.4Tr,.In

examining losses relative to their assets, Bhattacharya's (1989) study of 54 relief

camps in Dhaka city following the1988 floods showed that 60% of surveved

families had suffered losses of approximately 50% of their total assets (dr,r'elling,

livestock, crops, furnilure and other durables).

Arguments have been frequently made in literature to emphasize societal

dimensions rather than the physical qualities of natural hazards to explain

people's vulnerability (Blaikie et al., 1,994, Cannon, L994; Haque, 1997; Varley,

1,994). Bangladesh is among the most affected nations in terms of its

susceptability to natural catastrophes, having suffered 63 disasters between 1960-

L981 (Alexander, 1993). Each year hundreds of thousands of people are uprooted

from their original place of residence by natural events such as floods and

riverbank erosion, often leading to abject poverty (Islam, 7976,1979). At the sarne

time, the country's extreme poverty and demographic pressure has made a vast

proportion of its population liable to disasters.

Cannon (1,994) has asseted that "disasters are not natural: they happen to

people r,t'ho are put at risk as a result of their vulnerability" (p. 19). Cannon
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explains that nature has both inherent opportunities for production (natural

resources and materials) as ruell as a range of hazards which put constraints

production and other aspects of livelihood. The inequalities associated n'ith these

opporfunities and risks, however, are a function of socioeconomic systems rt'hich

uitimately determine the place of people in relation to each other and to the

environment. "This means that there are no really generalized opportunities and

risks in nature, but instead there are sets of unequal access to opportuníties and

tmequal exposure to risks ... [rn'hich make] some groups of people, some

individuals, and some societies more prone to hazards than others" (p. 1a).

In Bangladesh, rural communities are made vulnerable by deeply

entrenched economic, social and political inequities r.r'hich affect existing

patterns of land ownership and distribution. Although land ownership and re-

allocation reforms were enacted in the 1970s to ensure that landless farmers had

access to accretion lands at a nominal price, 52% of the rural population

remained functionally landless in the 1980s, up from 18/o tn 1961 and 38% in

1973-74 (Hong, 1980). Land-person ratio during this same period dropped from

0.35 acre in 1961 to 0.27 on 7974 and 0.25 in 1980 (Hong, 1980). It has been

estimated that 36% of rural households in Bangladesh possess no arable land

while 19% rematn functionally landless holding less than 0.50 acres (Januzzi &.

Peach, 1980; Rogge & Elahi, 1989). Over one-half (55%) of rural households own

slightiy less than one percent of total arable land in Bangladesh;75% of the land

is or,rmed by 23/o of the populace (de Vylder,1982; Rogge & Elahi, 1989).

The rural poor are made further disadvantaged by their relative

powerlessness in securing available lands. Rogge and Elahi (1989) have observed

that when mid-channel islands or char lands emerge through the process of
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accretion, "smali land-owners consistentiy appear to be the losers r,r'hile large

Iandowners gain control - often through violence - of most accretion or char

lands, thereby extending and intensifying the near feudal patron-ciient

reiationships that govern society and economy throughout most of the riverine

areas in Bangladesh" (p. 5). Local landlords and owners commonly maintain

linkages with both local and state level goverrunent instifutions, allowing them

to influence the allocation of lands through bribery of land settlement officers

and the illegal manipulation of land regulations and titles (Greenberg, 1986;

Rogge & Elahi, 1,989; Zarnan, 1988). In more remote char areas, the use of

violence by powerful landlords (including murder, rape, arson, looting and the

confiscation of crops and animals) is widely used to resolve land disputes (Baqee,

1988; Wahed et a1., 1983; Zaman & Wiest, 1985; Zatnan, 1,987). Data collected

fuom lwo national dailies betrveen 1,975-L990 indicated that 390 persons died in

violent clashes during this period, while 704were injured and L89 went missing.

An estimated1.,344 houses wereburnt and 545 cattle stoien (Baqee, 1998).

The inequitíes in capital and resources means that the poor are largely

dependent upon an uncontested land elite for their sustenance, exchanging

cheap and bonded labour for free-use right of land or share cropping privileges

(Zaman, 1988). Rogge and Elahi (1989) have observed that lack of resources

means that disadvantaged social classes in Bangladesh do not so much adjust to

disaster events, "but react within the constraints set by the prevailing relations

and resource conlrol characteristics" (p. 28). This often means that the poor are

forced to live on the most physically vulnerable and unstable lands, coping

annualiy with flooding and riverbank erosion with the most rudimentary

divesting measures. In a survey of 280 displaced households in Sreenagar during
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the 1988 flood, Haque and Zaman (1988) found that adjustment responses \t'ere

limited to the following measures: moving family members (66%) or livestock to

safer areas (26%), dismantling and salvaging of housing materials (39%),

boron'ing money (39%), selling of belongings (26/o) or livestock (17%), and/or

spending savings (24%)

Once assets are lost or sold, displacees have little opportunity to rebuild

their former way of life (Rogge & Elahi, 1,989; Saleheen, 1,991). Most displacees

are left in debt, dependent upon either relatives or neighbou¡s for access to iand

(common) or upon a local landlord as a tenant or share-cropper farmer (very

common). When this is not possible, displacees face either becoming agricultural

day iabourers (very common), or migrating out of the area to resettle on

government land elsewhere (occasional) or in a nearby urban center (common).

Displacement and Resettlement Patterns

Riverbank erosion-induced displacement in Bangladesh should be seen as

an involuntary or forced process characterized by few positive outcomes. This

process is distinguished from voluntary migration by both the lack of power to

decide to undertake the migration, and second, by the absence of positive

motivations to move from the place of origin (Haque, 1997).

Research has shown that the majority of displacees relocate with little

deliberation and only a narro\ ¡ range of destination. Saleheen's (1991) sLudy of

displacees showed that one-fourth began considering moving to other areas only

a month before they were actually displaced, and one-half had considered no

siutable destination other than the embankments to which they had relocated.

Haque's (1988) study of displacees in the thnna of Kazipur, for example, showed
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that less ll;ran3% moved more than five miles during their last displacem enl, 23%

moved less than one-quarter of a mile, 33% moved one-quarter to one-half mile,

and 22% moved from one-half mile to one mile. The most common reasons for

this pattern of limited migration include; (a) lack of alternative places of shelter,

(b) lack of economic resources to cover the cost of moving to a more distant

location, (c) hope of regaining access to eroded land should it re-emerge, and (d)

avaiiability of kin and local samaj groups, which often continue to serve as a

primary source of support and assistance. (Haque,1988; Hossairy 1989).

The majority of dispiacees forced to move to urban centres take shelter on

public land, often forming illegal squatter settlements along flood protect

embankments or most railway iines (Haque, 1,997). These migrants quickly

become among the disadvantaged and impoverished urban inhabítants, confined

to the low paying, informa-l day labour. A study conducted by Greenberg (1986)

showed 55% of l,,l-80 displacees residing in Serajganj squatter settlements felt

that their economic conditions had deteriorated since their displacement. About

71% were earning lower wages, despite encountering a higher cost of living,

u'hiie 56/r, reported being unemployed. This unemployment rate among

displacees far exceeded the national rate of 32% to 35% (Hossatn,1992).

Similar findings have been reported by Haque (1988) and Hossain (1989).

Haque's study of displaced households in rural Kazipur revealed that 67% were

earning less than the average annual income in Bangladestu with the average

anrrual income of dispiacee households (Tk 12,5751U5 $350) falling significantly

belou'that of non-displacee households (TkL4,452/US $400). In assessing living

conditions among displacee-squatters in Serajganj, Hossain (1989) found that

81,% felt that their housing conditions had deteriorated since their displacement.
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About 35/o reported their houses to be too old, 50% indicated their houses \t,ere

in need of repair, and 1.5% reported a lacking living space. Greenberg's (1986)

survey of Serajganj displacees showed that 1,8% Iacked access to a latrine and

35% did not have access to a tube-well, requiring that vvater be drawn from the

river or ponds. In comparison, a 1979 study of slum populations in Dhaka,

Khuna, Rajshahi and Chittagong showed that only 4% of the households lacked

access to a latrine (Islam, 1979).

The long-term prospects for Bangladesh's displacees are uncertain.

Greenberg (1986) observed that almost 49% of squatters who had resided in

Serajganf forsixtotenyears, and56% whoreportedresidenceof eleventofifteen

years, had remained in the informal employment sector. Over 60% of the

employment cou-ld be found in four occupations; daily labour (37%), ricksharn'

pulling (11%), milling (10%) and shop-keeping (5%). Most respondents reported

little or no improvement to their standa¡ds of living. Sixty-four percent believed

that educational facilities for their children had deteriorated while 41/o reported

a deterioration in access to health services. Almost as many respondenæ @0%)

felt that their own health had deteriorated, including almost 50% of the

dísplacees with six to ten years of residence and 40% of those with ten or more

years of residence.

As such, displacees can be regarded as economically and socially

marginalized, existing on the periphery of society with littie opportuniry to

better their plight. Haque (7997) observes that displacees have beert largely

excluded from mainstream activities, viewed as a subordinate and distinct group

which is less deserving of government support and assistance. In this respect,
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displacees are doubly disadvantaged, being among the poorest inhabitants, and

aiso having the least access to the politicai system.

Exclusion and Marginalization

Displacement in Bangladesh is generally regarded by pubtic officials as a

short-term rural phenomenon, to be resolved through land re-allocation or the

displacees'relurn migration upon the re-emergence of their land. Consequently,

the influx of displacee-squatters generally tends to receive little sympathl: ¿¡¿

support from local tor.t'n-folk and adminislrators alike, n'ho view dispiacees as

endangering the'norma.l.' and 'peaceful' life of the urban drt'ellers (Haque, 1997;

Rogge & Elahi, 1989).

Previous sbudies have shown that displacees are largely excluded by local

goverrunent agencies from any attempt at integration (Haque, 1.997). Greenberg

(1986) found that 807,,, of surveyed househoids in Serajganj had never received

assistance from local authorities, u¡hiie Zaman and Weist (199i) reported that

only 6/r' of displacees in Kazipur had received assistance from local government

relief agencies. Follor'r'ing the 1988 floods, Haque and Zaman (1995) found that

less than 72ÏL of 280 displaced households in the Sreenagar thana had received

support from either local or national government sources. Forthcoming aid .rvas

most often from relatives (79%), other villagers (337o), and non-governmental

relief agencies (51,91)

In order to survive, Bangladesh's displacee-squatters have had to rely

uPon their ort'n individual and collective resources. Despite obvious social

disruptions caused by involuntary migration, displacees have been able to

develop reciproci[' netr.r'orks rt'hich often take the form of traditional kinship-
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neighbourhood structures (Haque, L989). The primarl, social grouping in this

case can be identified as llne samaj, an informal but very common social village

grouping rt'hich acts as the primary forum within u'hich members interact on a

regular basis. Samaj are based on kinship and neighbourhood patronage

involving "netn'orks of social and religious links and interdependence u'hose

participants are obliged to assist one another in the event of a difficutt sibuation"

(Haque & Zaman,7994, p.75). This can take the form of physical assistance,

fina¡ciai aid, food ar.dlor other material supports. Zaman (1988) reported that

the single most important factor in determining the displacee's choice of

destination in the Kazipur thana was the presence of friends and patrilineal

relatives, n'ith most displacees timiting their migratory distance so to remain as

close as possible to their kin and local sarnajgroups.

Displacees have consequently tended to form relatively distinct and

separate communities in Bangladesh's urban environment, furthering their

peripherization r'r'ithin the urban context. Rogge and Elahi (1989) have observed

that the maintenance of these rural reciprocily netrvorks, r,r'hile providing a

minimum level of economic and social support, nevertheless limits both

interaction and integration r,r'ithin the urban community. Hossain (1989)

delineates this point in his observation that "to create a sense of social securify'

i,r'ithin themselves, thel' [the displacees] remain deeply attached to their rural

values, and because they seldom have an opening into the urban mainstream,

they maintain their past rural culture, developing a viliage entity rvithin the

parameter of the tor,r'n" (pp. 119-120).

In addition to remaining on the periphery of urban socieby, the deeply

entrenched socioeconomic inequities rvhich displacees are subject may rveil
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conlribute to an unequal human or psychological capacity to activell, adapt to

the loss and change. In studies of Galachipa th"ana, an area of Bangladesh subject

to tropical cydones, Islam (1,974) has found that economic and social constraints

frequently contributed to an inborn fatalism. Despite the fact that the majori[,' of

inhabitants expected future ryclones, they continued making their living in the

sarne place. Islam suggests that this willingness to remain in a hazard-prone area

is indicative of an adjustrnent process in r,r'hich decision-mukirg is not so much a

function of the "natural events system", but of an "innate optimism" or

submission to the "wiIl of God" as rvell as a lack of knowledge about alternatives

of making a subsistence. Haque (1988) and Hossain (1989) similarly found that

riverbank displacees in Bangladesh often atbribute their displacement to the "rvill

of Allah", sometimes believing that riverbank erosion is a curse and punishment

imposed upon them for the rt'rongdoings of society.

The vulnerability experienced by the poor in Bangladesh means that

many fall into what has been termed as the deprittation trnp, a mutually

reinforcing situation of powerlessness, poverly and isolation (Chambers, 1983;

Ingham, 1993). In the absence of economic, technicai and educational

opporbunities, and without access to land, the poor peasant has little alternative

but to accept the conditions offered by the locai landed elite, namely bonded

labour (Zaman,1988). In face of riverine hazards such as riverbank erosiory most

can only asslune and reparative actions only after the event has occurred, rt'hich

for many means becoming displaced once land is lost (Rogge, & Elahi, 1989).

Lacking means to attain any degree of economic securify, and having little

conlrol over their lives, it is a short step for the poor to internalize their social and

economic and pon'erlessness (Somjee, 7997).

'l /1L+
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In summary, one must recognize the problem of displacement in

Bangladesh in relation to both physical and human vulnerability. The effects of

the country's natural riverine hazards have been exacerbated by acute

population pressures which have induced large numbers of rural poor to settle

along unstable river bank lines and mid-channel char lands, areas most prone to

flooding and riverbank erosion. Vulnerability to Bangladesh's riverine hazards

must at the same time be seen as function of the socio-economic and socio-

political relations which dominate riperian life in Bangladesh; that is, because

control of land and resources is largely in the hands of the landed elite, the rural

poor remain relatively powerless to mitigate the debilitating consequences of

flooding and erosion once their land is lost. Once displaced to urban areas, most

displacees remain confined to low paying daily labour jobs, which in turn

intensifies their pauperization and downward spiral of development.

Such a pattern of chronic human suffering can have significant bearing on

emotional and psychological health. The uprooting and unrelenting

impoverishment which displacees experience may well evenfually exhaust a

person's emotional and mental resources. In many cases, this process can

culminate in levels of distress which not only erode motivation and initiative, but

impede management of even basic daily living affairs.
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Chapter III

Disasters and Psychological Vulnerability

This chapter examines the psydrological impacts of disasters, both from a

general perspective, but also within the context of Bangladesh. It discusses

disasters not onìy as abnormal and acute events, r,t'hich may serve to ovent'helm

everyday coping responses, but within the context of a socio-structural

perspective. That is, disasters are seen as a product of the interface betr,r'een

natural and social affairs, with daily economic, social, and cultural activities

having as much i¡fluence in determining human responses as the actual physicaJ

magnitude of natural hazards.

Disasters within the conventional psychological perspective are typicatly

viewed as extreme crises or negative life events which require significant

adaptive responses from survivors (Bolin, 1989: Gist & Lubin, 1989). Disasters

almost always produce major physical, economic and social changes which

disrupt normal every day patterns of living. These disruptions may best be

conceptualized as stressors, both acute and dmonic. A stressor can be defined as

any change in the environment that disrupts an individual's normal life patterns

and is sufficient in magnitude to require some form of physical, social or

psychological change or adjuslment on the part of the person (Holmes & Rahe,

1e67).

Acute stressors refer to sudden, unanticipated changes which require major

behavioral readjustments vvithin a relatively short period of time. These stressors

often take the form of sudden, unpredictable, and undesirable or threatening
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events u'hich occur outside the usual range of human experiences and

overwhelm normal coping responses (e.g. death of a family member). Chronic

stressors, in contrast, are persistent, unresolved or recurrent demands rt'hich

require readjustments over prolonged periods of time (e.g. disabling injury,

poverby, marital problems) (Thoits, 1995). Unresolved clr¡onic stressors graduallv

erode normal coping responses, often leading to a state of physical, emotional,

and/or mental exhaustion (Mitcheli & Everly, L995; \Alheatory 1983).

The manner in which people adjust to stressors may be termed as coping

and can be defined as any cognitive and/or behaviorai efforts r+'hich people use

to modify adverse or potentially threatening aspects of their environment

(Lazarus & Foikman, 1984). \¡\lhen stressors are appraised by an individual as

taxing or exceeding his/her coping resources (economic, social or psychological),

these may lead to a state a physiological and psychologica-l arousal known as the

stress response. Physiologically, there may be a significant arousal of the

sympathetic nervous system and the endocrine system which is marked by

increases in blood pressure, heart and pulse rate, electrodermal activiLy and

cateclomanine levels. \{lhen stress is protracted, boigenic neurotransmitter

processes may be altered by exceedingly high levels of amine utilization,

resulting in net amine depletions which in turn affect cognitive and affective

Processes (Aldwin, 1994). Cognitively, this is manifested in disturbed

concentration, memory dysfunction, confusion in thinking and decision-making.

Affectively, there is often intense feelings of anxiety or fear, helplessness,

demoralization and depression. Common physical responses inciude fatigue,

weakness, muscular and joint pain, disturbance in sleep and appetite, and
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respiratory and dermatological complaints (Oliver-Smith, 7982; Thoits, 1983;

Tyhurst 1951,1977).

It is now known that exposure to one or more maior negative life events

during a six to lwelve month period may predict both psychological distress as

r,t'elI as the onset of a more severe emotional or psychiatric disorder (Thoits,

1,995). Unresolved stress most often leads to moderate but problematic

psychological reactions. Shephard (L977) and Tennant et al. (1,982) found that

upwards to 90% of mental illness in the community may be classified as minor

psychiatric morbidity (l\æM). Symptoms associated with MPM include sleep and

appetite disturbance, physical health complaints, loss of self-esteem, irritability,

distractibility, frequent loss of emotional control, anxiety, and social withdrawal.

More severe stress reactions include depression, uncontrolled emotional

responses (particularly related to grief, hostility and anger), decreasing ability to

conduct daily living activities, suicidal and/or homicidal ideatioru paranoia, and

moderate to severe thought disorders (Lystad, 1988).

Characteristics of stressfui events that influence stress reactions inciude

magnitude (departure from baseline conditions), intensity (rate of change),

duration, unpredictability, and novelty (Cronkite & Moos, 1984; Koopman et al.,

1994).In general, events that are threatening and/or negative, which occur

suddenly and without warning, and r,r'hích require significant individual

adjustment produce more psychological distress and more serious forms of

disturbance; positive, benign or minor events are only weakly related to

psychoiogical distwbance (Bolin, 1989; Brown & Harris, 1978; Thoits, 1983). In

the aftermath of violent disasters, an estimated 12% to 1,5% of victims may

exhibit kansitory decompensated responses marked by confusion, anxiety and
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severe affective reactions. Some 5% to 10% oÍ victims, and as many as 30(ñ,

depending upon the severity of the disaster, may be at risk of developing more

serious and persisting forms of psychopathology (Chapman, 1962; Kinston &

Rosser, 1974).

Psychological djfficulties related to disasters most often indude mourning

and bereavement, physical health complaints, depression and anxiety, and in

cases of severe frauma, either the acute stress disorder or the posttraumatic stress

disorder (PTSD) (Gleser et a1., 1981: Kinston & Rosser,1974; Lima, 1986).

Mourning and bereavement should be regarded as a normal response to

significant loss; of a spouse, child or parent, but also to loss of hea-lth, savings,

stafus, and other simiiar variables. Common symptoms indude sadness, apathy,

distractibility, restlessness, somatic distress, preocfltpation and arxious pining.

Loss not dealt with through normal mourning may produce prolonged, delayed

or distorted grief patterns; an estimated 25% lo 35% of a population may be at

risk of experiencing abnormal grief reactions. Persons most at risk are those

lacking socio-economic supports, who have past unresolved losses, or lvho have

experienced multiple recent losses or a sudden, severe and unexpected loss

(Tomb,7995).

Physical and somatic complaints are also among common reactions to

stress. In assessing physical morbidity in the aftermath of a 1980s Fijian cyclone,

Fairley et a1.(1986) found that exposed victims were two to three times more

likely to report physical health complaints than non-exposed controls. Astudy of

the 1985 Puerto Rican flash floods by Escobar et at. (1992) showed similar results;

36% of the exposed survivors reported a new physical symptom versus 29% of

the unexposed population. Meiick's (1,978) study of flooded Pennsylvanian
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communities after Hurricane Agnes iikewise revealed a deterioration in the

health of victims, with 1,6% of the victims versus 4% of the controls reporting

health difficulties one year after the event.

Depression and anxiety should also be regarded as common reactions to

events such as disasters which involve loss and danger such as disasters;

phenomena of this type often reveal to the victims their uncontrollabiliry and

powerlessness, conlributing to a loss of self-efficacy, self-regard and self-esteem

(Mikulincer, 1994; Finley-|ones & Browry 19s1). Depression is most often

associated r.t'ith loss events, anxiety with threats or danger events, and a mixture

of depression and anxiety with events involving both loss and danger (Finley-

Jones & Brown, i981). Parker's (1977) study of the Darwin cycione evacuees, and

Murphy's (1990) study of the Bhopat chemical accident, showed that about 22%

of both samples demonstrated persisting adjustment difficulties related mainly

to depression and anxiety. Patrick and Patrick (1981), in assessing the impact of

the 1978 cvclone in Sri Lanka, found that 84% of victims demonstrated

psychiatric symptoms over the subsequent twelve months, most often related to

severe anxiety (84%), phobic reactions (68%), and depression (41,%). Lima et aI.

(7990), in comparing the psychological profiles of three disaster populations in

Columbia and Ecuador, found the most prevalent symptoms to be related to

anxiety, while symptoms most predictive of severe emotional distress (ranging

from 38% to 55/o) were related to depression.

The acute stress disorder and the posttraumatic stress disorder (I-{ISD) a¡e

expected reactions of anyone experiencing severe trauma, usually a life-

threatening event r+'hich is either directly experienced or witnessed. Symptoms

indude nightmares and intrusive memories of the event, avoidance of stimuli
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similar to the trauma, heightened arousal, hypervigilance, poor concentration,

and a marked startled response. The acute stress disorder, in which PTSD

symptoms predominate, typically dissipates after one to tn'o weeks; if lasting

longer than one monttç the diagnosis should be changed to PTSD. Depending on

the severity of a disaster, diagnoses of PTSD may vary from behveen 5% to 22%,

(Green & Lindy, 1994).

Generaliy speaking, the duration and extensiveness of stress-related

reactions in a disaster's aftermath will reflect the level of damage and disruption

caused by the event. Severe and long-term psydrological disturbance most often

occurs when individuals are exposed to acute and overwhelming stress, for

example, when close to the epicenter of sudden and unpredictable disasters, who

feel that their lives are in acute danger, who are exposed to wide-spread death

andlor destruction, or when suffering an injury to themselves or a household

member.

In gradual-onset disasters such as flooding, the likelihood of victims

experiencing acute psychological reactions is much ]ess likely. Flooding

generally affords warning periods of days or even weeks, during which time

communities are abie to prepare themselves both physically and psycho-

logically, thereby limiting threats to safety, minimizing damage and loss, and

mitigating overall individual and community disruption. Nevertheless, in cases

rvhere flooding is severe, and associated with displacement as in Bangladesh,

these events may cause sufficient disruption in life patterns to tax or ov-erwhelm

normal coping responses.
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Displacement and Psychological Vulnerability

Riverine hazards are an endemic and recurring phenomena in

Bangladesh. Monsoon rains and seasonal flooding are in fact much anticipated

throughout the country, with agriculture being entirely dependent upon the

annual rains. During the flood season, flood losses by riverbank communities

are minimized as housing materials a¡e dismantled, property and livestock

moved to higher ground, and family members relocated to safer areas (Haque &

Zanrrart, 1994). The evolvement of this disaster subculture not only mitigates the

physical impact of riverine hazards,but fosters a kind of psychological socialization

or hnbitwtton which reduces the degree of psychological strain usually associated

with disasters. The integration of riverine hazards into everyday experience and

thinking both lessens the threatening perception of the risk while fostering a

sense of human conlrollabitity and predictability (Alexan der,1993).

Flooding and riverba¡k erosíon can nevertheless be defined as disasters,

as "collective stress siluations that happen (or at least manifest themselves)

relatively suddenly in a particular geographical area and involve some degree of

loss, interfere r.t'ith the social life of the community, and are subject to human

management" (Alexander, 1993). Extreme poverly and demographic pressure

means that a large proportion of Bangladesh's population remains acutely

vulnerable to the affects of riverine hazards. Pa¡ticularly for poorer peasants

living aìong highly unstable river banklines or on mid-channel char lands, even

normal seasonal flooding may erode some or all of their land, resulting in

significant loss, if not in life, then in property and dignity; interfering severely

with everyday activities; overtaxing local resources; and causing problems that
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continue far longer than those which arise from the normal vicissiludes of life.

For these displacees, even normal levels of flooding may constitute a disaster

event (Maskrey, 1989; Taylor, 1988). "It is a moot point as to r,r'hether, to be so

called, disasters have to be unexpected, suddery widespread and utterly

devastating. It is conceivable that sifuations are no less catastrophic if they are

predictable, insidious, restricted, debilitating, and less limited in their scale of

destruction" (Taylor, 1988, p. 536).

In Bangladestu the loss of land and livelihood through riverbank erosion-

induced displacement can be reasonably assumed to constitute an extraordinary

negative event which may be of sufficient magnitude to tax or overwhelm

normal coping resources (Rahim & Cederblad, 1986). In traditional riperian

societies, iand is the primary source of subsistence and an important indicator of

wealth, status and power in every day village life. This relationship often gives

rise to strong feelings of allegiance or attachment to the land, which in turn is

closeiy tied to the individual's own sense of belonging and identity (Tuan, 7974).

Related to the social nature of land (or desh) in Bangladesh is the notion that

through consuming its produce one becomes part of llre desh, and strengthened

and empowered by it (Daniel, 1984). Daniel observes that the substance of. a desh

- soil, water, and agricultural produce - is seen as auspicious and of particular

value. When these qualities are consumed by villagers, the villagers are said to

become a full part of their desh.

Displacement almost always leaves people in a state of social and

economic disarticuiation (Oliver-Smith, 1982).It only removes people from the

main economic and social foundations upon which their livelihoods are

constructed, but forces them to face the uncertainties of surviving in a new and
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unpredictable environment. Urban life to most dispiacees means living in sub-

standard housing in crowded and unsanitary slums, with neither employment

nor income. Psychologically, loss of the economic and socia-l stabitity not on-ly

fosters strong feelings dissatisfaction, pessirnism, negativiby and demoralization

(Fu-ller et a1., 1996; Kettel, 1996), but places dispiacees in a tenuous position. "If

they fail to make ends meet, their misery is qualitatively different from any they

had ever experienced back home. Poverty is then perceived in a new tight: not

merely as a state of affairs, but as a threat, a snare" (Rahim & Cederblad,1986, p.

727).

While this experience may not necessarily precipitate acute forms of

psychological disturbance which are associated with traumatic stress exper-

iences (for example, PTSD), displacement can be expected to result in marked

emotional and psychological distress (David, 1969; Perry & Lindell, 7978).

Partridge (1989) has observed that "from the perspective of displaced people,

forced resettlement is always a disaster" (p. 375). It is never the fulfiltment of a

wish, but is an enforced choice which constitutes "a brutal interruption of

personal history, a brutal process of transplantation that produces a period of

mourning for the loss, in different degrees, of a sense of social and instifutional

belonging" (Majodin a, 1989, pp. 87-88).

Bar-Yosef (1968) has observed that migration, particularly when

involuntary, is one of the most obvious instances of a complete disorganization

of an individual's role system, leading to varying degrees of isolatiorç insecurity

and arxiety. Rural to urban migrants in developing countries generally bring an

overlay of lraditional behaviors, customs, and practices which are not readily

adapted in the urban context. The migrant's initial posture in the urban
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envi¡onment usually invoives both responses to his/her old cultu¡e and conflicts

and tensions with the new urban context and its unfamiliar demands and roles.

Especially in the early stages of residence, the newcomer may lack sufficient

experience and criteria to decide what parts of the urban way of life to embrace

or reject, and what parts of his or her former way of life should be pushed into

the background or preserved (Breese,1966).

Difficulties in adapting to the urban environment can be expected to

contribute to high levels of psychological distress through the perpetuation of

the migrants' marginal stalus. In Bangladeshu for example, the vast majorily of

displacees have found themselves living in bastees, under conditions that are

often worse than the rura-l areas from which they have migrated. Coming from

predominantly subsistence-oriented livelihoods, the displacees have moved from

reiatively isolated and economically stagnant areas into market economies where

most lack both the economic skills and knowledge of urban life to compete

successfully above the day-iabourer level. The displacees have consequently

fallen into a pattern of sttbsistence w'banization, having merely enough to survive

with little opportunity to better their condition.

It can be reasoned that displacement results in additive and interactive

stressors which may carry on well after initial resettiement, contributing to

symptoms of psychologícal distress which may arise months or years after the

actual disaster event. Displacement not only results in sudden and negative

changes in every day living patterns (acute stress), but generally forces

displacees into a state of chronic destitution (chronic stress). It is now known that

the nagging persistence and proximity of chronic stressors, particularly when

occurring in a facet of life of centra-l importance, can have a cumulative and
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taxing effect on a person's ability to cope (Pearlin et al., 1931). In many cases,

Mattlin et al. (1990) further observe, efforts to cope r.r'ith chronic difficulties are

much less likely to succeed, âfld lead to anxiety and depression, than efforts to

cope with acute events.

It is now recognized that lower socioeconomic status (SES) in general, and

economic poverty in particular, can act as chronic stressors which gradualiy

erode coping resources, culûLinating in a state of physical, emotional, and/or

mental exhaustion (Thoits, 1995). Mirowsky and Ross (1989) have argued that

this powerlessness and social alienation is a predictable and inevitable outcome

of the" inability to achieve one's ends, from ínadequate resources and

opportunities, from restricted alternatives, and from jobs in which one does not

choose what to do or how to do it ... experienced disproportionateìy by those

n'ith lor+'education and low income, possibly by women" (p.207).

A considerable body of literature has been established on the effects of

poverty on mental health. Kessler (1979) observes that persons of lon'er

socioeconomic status generally become vulnerable in two ways; they are firstly

exposed to more chronic socioeconomic problems than higher income groups

and, secondly, comparable events often affect them more severely than they

would a higher status group because of their reduced resource base. IJlbrich et

al. (1989) have noted that poverty and ongoing difficully in acquiring the

necessities of life often serve as a residual and chronic stressor, acting to reduce

levels of life satisfaction, straining socio-economic resources and increasing

vulnerabitily to both new economic problems as well as more discrete events.

l\fheaton (1983) observes the chronic poverty is characterizedby basic conditions

wtLich are conducive to feeling of vulnerabilily and powerlessness. These include
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the perception of barriers in the achievement of life goals or the stagnation in the

improvement of life conditions; the perception of inequity, that is, the

inadequacy of rewards in life roles in comparison with invested effort or

qualifications; the presence of either excessive or inadequate demand in the

environment compared to the response capacity of the individual, that is, bad

person-environment fit; frustration of role expectations; and/or the absence of

necessary resources needed to achieve a reasonable standard of líving.

Because the poor lypically are unable to insulate themselves from

potential losses through the accumulation of reserve resources, the addition of

even a minor loss or disruption may push their resources to the limit (Taylor,

1988). This state of socioeconomic impoverishment not orùy reinforces the sense

of vulnerability and lack of control common to lower SES persons, but serves as

an enduring symbol of the inadequacy of their efforts to resolve problems.

Pearlin et aI. (1981) have observed that chronic and difficult life conditions are

especíally inimical to a person's sense of self-esteem and mastery, serving as

enduring symbols of the inadequary of his/her efforts to resolve problems.

"Problems that by their nature are short-lived, or those readily

responsive to efforts to solve them, do not leave people convinced

of their own deficiencies; in fact, successful encounters with these

kinds of problems might enhance the seif ... It is the abiding

problems to which people can see no end, those that seem to be

fixfures of their existence, that are inlrinsically uncongenial with

positive self-concept " (p. 345).
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Epidemiological research confirms that the chronic strains built into the

life of more disadvantaged socioeconomic status groups contribute to higher

rates of both physical and psychological illness (Uibrich et a1., 1989).

Dohrenwood (1969) found that 20 out of 25 studies from which this relationship

could be judged showed higher rates of symptomatology in the lor.r'est social

classes. In a study of over 1,600 residents in Florida, Schwab et al. (1969) reported

that the lowest socio-economic respondents were five times more tikety to

experience high psychological distress than their higher socioeconomic cohorts.

Brown et al. (1975), in a study of 220 residents of London, England, simiiarly

found that working class females were five times more likely than upper class

females to develop depression in the year prior to interviewing, particulariy

when experiencing a negative life event and lacking a close, confiding

relationship.

In developing countries, where rapid rural-urban migration has led to a

proiiferation of slums and squatter settlements, the relationship betrveen chronic

u¡ban stressors and psychological distress and morbidity has received increasing

attention. A revier.t' of research suggests that at least 10% and as mudr as 30% of

community samples can be expected to demonstrate significant levels of distress.

In a survey of over 1600 persons in four developing counkies, Harding et al.

(1989) reported rates of psychiatric morbidity of 1.0.6% (Sudan), 10.8%

(Coiombia), 1.6.3% (Phiiippines), and 17.7% (India). In Ethiopia, Tafari et al.

(1991) found a case rate of 17.2% among 2000 adults living in a rural communify

whiie Jacobsson (1985) reported a prevalence of 1,8% among 465 outpatients

attending an urban general hospital. In Khartoum, Sudan, Rahim and

Cederblad's (1989) survey of 204 inhabitants showed that 40.3% had at least one
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psychialric symptom whjle 1,6.6% exhibited dinicat svndromes. In a subsequent

study, Cederblad and Rahim (1989) found rhat2ï% of 104l{ra¡toum inhabitants

exhibited significant impairment. In India, Sen and Williams (1987) found

clinically recognizable depressive phenomena among 43% of 202 adult attenders

of three primary health care dinics in Calcutta, with 23/o being diagnosed r,r.ith

depression of ma¡ked intensity. Naik and Wig (1980) and Banerji et aL. (1,987)

similarly found 20% rctes of among persons attending general medical

practitioners in Chandigarh and Calcutta respectively.

Research has further shown a positive association between the stressors of

poverty and urbanization and mental health deterioration. Ndetei and Vadher

(1982), for example, found that lack of regular employment and income were

significant vulnerabilily factors among clinically depressed persons in Nairobi,

Kenya. In an epidemiological survey in lran, Bash and Bash-Liechti (1974)

similarly found that morbidity was higher ¿unong the urban poor (L9.8%) than

middle class (13.6'/o) or r.t'ell-to-do persons (L4.3%). In assessing psychiatric

morbidity and alcoholism in an industrial suburb in Buenos Aires, Argentina,

Tarnopolsky et aL (1977) found a higher proportion of cases among respondents

of lower socioeconomic stafus, the poorer residential districts, the less educated

and the foreign-born.

Bahar et al. (1992), in assessing the impact of rural-urban migration in

Palembang, Indonesia, reported similar results. while oily 8/o of 1,033 non-

migrants were found to have significant mental health problems, this figure rose

to 26% among the 546 migrants. Psychological symptoms were found to be

strongly associated rt'ith poverty; whereas 23% of low income respondents were

identified as experiencing mental health difficulties, this figure fell to 14% and
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11/o among middle and upper income persons respectively. Respondents living

in poor traditional dwellíngs also had a higher case rate than those litirg in more

peflnanent housing (23/o versus 14%).Fewer cases were identified among

persons who had access to electriciry Q6% versus 30% of those without), tap

water (16% versus 25%), and a television set (15% versus 26%).

}y'.ar:- (1987), in assessing the prevalence of mental health problems in three

primary heaÌth cate centers in Sao Pauìo, Braz1l, also found a strong association

between poverty and psychological disturbance. Rates of minor psychiatric

morbidity (MPM) were found to be significantly higher among slum-area

residents living in 'irregular' housing which lacked adequate water and

sanitation; 56% of these subjects were identified as mental health cases in

comparison to 48% of those residing in more stable neighbourhoods with

'regular'housing (houses or apartments). Women residing in 'irregular'housing

conditions were nearly three times more likely to be classified as high scorers

than women residing in reguJar housing. Over 75% of the lou' income women

exhibited MPN4 symptoms in comparison to 55% of women with moderate

incomes and 44% of those n'ith high incomes.

Reichenheim and Harpham (1991) assessed the mental health stalus of

1.,048 mothers living in the largest squatter settlement in Rio de Janeko. Mental

health was again found to be strongly associated with poverty status. Some 47%

of low income mothers were found to be in poor mental health, in comparison to

34% and30% of the middle and upper income mothers respectively. AJ:nost one-

half (48%) of the mothers living in the poorest living conditions were

experiencing mental health difficulties, in comparison to 33% and 1,5% of the

mothers living in moderate or good conditions. The highest proportion of
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'probable cases' (50%) was found among migrant mothers rvho had remained in

the lowest socioeconomic bracket despite residence of ten or more years.

It can be assumed that involuntary migration may increase the risk of

psychiatric morbidity. Displacement can be conceived as a major negative life

event which almost always results in additive and interactive slressors. These

include loss of livelihood and community, subsistent living standards, and

deprivation of basíc amenities. Sudr hardships and difficulties can be expected to

have a cumulative effect on an individual's mental health, gradually eroding

coping resources to the point of physicai or psychological exhaustion (Thoits,

1e83).

It is important to keep in mind, however, that human exposure to

slressors alone is never a sufficient explanation for the onset of physical or

psychological illness. The impact of every stressor is determined by a number of

individual and environmenta-l factors r.t'hich mav either increase or decrease a

person's potential for dealing effectively with stressors (Pearlin & Schooler,

7978). As shall be discussed in Chapter [V, the capacily of people to respond to

environmental threats is a function of not only the physical forces which affect

them, but of the rvay people see and adiust themselves in relation to these forces.
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Chapter IV

Psychological Coping

This chapter reviews literature relative to psychoiogical coping and

adjustment processes, particularly in relation to natural hazards. It not only

provides a broad overvien' of human responses to adversity and stress, but

discusses coping and adjustment in the context of displacement and

marginalization in Bangladesh.

One can assurne that persons placed within highly stressful circumstances

are at risk of experiencing a negative change in either their physical and/or

psychological health (McFarlane, 1988). However, distress and morbidity are

separate phenomena and exposure to threatening or unpleasant liJe events is a

potent cause of distress but not necessarily of a psychiatric disorder (Pearlin &

Schooler, 1978). Moreover, life events are not equally stressful to all persons

(Wheatoru 1983). Pearlin et al. (1981) observe as a determinant of an individual's

response, the objec[ve nature of a situation is less important than is the person's

construai of the sifuation. People vary considerably in their propensities to

respond in particular ways to situations, and these individual differences piay an

important role in determining what coping strategies people use.

People typicalty confront stress-provoking conditions with a variety of

perceptions, behaviors, and cognitíons designed to alter or mediate the impact of

the situation. These responses may be referred to as coping. Coping can be

defined as any and all cognitive, emotional and/or behavioral efforts used by an

individual to master, reduce or tolerate specific internai and/or external
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demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of that person

(Folkman &. Lazarus, 1980). Coping as such is viewed as independent of its

outcome, that is, coping refers only to efforts or tactics exerted to manage

demands, regardiess of their success.

Conceptually, coping behaviors can be categorized into three major

groups: (a) responses that change the situation, (b) responses that change the

meaning of the stressor, and (c) responses aimed at controlling distressful

emotions (Pearlin & Schooler,1978). Lazarus and Folkman (1984) have broadly

divided these coping responses into two classes: (a) actions that eliminate or

directly modify a threatening situation (problem-focused coping), and (b)

thoughts or actions oriented toward relieving the emotional impact of the event

(emotion-focused coping).

Problem-focused coping consists of both cognitive and behavioral

strategies oriented toward modifying an unpleasant or threatening situation.

These efforts almost always involve attempts to do something active to alleviate

stressful circumstances (Mikulincer, 1994). Folkman et al. (1986) have observed

that problem-solving coping most often takes the form of following responses:

(a) confrontative coping, characteri zed by action-oriented strategies used to

change a situation, (b) seeking social support skategies, characterizedby efforts

to obtain emotional comfort and information from others, and (c) planful

problem-solving, deliberate and sequential problem-focused and often action-

oriented efforts to solve a probiem

Emotion-focused coping, in contrast to problem-focused coping, involves

efforts to manage the cognitive and emotional consequences of a stressful

situation. This is usually accomplished by either by modifying the meaning of
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the problem or through the regulation of the associated emotional distress

(Mikulincer,7994). These strategies can be divided into fou¡ coping strategies: (i)

reorganization, or changes in priorities, plans or projects which resolve to

person-situation mismatches, (ii) reappraisal, usually involving selective

attention to the positive rather than negative aspects of a situation, thereby

reducing distress associated with person-situation mismatches, (iii) emotional-

management, which may take the form of either the venting of emotions, self-

control or the regulation of emotions, andf or distancing or deli-berate

detachment from a stressful encounter, and (iv) avoidance, characterized by such

activities as behavioural disengagement, active forgetting, wishful thinking or

daydreaming.

Research shows that people lypically use mul[ple strategies when coping

with major life events or chronic strains (Mikulincer,1994; Pearlin & Schooler,

1.978). Folkman and Lazarus (1980) found that both problem-focused and

emotion-focused slrategies were used by subjects n 98% of some 1,300 stressful

episodes. The efficacious of any one coping tactic, however, depends very much

upon contextual fealures of the sfressor.

In situations rvhich are arnenable to problem-solving, active coping can

result in constructive change, lead to feelings of competence, and generalize to

later stress experiences (Collins et al., 1983, Kaloupek & Stoupakis, 1985:

Kaloupek et al., 1984). However, in situations which are not amenable to

instrumental control, persistent problem-solving efforts can lead to jregative

feelings of failure, frustration and helplessness (Folkman, 1984; Collins et al.,

1983). Emotional-focused coping in controllable circumstances may similarly

have negative outcomes. In this case, focusing on the negative aspects of a
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stressor may not only exacerbate the associated dístress, but dislract from more

active coping efforts which might resolve the situation (Scheir & Carver, 1977).

No one coping strategy is efficacious across ali situations. Thoits (1995)

has observed that "the effectiveness of any one strategy or coping style may

depend on abstract properties of a stressor (e.g., chronic versus acute,

conlrollable versus uncontrollable), on specific subtypes of stressors (e.g., death

of a loved one, illness, interpersonal problem), or perhaps on some combination

of both aspects" (p. 61). In generaf controllable situations favou¡ probem-focused

coping, uncontrollable situations favour emotional-focused coping (Foikma¡ &

Lazarus,1988). Folkman (1984) observes that for problem-focused coping to be

effective, subjective appraisals of controllability must match the objective

controllability of the stressor (conversely, for emotion-focused coping to be

effective, situations should be objectively uncontroltable and accurately

perceived as such). "A time-honored principle of effective coping is to know

when to appraise a situation as uncontrollable and hence abandon efforts

directed at altering that situation and turn to emotion-focused process in order to

tolerate or accept the situation" (Foikman,1.984, p. 849).

Coping in the Context of Involuntary Displacement in Bangladesh

As stated earlier, the poor and disadvantaged in Bangladesh do not so

much adjust to disaster events as "react within the constraints set by the

prevaiÏng relations and resource control characteristics" (Rogge & Eiahi, 1989, p.

28). In the absence of economic, technical and educational opportunities, the

rura-l peasant often falls into a depriaation trøp characterized by fatalistic atbitudes

which reflect the displacees' inability to exert control in both his/her physical
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a¡d socio-economic environments. Baqee (1988), commenting on the inequities of

land, power and control of the charlands in Bangtadesh, writes:

"The r,r.irrners of this power game are those who can pull at1

possible strings in terms of administrative and government

connections as to ciinch it in their favour and secure a strong

foothold in society. The losers, who oubrumber the winners

many times, are either evicted from their char sites or in
most cases fall into the grip of extreme poverty ... The

settlement process is a major factor in determining the

extent of control over these resources by rival groups where
'might is right'. An inexorable fate, ever nurburing the seeds

of nemesis, perpetually loom over the char lands.
Helplessness, resignation and surrender to forces unleashed

by them in their struggle for existence - but over which they

have no control - mark the lives of the char lands denizens.

Their attitudes bespeak a passivity towards the misfortunes

that befall them. Blind, unquestioned acceptance of 'what-
ever will be will be' pervades the char Iand ethos" (p.Z)

It is non' recognized that the generalized beliefs and attitudes that a

person holds in relation to his/her potential for controlling and mastering the

environment can both directly deter distress, that is, enhance well-being, and

mediate the potential adverse consequences of stressful conditions (Antonovsky,

1979; Pearlin & Schooler,1978). Of particular interest in the present context are

the concepts of personal control or mastery versus fatalism. Personal control and

mastery as a Psychological attributes refers to the extent a person regards

his/her internal states, behavior and üfe-chances as being under his/her conkoi

in conkast to being fatalistically ruled (Pearlin & Schooler, 1.978). Fatalinn, in

contrast, refers to the tendency to believe in the efficary of the environment
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rather than personal forces in terms of the causes of life outcomes, induding both

success and failure outcomes (I4lheaton, 1983).

Conventional Western psychological research has generally shortm that

beliefs in personal control are advantageous in buffering the deleterious effects of

stress exposure. Anderson (1977) and Pol et al. (1980), for example, have reported

that persons with high sense of personal control not only experience less distress

than persons with lorn' control when confronted by stressors, but adrieve better

outcomes in managing both acute and everyday problems. Individuals with high

personal control have been found to rate their overall health better, are sick and

depressed less often, and recover better and more rapidly from illness and in1'ury

than people with low personal control (Bandura, L992, Gecas. 1989). When faced

by stressors, these persons react with more favorable outcome expectancies,

exhibit greater feelings of competence and more active problem-solving efforts,

and resort to fewer interfering responses such as avoidance and self-blame

(Anderson, 1.977; Brisset & Nowicki, 1973; Gibbs, 1989). Thoits (i987) has

reported that a sense of control may well lessen the psychological impact of even

fateful events by encouraging active problem-solving in their aftermath.

Inversely, loss of control and fatalistic atlributions are likely to lead to feelings of

frusfration and helplessness, reducing motivation and making the goals of social

action less attainable (\ÂIheatory 1980).

Although conventional psychology often associates fatalism with

powerlessness, passivity; and impotence, contributing to t}ire depriaation trap of

poverty (Somjee, 1,991,), one must aJso recognize fataiism as an adaptive coping

resPonse. In face of uncontrollable physical conditions (flooding, riverbank

erosion), and enduring socio-economic inequities (lack of means of production,
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chronic Poverty), the poor in Bangladesh in fact have fer,r' options by lvhich to

better their life circumstance. Moreover, the struggle for survival and subsistence

among the poor in Bangladesh requires self-determination and daity physicai

exertion, which are the antithesis of passivity. As Hartmann and Boyce (1990)

observed in Bangladeshu "to blame the villagers' poverty on their fatalism would

be to put the cart before the horse, to confuse symptom with cause. Fatalism is

simply the way villagers explain the reality they are up against" (p.224).

From a Western coping perspective, it can be argued that active problem-

soiving efforts in such circumstances where success is unlikely may serve to only

reinforce the villagers' sense of powerlessness. The individual might better

relieve the associated distress of his/her life circumstances by accepting these as

inevitable, in this case attributing them to the "will of Allah". This sense of

fatalism, while impiying a iack of individual control whidr is typicaliy associated

with depression, serves to integrate the individual into a belief system which

allou's the person to accommodate life circumstances (including displacement)

into a understandable realiry without being overwhelmed by it (Krause & Tran,

1989; Neff & Hoppe, 1993; Pearlin & Schooler,1978).

Cilsenan (7982) has observed that ecstatic worship in Islam tends to be

associated wíth the socially repressed and dispossessed, not least because it

provides important psychological outlets. Whilst the powerful are likely to

declare 'Aliah helps those who help themselves', the poor tend to assert that

'Allah gave this position, so how can we change it'. Allah in this latter -context is

seen by the poor as intrinsically linked with their daily life and destiny, and

provides reason for their impoverishment, suffering and sacrifice. As Gardner

(1995) observed in rurai Bangladesh, "landless villagers told me that the wealth
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of their neighbours was a 'test' given the rich by Allah, to see if they would

redistribute it as alms" (p.234).

Fatalism, and religiosity n particular, McCrae and Costa (1986) observe,

provide people with a sense of meaningfulness and positive interpretation. For

example, a person who holds a firm belief that all things are part of God's larger

plan may experience less distress following negative life events than a person

who does not hold this view (Wortman et al., 1.992). Similarly, people who have

the perspective that bad things can happen at any time and that suffering is part

of life may find it easier to cope with loss and change than persons who believe

that if they work hard and are good people, they will be protected from

misforbune (|anoff-Bulman & Frieze, 1983).

The commonality which displacees share in terms of beiiefs, experience,

needs and priorities may be also seen as an integrative force. In order to survive,

Bangladesh's riverbank displacees have relied largely upon their collective

resources, resettling within geographical clusters which allow for the re-

establishment of kinship-neighbourhood structures that traditionally furnish

support and assistance during disastrous circumstances (Haque, 1989; Zaman,

1988). Although individual and communal resources may be diminished through

displacemenÇ the continuity of village structu¡es not only allows for provision of

shahaja (assistance and charity to the poor) but can promote a sense of familiarity

and emotional connectiorç interpersonal commonatity and solidarity which can

offset feelings of uprootedness, loss and isolation (McMillan & Chavis,i986).

It is generally accepted that social support is instrumental in buffering or

protecting individuals from the potentially pathogenic influence of stressful

events, accounting for as much as for 5% to 10% of the variance associated with
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such disorders as arxiety, somatic complaints, and depression (Cohen & Wills,

1.985; Ganster & Victor, 1988). Social support here can be broadly defined as an

individual's social network and support systems, including family, kin,

friendships and neighbourhood ties, from which can be drawn on for tangible or

material assistance, emotional support, and informational or directive

guidance/support (Barera & Ainley, l9ï3;Schaefer et al., I9g2).

In the event of a highly negative community event such as displacement,

the presence of supportive others may be particularly relevant to the coping and

adjustment process. Lieberman and Borm an (1979) have observed that social

units which move-in-mass (not unlike many displaced villages in Bangladesh)

often function as loosely strucbured 'self-help groups'. The retention of kinship-

neighbourhood strucfures can not only provide for day-to-day expressive and

instrumental needs among members through the sharing of resources and

information, but can relieve the uncertainties and anxieties of displacement by

promoting an expectation and confidence that others are present to provide

support in times of need (Wills, 1985). Alexander (1969) has noted that the re-

establishment of community structures provides migrants "with at least one

familiar reference point in an otherwise strange society" (p. 7Z), thereby

furnishing an important sense of socio-emotional connectedness and reciprocity.

Taft (1973) and Bochner (1981) point out that such structures allow for a sense of

socio-cultural continuity, thereby allowing the individual "to reflect on the

novelly of new experiences and to regain the inner security and self-respect so

essential to effective continuation of normal life processes" (Davi d., 1969, p.27).

Interestingly, the importance of social support is often most evident when

these supports are lacking. Antonucci (1985) and Kaniasfy and Norris (1,993)
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found that while tlne presence of social support may not necessarily lessen the

immediate impact of a disaster event, tlrre absence of support will almost always

be detrimental and contribute to more severe psycho-pathology. Becker and

Schmaling (1991) have noted that while social support may reduce feelings of

helplessness and low self-regard, the lack of it wilt more likely lead to anxiery

and depression - even in the absence of a severe life threat. The authors note that

in the event of exposure to a severe life event, social support has the effect of

enabling the individual to perceive the event as both less th¡eatening and more

capable, thereby reducing or buffering its adverse impact.

In Bangladeslu where patronage and charily between kin is an integral

component of economic and social relations, seeking social support should be

viewed as an important mediator of both socioeconomic and psychological

adaptation. However, this process can also be expected to be influenced by

individual predispositions towards types of coping (problem-focused or

emotion-focused), as well as personal beliefs and attifudes, such as conlrollability

versus fataiism, which determine an individual's willingness/ability to persist in

face of obstacles or aversive experiences (Bandura,1977).
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Chapter V

Theoretical Consi derations

This study is designed to examine, from an interdiscipiinary perspective,

patterns of psychological coping and adaptation among riverbank erosion-

induced displacees in Bangladesh. It not only attempts to identify the nature and

characteristics of human responses to riverine hazards and disptacement, but

also to delineate underlying economic, social, and cultural relationships which

shape this process.

Psychological studies of disasters have traditionally adopted an

environment-behavior paradigm to explain behaviors occurring before, during,

and after extreme events. Human responses are seen to be a product of an

interactive and reciprocal process in which characteristics of disasters (e.g.,

predictability, duratiorç intensity and magnitude) interact with cognitive and

psychological factors (perception, cognition, attifudes, and coping processes).

Disasters that are unexpected, occur suddenly, and cause widespread damage

are generally assumed to be traumatic and associated with the a high degree of

psydrological disturbance (Bolin, L989; Koopman et al., 1994; Thoits, 1983).

This psychological perspective tends to view natural hazards and disaster

events as extraneous, discrete, and abnormal events which overwhelm normal

coping mechanisms. Human coping is seen as the relative abilify of people to

resolve symptoms of distress associated with loss and damages, rather than in

terms of hor.t' people regain their physical and social livelihoods in adverse

circumstances. This process is assumed to be influenced by a number of socio-
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demographic variables, such as iow income, old age and female gender, which

increase both physical and psychological vulnerability to disasters. People of

different social backgrounds not only encounter dífferent hardships and

problems, as well as opportunities, but may vary in their physical and

psychological capacities to fend off the stresses resulting from difficulties.

These factors are generally studied as discrete variables, without

consideration of how societal processes at iarge intersect with nature to foster

vulnerability and risk to natural hazards. The manner in which people cope, and

their degree of coping efhcacy, is assumed to be determined by internal

attributes such as self-esteem and master/, which underlie psychological well-

being and resilience (Antonovsky, 1,979). The stronger these psychotogicai

resources, the more resilient people are to stress, and the greater is their

persistence and efforts in resolving difficulties (Gibbs, 1,989; Thoits, 1,987;

\Alheatorç 1983).

It is important to acknowledge that this perception of human health is

rooted within a Western scientific perspective, often to the exclusion of cultural-

ecological interpretations which emphasize the role of indigenous knowledge

and customs in mediating health and adjustment. Western psychology typicatiy

emphasizes an egocentric approach which prizes individualism, self-reliance,

and problem-solving as avenues for adaptive functioning (Triandis, 1,996).

Although economic and social support may be considered mediating factors in

physical and emotional recovery, they nevertheless remain peripheral to

psychological coping - a process based on intrapersonal rather than interpersonal

resources.
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In contrast to the individuatist emphasis common to psychological studies

approach, recent disaster studies have integrated natural hazards and disasters

into a socio-structuralist framework. Disasters are seen not merely as extreme

geophysical events detrimental to human activity systems, but as a complex mix

of geophysical processes, on one hand, and social, economic, and potitical

processes/ on the other (Blaikie et al., 1994; Cannon, 1994; Varley, 1994). Blaikie et

a1. (1,994) have in fact argued that 'natural' and 'hrrman' dimensions of disasters

are so inextricably bound together that these events can not be understood to be

natural in any straightforward way. Rather, disasters are a compiex product of

the interface between natural and social affairs in which "activities of daily life

comprise a set a points in space and time where physical hazards, social

relations, and individual choice converge" (Blaikie et. al., 1994, p. 13).

This approach "puts the main emphasis [of disaster studies] on the

various ways in which social systems operate to generate disasters by making

people vulnerable" (Blaikie et al., 1994, p. 1i).Although personality traits and

attitudes may influence how people perceive and respond to hazards, these

attributes are seen not merely in terms of internal psychological processes, but as

being intricately linked to prevailing economic, social and political institutions.

These systems not only determine resource relations and what people can and

not achieve, and therefore also how people view their level of personal efficary

and competence, but influence people's choice of coping strategy. Persons with

access to resources and savings usually have some degree of flexibilily and

choice in responding to nalural hazards, whereas the disadvantaged poor are

forced to adopt passive coping strategies because they are without means to

either prepare for or mitigate these conditions.
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The present study has adopted an integrative perspective toward disaster

sfudies. On one hand, it is recognized that psychological coping is essentially an

internal Process, which is at least partially influenced by the intensity and

magnitude of stressors. Hazards that are clearly perceived to be th¡eats because

of their potential for widespread destruction are more likely to evoke self-

protectíng resPonses, while disasters which cause widespread damages and

especially deaths can be expected to cause the greatest level of emotional

distress. Flowever, it is further maintained that exposure to threatening life

events is not always a sufficient explanation for the onset of psychological illness.

The impact of any stressor is mitigated not only by the effectiveness of individuat

coping, but also by non-psychologicai resources such as material and social

support rvhich may be used to resolve problems and hardshipr.

It is also acknowledged that natural hazards must be viewed within the

context of daily life, rather than as distinct and abnormal phenomena. This is

particularly applicable in the case of Bangiadesh. As Alexander (1993) has

asserted, the recurring and endemic nature of riverine hazards in this country

has meant the emergence of distinct disaster characteristics, which has allowed

the poor to minimize their losses through indigenous mitigation measures.

Agriculture, for example, has become finely atfuned to seasonal flooding, such

that damage results mainly from floods that are unexpected or particularly

intense, but not from normal seasonal flooding. So long as people are able to

protect their homes and livelihoods, flooding is seen as a normal seasonal

activity. In this context, riverine hazards are seen not as abnormal events, but as

being a natural and recurring facet of rural life.
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The ability to cope with the hazards must also be considered n'ithin a

larger societal structure, rather than solely at the individual level. The poor are

almost always more vulnerable to hazards because they live in areas more prone

to these events, and because they have far fewer resources to overcome damages

and hardships. Although psychoiogical coping is an internal process, one can

assume that basic psychological attributes such as perceived self-efficary and

conkollability are determined by a person's duily efforts to achieve success in the

environment. That is, people who have access to resources to achieve their ends

are more likely to believe they are capable of effecting change in their

environment, and will be more active in their attempts, than people who lack

resources and must depend upon others for thei¡ livelihood.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge that perception and coping

behavior is significantly influenced by culture and societal practices. Rather than

adopting the conventional Western scientific approadç it is recognized that each

society has its own particular'perspective' through which people interpret and

orgarize their activities and realify, resolve difficulties and problems, and create

new social arangements (Guiness,1992; Kleinman et a-1., 1978). As such, it may

be argued Western psychology is only one of many perspectives with which to

study human behavior, and in fact may be vastly different from many non-

Western perspectives. In this respect, this study has adopted an integrative

cultural-ecological perspective which recognízes the role of social organization,

indigenous values, and cultu¡al knowledge in determiníng how people interact

and respond to changes in their physical environment.

56
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Research Objectives and Hypotheses

The present study has undertaken an interdisciplinary approach to

natural hazards and disaster. Although it is primarily concerned rvith the

psychological processes by which people adjust to riverbank erosion-induced

displacement, it is recognized that human responses to natural calamaties are a

function of a multitude of geophysical and social forces which can not be

accounted for by a singular academic discipline. As asserted by Beaujeur-

Garneer (1976), this requires a more holistic and cohesive approach to research

and analysis, one in which differential disciplines are viewed as complementary,

rather than as alternatives, and can thus overcome the narrowness of traditional

discipünes (Harbert, 1979 ;Johnston, I?BZ).

In this study, human perception and decision-making is viewed as a

complex interface between the physical environment, economic relationships,

and social and cultural practices. The capacity of people to respond to

environmental threats is a function not only of the physical forces which affect

them, but also of the economic conditions which determine what they can and

can not do in response to natural calamities. This is further influenced by

indigenous social and cultural belief systems, which shape how people interpret

and organi ze lrte activities.

The research is designed to examine the impact of riverine hazards and

displacement upon displacees, both males and females, in Bangladesh. The

specific objectives of the study are to: (a) determine the magnitude of

psychologicai distress associated with riverine hazards and disptacement in

Bangladesb &) examine patterns and predictors related to the economic, social,
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and psychological adaptation of male and female displacees, and (c) identify

patterns of psychological coping cornmon to displaced persons.

A review of literature clearly suggests that dispiacees will show higher

levels of psychological morbidity than non-displacees. Although involuntary

displacement resulting from this hazard may not have a h-atnnatíc psychological

impact which is associated with more sudden and violent disasters, it is
associated with significant loss: if not of land, then of communiry and tifestyle.

Moreover, displacement can be expected to lead to significant levels of

psychological distress as a consequence of increased impoverishment and

maginalization. Displacement almost always leads to pauperization and social

marginalization (Haque, 1988; Hossain, 1,989), with the vast majority of displcees

being forced into slums and shanty towns (Haque, r997;Hossain, rggg).

According to popular literature, such chronic socioeconomic stressors not

only gradually erode coping resources, culminating in a state of physical,

emotional, andlor mental exhaustion (Thoits, 1,995), but reinforce beliefs of

personal vulnerabilily and inadequary (Anashenal, 1992). Behaviorally, one

might expect displacees to respond to their impoverishment and marginalization

with less problem-focused attempts and more passive coping efforts. In this case,

the loss of personal efficacy associated with successive failure to overcome

poverly is anticipated to undermine coping efforts oriented to changing a

situation, and contribute to a tendenry to reduce associated distress through

such emotional-management techniques as avoidance and disengagement. In the

context of Bangladesh, one might aiso expect enduring poverty and strong

religious beliefs of fatalism to contribute to an attitude of relative powerlessness.
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It is also expected that social support will have a determining impact upon

levels of psychological distress. Clannishness is an essential featu¡e of rural life

in Bangladesh, with interdependent kinship and neighbourhood netrvorks

promoting survival through the obligatory exchange of physical, financiaf and

material supports during times of need (Novak, 1993; Zaman,1,994).In the case

of displacees, who often resettle en-masse, kinship not only provides an

important source of mufual assistance and support, but ca¡ reduce feelings of

uprootedness and alienation. However, one can also anticipate that a proportion

of displacees, for example, women and the elderly, may nevertheless experience

significant isolation and loneliness, and thus also higher levels of disfress.

Accordingly, the hypotheses of the study are:

1. Displacees will exhibit higher rates of psychological distress than non-

displacees.

2. Psychological distress among displacees wíll be related to identifiabte

stressors associated with displacement, such as loss of land and frequency

and duration of displacement.

3. Psychological distress among displacees n¡iIl be associated with identifiable

resettlement stressors induding economic and social marginalization.

4. Displacees will exhibit more passive coping styies than non-displacees.
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Chapter VI

Research Methodology

This chapter describes the sampling procedures and research

methodology of the present research. Considerable attention is also applied to

the limitations of a number of conventional research instruments, selected but

later deleted from the survey. The need to develop more culturally sensitive

instruments in order to account for language and cu-ltural nuances is discussed.

Sample and Sampling Procedure

Field data of this study was collected in city of Serajganj and the th"ana

(sub-district) of Shariakandi in Bagladesh. The locations of these sub-districts in

are presented in Figure L. The sample of 238 displaced persons (i.e., displacees)

was drawn from four squatter settlements located in Serajganj in Bangladesh

(Figure 2). Of these displacees,I20 are male and 118 female.

A controi group of 223 non-displaced persons, of which 107 arc male and

116 female, was drawn from three villages located in the rural fhano (sub-district)

of Shariakandi (Figure 3). While non-displaced respondents may have iost land

because of riverbank erosion, none had been previously displaced from their

homestead.

In addition, 87 respondents (44 males/43 females) were sampled from the

thana headquarters of Shariakandi itself. This population can be described as

municipal rather than rural. It had originally been sampled due to difficulty

accessing non-flooded areas. However, because it is not a typical rural

populatiory with considerably different living patterns than the rural control
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Figure l: Locotion of Serojgonj ond Shoriokondi Subdistrict Heodquorters,
Serojgonj .ond Bogro Districts.
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group/ it has been excluded from the analysis of the data unless specificalty

indicated. This sampie is treated as a special Sroup throughout the sfudy.

Sømple of Displøced P ersons

Displaced respondents are defined as persons who have migrated to and

are living in Serajganj as consequence of having lost their homestead and iand

(owned or rented) through riverbank erosion. OoIy displacees who have been

displaced within the past five years are sampled. The sample ïange has been

limited to up to five years in order to examine the acute effects of involuntary

displacement vis-à-vis more chronic stressors associated with urban poverly.

The sampling tract of Serajganj was chosen because it is among the more

erosion prone areas ín Bangladesh. Since its inception as a town in the late

nineteenth century, Serajganj has been under almost constant threat of riverbank

erosion (Hossain, 1989). Of the 53 mohallas or locaiities which comprise the

twenty square kiiometers of Seraiganj, 25 arc regularly affected by annual

flooding and erosion activities (Hossain, 1989). In the past decades, over 100

villages have been directly impacted by erosion (Hossain, 1984).In 1986, three

villages, a ferry station, and more than haif a mile of the flood protection

embankment were eroded by the Jamuna River (Islam & Rahman, rgBT).

Research has shown that a relativety high proportion of Serajganj's

population is comprised of displacees. Of the 30,000 slum dwellers, squatters or

homeless residing in Serajganj in 1,989, approximately 5,550 were_erosion-

affected dispiacees. This constituted about 5% of Serajganj's total population of

100,000 and over 78% oÍ the city's slum population (Hossain,1989). At the time of

this sludy in 7998, municipal officiats estimated the number of slum dwellers in
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Serajganj to be 35,000, but rvere unable to accurately identify the proporbion u'ho

were displacees. One municipal estimate placed the number of displacees in

Serajganj at 20,000, an extremely high figure given that only 5,500 displacees

were living in the area in 1989. According to a BRAC official, between 700 to

1,000 displaced households, or between 4,200 and 6,000 adults and chjldren, had

resettled in Serajganj in the past five years.

Municipal officials reported that the vast majority of recently displaced

households had migrated within the previous two years. The greatest proportion

of these households had originated from the union of Kaowakhola, a previously

stable union (self-governing unit usually consisting of 12 to 15 villages)

bordering the ]amuna River. The sudden erosion of Kaowakhola was generaiiy

attributed to the construction of the 4.8 kilometre Jamuna Bridge. This project,

located downstream from Kaowakhola, included two guide embankments of

about 2.2 kilometers designed to train of the river and regulate water flow. Some

39,000 persons are estimated to have been directly affected by the construction of

the bridge through loss of agricultural and/or homestead properties (]amuna

Multipurpose Bridge Authority, 1999). Additionally, 117 viliages and about

24,000 persons have been estimated to be at risk of increased riverbank erosion

through to the year 2000, although this risk is primarily downstream and as a

consequence of over-bank water spill into the upper Dhaleswari River.

A reconnaissance assessment of Serajganj's squatter settlements with the

assistance of the Serajganj municipal office shou'ed that the Kao-wakhoia

displacees had been concentrated in th¡ee squatter settlements located on unused

goverrunent land. These settlements are located in an abandoned brickyard (178

households), aiong a central railway line (283 households), and the flood
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protection embankment (121 households) in the southern end of the city. In

additiorç a concentration of 173 displaced househoids originating from the

village of Biara, located to the south of Serajganj prior to its erosion, is located

along the flood protection embankment approximately one kilometer to the west

of the municipal boundary. These sampling tracts are presented in Figure 2.

Although each of the squatter settlements is relatively distinct in strucbure,

the brickyard and the railway settlements in particuiar bear little sembiance to

the natural landscape of Bangladesh from which the displacees have migrated.

Rural Bangladesh is immensely lush and villages are often built around ponds

and along rivers. Although village fypology may be nucleated or clustered,

scattered (dispersed), or linear (usually along rivers and roads), there is generally

a clustering of individual houses/homesteads (or baris) which share common

and interlocking courtyards, along with assocated landuses like kitchen gardens,

orchards, and artificial ponds (Islam, 1,997).

The brickyard settlement consists primarity of huts constructed of

cormgated siding and roofs. These households are concentrically located in a ]on,

lying area of abandoned tand subiect to flooding. Limited space means that the

houses are densely constructed with limited iiving space and privacy. During the

time of the survey, the settlement was flooded with four to five feet of water,

which had been caused bv a breaching of the flood protection embankment.

Households were accessible only by a makeshift bamboo walkway.

The railv¡ay settlement is located in a railway yard dating back io British

rule (prior to 1947). Houses are syrunelrically located along a main railway line,

which in some locations remains in use while in others has been abandoned.

Housing material tends to be either corrugated tin sheeting or a mixture of
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Figure 2: Locotion of serojgonj urbon squotter setilement somple Areos.
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thatch, straw and bamboo. A significant number of huts along the active segment

of the railn'ay have been built within ten feet of the tracks. Villagers reported

that a number of cattle had been accidentally struck by trains.

The settlements located on the flood protection embanlcmenf on the other

hand, lie outsíde of what might be described as the urban environment of

Seraiganj, and thus bear a greater semblance to rural living. Houses of these

settlements are constructed along either side of the flood protection

embankment, and provide greater living space and opportunities to retain

lraditional practices such as fishing and minor agriculture. Unlike the raiin ay

and brickyard settlements, a notíceable proportion of these displaces has been

able to retain livestock (most often cattle and poultry).

Sømple of Non-Displaced Persons

The control group was originally to be drawn from the displacees' th¡ee

most common areas of origin. During the time of the study, however,

Bangladesh was subject to severe flooding which affected over three-quarters of

the country. The union of Serajganj, with the exception of the city itself, was

among the most heavily flooded areas, rvith waters inundating the vast

proportion of land outside of the municipal areas (Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

October, 1998). The control group was therefore selected from three viilages

located in the tharn of Shariakandi, which lies adjacent to the ]amuna River

approximately 100 kilomel¡es north of Serajganj (see Figure 1). This area, which

is less prone to flooding because of its higher elevation, is also subject to heavy

riverbank erosion and was therefore considered an appropriate alternative to

Serajganj. A report furnished by the Halcrow Consulting Company, a British
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engineering firm overseeing the construction of three riverbank groins in the

alea, showed that between July and September of 1997 some 47 meters of

riverba¡k had been eroded in f¡ont of the village of Digalkhandi, one of the th¡ee

sampling tracts.

The three villages selected for sampling are relatively distinct from one

another (see Figure 3). Digalkhandi, consisting of some 660 households, is

located directly along the ]amuna River. Although subject to heavy erosion, the

construction of a groin just prior to the study meant that this viliage is among the

most protected areas in Shariakandi. The second village selected is Dhap, which

is comprised of 169 households. This village is also iocated directly on the banks

of the ]amuna, but it lies outside of the protection of the groins and is therefore

directly exposed to the effects of flooding and riverbank erosion. In the u'eeks

prior to the survey, Dhap had been heavily flooded and evidence of erosion was

clearly visible along the bank of the river. The third village, Kuptola (636

households), is located approximately one kilometer from the Jamuna River.

Although Kuptola is not subject to riverbank erosion because of its inland

locatiory lower areas are heavily flooded during the wet season. At the time of

the sbudy, high water levels meant that many of the sampled households were

accessible only by boat.

As previously explained, an additional 87 respondents (44 males/43

females) were sampled from lhe thana headquarters of Shariakandi. This sample

is treated as a special case in the study.
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Figure 3: Locotion of shoriokhondi Ruror sompre Areos.
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Sampling Procedures

The sampling unit in this sbudy is the household. In Bangladesh, the

household (or khana) generally consists of a group of persons, not alrvays related,

who share both living quarters and principal meals. Household size can vary

from a single person to an extended family (Haque, 1988). In the present study,

household size among displacees varies from 1to L4members, with a mean size

working of 5.77 (SD: 2.44). Among non-displacees, household size ranges from

1 to 13 members and averages 5.25 members (SD: 2.05). Respondents from each

household consist of either the household head (griha karta) or the female spouse

to the household head.

Although previous research in rural Bangladesh had shor,r,n that women

may be uncooperative with interviewers because of strict conventional practices

associated with purdalz (Hossairu 1989), this was not found during the research.

Consultation with women showed the vast majority to be agreeabie to being

interviewed, and women consistently declined the option having a female

interviewer. Female household members ltzere consistently willing to speak to

the researcher and several times initiated contact to ask questions, requested to

be interviewed, and/or provided information regarding their liri.g conditions.

The Probabiliiy Proportional to Size (PPS) procedure (Mosser & Kalton,

1'972) was used to calculate sample sizes for each of the selected settlements,

thereby increasing the representative value of the sample. Upon the complelion

of this procedure, the selecbion of households to be surveyed in each location was

determined by a simple random sampling procedure (Sudman, 7976,19g3). This

procedure was accomplished by first assigning numbers to each of the identified

displaced households, then using a tabÌe of random digits to determine the

69
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selection of households to be interviewed. Random sampling u,as then used to

determine which gender of the chosen households was to be intervierved. Two

substifute households per selected household were also randomly selected to

ensure sample size in the event that the head or acting head of the household

originally selected could not be located or refused to be interviewed. These

households were also utilized to balance potential gender sample discrepancies

arising from the absence or non-participation of male or female respondents. A

break down of the sample by community and gender is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Distribution of Respondents by Status and Tract

Disnlacees Male Female Total
Railwav 29 (42.6%\ * 39 (s7.4%\ 68

Brickvard 31 ts8.5) 22 (41.s\ 53

Embankment 25 64.3\ 21 (4s.7) 46

Biara (embankment) 3s (49.2\ 36 t50 8) 71

Total 120 (s0.2\ r r8 (49 8) 238

Non-Displacses lVIale Female Total
Dhiealkhandi 42 (48.8\ 44 (51.2\ 86

Kuptola 41 (47.7) 4s (s2.3) 86

Dhap 24 (47.1\ 27 (52.e) 51

Total to7 (47.9\ 116 (s2.1\ 223

* Figures n'ithin parentheses are percentages.

Participation in the study was voluntary and was without monetary

comPensation. To ensure informed consent, leaders of each of the sampled

communities rvere consulted during the reconnaissance survey and all

respondents were informed of the purpose and content of the questionnaire prior
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to its adminisiration. Respondents in no way were coerced, deceived or

otherwise misled to encourage their participation in the study. AII questions and

concerns \{,ere a¡sr.t'ered in a forthright manner. An introductory statement rvas

used to ensure that pertinent information relating to the sfudy was consistently

disseminated by interviewers. Any respondent wishing to withdrar,r' from the

sfudy, for any reason and at any time during the interview, was permitted to do

so without penalty.

The data was collected through in-person interviews which were

administered at the respondents' households. The interviews were conducted

over a 6 week period utilizing ten interriewers during the months of August and

September of 1998. Because more than one visit was often required before a

respondent was successfully contacted, interviewers were expected to visit a

selected household three times prior to initiating contact with the substitute

household. These visits were conducted at different times during the day

(morning, afternoon, evening), on at least two different days, to increase the

likelihood of successful contact. A call record form was used to ensure the

recording of unsuccessful contacts, refusals, and the arranging of follor,r'-up

appointments.

Subiect responsiveness was assessed to ensure the quality of interviews

and provide feedback regarding potential subject bias. Questions related to

subject bias were integrated into the questionnaire itself and were completed by

the interviewer at the completion of each interview. These items were drawn

from the Winnipeg Area Study (1996) and addressed: (a) the respondent's level

of cooperation, (b) quality of the intervier,r¡, and (c) sources of interference if the

quality of the interviert'was regarded as poor oÍ otherwise questionable by the
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interr¡ieu'er. Results shon'ed that almostgS% of the respondents were judged to

be cooperative and84.4% of the interviews were rated as good or excellent.

Interviewers were recruited from the Department of Psychology at the

University of Rajshahi. Emphasis in selection was placed on prior course and/or

fieid work in the area of mental health and research design. Particular attention

was given to the interviewers' understanding and ability to communicate with

the local people. To ensure consistenry and standardization in the adrninislration

of the questionnaire, all interviewers were hained prior to the survey.

Training consisted of a two day orientation and training session based on

procedures outlined by Backstrom and Hursch-Cesar (1981). Content was

oriented to ensuring understanding of the study's methodology and procedures,

as well as to address specific interpretative concerns of the questionnaire.

Interviewers were oriented to the purpose and objectives of the study, field

conditions and cha¡acteristics of the target populatiorç as well as to principles of

sampling, sources of sampiing bias, and general intervier,r'ing procedures

(including issues related to interviewing attitudes and personal conduct,

standardized interviewing behavior, and potential interviewer and respondent

biases). All interviewers conducted lwo practice interviews in the field to gain

first-hand experience. During the interviewing phase, randomly chosen

households were re-contacted to ensure that interyiews were being completed in

a professional manner.

Apparatus

A Displacement and Adjustment Questionnaire was specifically

developed to elicit information from displaced persons in Bangladesh. An
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abridged version was administered to the sample of non-displacees. The

questionnaire consists of groups of items which assess both quantitative and

qualitative data regarding the respondents' socio-demographic characteristics,

dispiacement history, social relationships, and economic status.

The displacee-questionnaire (Appendix A) is comprised of 54 questions,

the non-dísplacee-questionnaire 35 questionnaires. Excluded from the non-

displacee-questionnaire (Appendix B) are items which assess displacement

history and perceived economic, familial and social disruptions caused by

displacement. Items which assess the perceived risk and causes of riverbank

erosion are included to provide a comparative perspective of riverbank erosion.

Erosion and displacement-related items are based on previous research

conducted in Bangladesh by Greenberg (1986), Haque (1989), Hossain (1989) and

Zartan(7992).

The displacee-questionnaire is delineated as follows: (a) household and

demographic background (e.g., age, gender, education of household members),

(b) history and detaiis relating to riverbank erosion and displacement, including

land ownership patterns, risk perception and hazard preparation, and level of

perceived life disruption, (c) particulars of resettlement, including support

received from locai authorities, level of affiliation rvith the local populace, and

degree of support available from immediate and extended family. (d) household

economic conditions, inciuding daily living conditions and household

survivability, (e) perceptions of personal control and patterns of psychological

coping, and (f) 1evel of psychological functioning as measured by the Self-

Reporting Questionnai¡e and General Health Questionnaire.
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Prior to pre-testing in Bangladesh, the questionnaire n'as reviewed and

back-translated by two biiingual professors at the [Jniversity of Rajshahi. The

translated displacee questionnaire was then pre-tested among 15 displaced

persons outside of the sampling tracts in the Serajgani dislrict. This was

primariiy to darify ambiguous response variables, improve question sequence

and interviewing procedures, and economize the du¡ation of the interview. The

pre-test reveaied a number of significant shortcomings, foremost of which was

the length of the questionnai¡e. Pre-testing showed that the average duration of

time required to complete the questionnaire was one hour. Observations of

respondent attentiveness showed the optimal length of interview to be between

lwenly to thirty minutes.

In additiory a number of the psychological scales originally selected were

found to be cultu¡ally insensitive and ladcing conceptually meaningfulness when

administered to persons with a low level of literacy and lacking familiarity with

Western psychological concepts. Psychological concepts such coping, self-

esteem, and personal mastery were often not understood and usually required

considerable explanation. Confusion tended to be intensified by the affects of

fatigue and diminishing interest as interviews progressed.

On the basis of the pre-test findings, the questionnaire was reduced

significantly in length, in the case of the disptacement versíon from 75 to 54

items. The most significant dranges included the deletion of the Ways of Coping

Questionnaire (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988), the UCLA Loneliness Scale (Russell et

a1.,1980), and Pearlin and sdrooler's (1979) Personal Mastery scare.

The modified version of the questionnaire is discussed by section below.

These include: riverine hazards and displacemenq economic and living
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conditions; social support, psychological coping and personal control; and

psychological distress. Questions pertaining to each of the above are outlined at

the end of each section.

Riverine Hazards and Displacement

Riverbank erosion and displacement are contextually examined as both a

natural hazard and a maior psychosocial stressor. Items addressing riverbank

erosion and displacement itself are drar¡rn heavily from prior research conducted

in Bangladesh. This includes the research of Greenberg (1986), Haque (1989),

Hossain (1989) and Zaman (1992). These studies assessed general patterns of

social and economic adaptation among riverba¡k displacees living in Serajganj,

though to the exdusion of psychologicat adjustment. ln the final version of this

questionnaire, twelve questions were included to assess riverbank erosion and

dispiacement.

Several aspects related to riverbank erosion-induced displacement are

examined. Items addressing place of origin (Item 20), tand ownership (Item 21),

reasons for migrating to Serajganj (Item 30), and received assistance (Item 24) are

included primarily for the purpose of obtaining information. Of particular

interest are items addressing number of times displaced (Item 18), duration of

current displacement (Item 19), and hazard awareness (Items 26-29). These items

are induded to assess the hypothesis that respondents who had previously been

displaced would not only perceive riverbank erosion as a more serious threat to

their households (Item 27-28),but be more knowledgeable of both the causes of

riverbank erosion (Item 26) as well as how they might better survive if again

displaced (Items 29).
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Data was collected on a mrmber of the above variables from the non-

displaced conkol group to provide a comparative before/after perspective. Of

particuiar interest is the degree of threat awareness demonstrated by non-

displacees, assessed by ltem 14 ("Do you think riverbank erosion is a serious

threat to your household?" and ltem 15 ("Do you think you will one day be

destitute because of riverbank erosion?").

Economic and Living Conditions

Socioeconomic status is among the more predictive variables of

psychological distress (Fuller et a1., 1986; Rahim & Cederblad, 1986). Items in this

section provide both quantitative and descriptive data relating to respondents'

socioeconomic status and qualif of daily living conditions. A comparative

examination belween displaced and non-displaced respondents has been

undertaken for the following issues: (a) living conditions and household

amenities, for example, type of roofing, number of rooms, access to clean water

and a latrine (Item 4), (b) average daily household income (Items 5), (c) current

occupation (Item 42), and (d) proportion of household members (including

children) contributing to household income (Items 50 and ltem 53). Items 6 and7

are oriented tor.t'ard household survivability ("Do you ever worry about how you

and your family will survive because you just do not have enough money to get

by day to day?" and "Do you, and other members of your household, ever go

hungry because you just do not have enough money to buy food?"). Item 13

provides a broad measure of current physical health, while Item 8 relates to

ability to pay for medication during times of illness.
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Social Support

Social support was originally to be assessed through the UCLA Loneliness

Sca]e (Russell et al., i980). The UCLA Loneliness Scale is a multi-dimensional

measure of loneliness which assesses perceived loneliness in relation to intimate

others, social others, and the affiliative environment (Austin,1983, Hartshorne,

1993).It is strongly correlated with the widely used Social Support Questionnaire

(Sarason et al., 1983) and has been employed in an array of diverse setting

including China (Lu et al., 1993), Japan (Matsuzaki et al., j,990; Shima, rggl),

India (Bhogle, 1,991,; Pradhan & Misra, 199s), Chile (Rojas-Castillo et al., Tggs),

Turkey (Sahin & Sahin, 1995), Sudan (Rahim & Cederblad, L9B9), and Zimbabwe

(Wilson et al., 1992).

The UCLA Loneliness Scale was deleted following the reconnaissance

survey and pre-test. Consultation with displaced communities shor¡¡ed that the

vast maiority of displacees had migrated as family units and were living in

communitíes which had remained largely intact through migration.

Additionally, displacees generally reported that their principal concern was

related not to social isolation or loneliness but a reduced ability to assist and rely

on one another because of loss of assets and increased poverty. Moreover, Haque

(personnel communiqué, October 20,1998) has reported that while the Western

conceptualization of social support may be associated with emotional affiliation

and ioneliness, social support in Bangladesh is more often perceived in terms of

the exchange of instrumental or tangible assistance

Social support in this study has been operationalty defined as the

"perceived or actual inslrumental and/or expressive provisions suppiied by the

community, social networks and confiding partners (Lin, 1996, p. 1g). The
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specific dimensions exarnined are: (a) spousal presence versus separation or

widowhood (Item 43), (b) degree of experienced loneliness (Item 32), (c) presence

of a confidante to share thoughts, feelings or worries (Item 34), (d) access to

reliable support/ assistance during times of need (Item 34), and (e) affiliation

with a samaj (Item 36). Item 3L was included to assess the degree to n,hich

displacees felt accepted by local townspeople. These questions are listed below

for reference.

31,. Do you feel that people who have líved here their entire lives are
accepting of you?

32. Do you ever become lonely?

33. Do you have someone to you can tell your irrnermost thoughts, feelings
and worries?

34. We all need to rely on our relatives and samaj some time for support and
assistance. Sometimes we need food or money, other times inJormation
and advice. or emotional support. In times of need, do you have people
you can alrvays count on to help you?

35. Do you feel you are part of a samaj?

Psychological Coping

Psychological coping has been examined both to identify common

patterns of coping as well as to examine the issue of personal control between

displacees and non-displacees, and males and females. It is expected that the

chronicity of conditions faced by displacees will conlribute to more passive,

emotional-focused coping mechanisms. Similarly, the reduced roie and stalus of

females in Bangladeshi society, which iimits the ability of women lo effect

change in society, is expected to contribute to more passive coping strategies

among female respondents.
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The Ways of Coping Questionnaire (WCQ) (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988)

was originally selected to assess patterns of coping. The WCQ is a 68 item coping

inventory that has been used in such diverse settings as Japan (Motoaki et a-1.,

1.990; Nakano, 1991), Hong Kong (Chan, 1,99s; chan & Hui, rggs), Thaiiand

(Nolrajsuwat, L996), Czechoslovakia (Krivohlavy,l-g}g), and Iran (Haghighatgou

& Petersoru 1995). Although the inventory was reduced to a more manageable

length of 20-items, even this abridged version of the WCQ was found to be

excessive in length, in part because it was integrated into a larger questionnaire.

Moreover, a significant number of the items, particularly those related to

cognitive coping efforts, were often poorly understood by itliterate respondents

unfamiliar with Western psychotogical concepts. Examples include'I try to grow

as a person as a result of the experience' and 'I accept the reality of the fact that it

happened'.

The difficulties associated with the WCQ led to the subsequent use of a six

item coping checklist developed Stone and Neale (1984), revised by Mattlin et al.

(1990)' This checklist was originally designed to assess situational determinants

of coping effectiveness across a variety of tife events and clronic difficulties (e.g.,

job loss, financial strain, illness, relationship problems). Although the use of an

abbreviated scale rather than a multi-item measure must be regarded as a

limitation because of reduced sensitivily to the subtle variations of psychological

coping, the 6-item scale provides the study with an established coping measure

which is sufficiently short to reduce the affects of fatigue but allow for a

reasonable exarnination of the respondents' coping patterns.

The Stone and Neale (1984) scale assesses avoidance, reappraisal, religion,

active cognitive coping, active behavioral coping, and social support. This was
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increased to 10 items in order to define more futly the respondents' motivations

for seeking social support (instrumental or emotional), as well as to include the

coping dimensions of emotional expression and fatalism. For each item,

respondents were required to indicate how much they reacted to their hardships

in the defined marìner (ranging from'rarely do this' to 'do this almost all the

time'). An open-ended question was included to elicit non-referenced

information regarding the respondents' single most common way of coping

(Item 17).

The ten questions (Item 16) used to assess coping are as follows:

1. How much do you do things to take your mind off your problems or
difficulties, that is, you do something so that you will not think about your
problems or difficu_lties?

2. How much do you try to think about your problems and difficulties in a
different way so that they will not upset you so much?

3. How much do you rely on Allah to help you through your problems or
difficulties?

4. How much do you try to think of different ways which wiII solve or lessen

your problems and difficulties?

5. How much do you try to do concrete things which will lessen or solve
your problems or difficulties?

6. How much do you talk to other people about your problems and
difficulties so that you can get help or advice?

7. How much do you talk to other people about your feelings about your
problems and difficulties ?

8. How much do you talk to other people so that you can forget about your
probiems and difficulties?

9. How much do you let your feelings out? For example, you cry or get
angry.

10. How mudr do you just accept that you can not change the situation?
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Personal Control

The second dimension of coping, personal control, was originally to be

assessed through Pearlin and Schooler's (1978) 7-item scale of personal mastery.

This scale consists of five negatively worded items and fwo positiveiy rvorded

items which assess a respondent's perceived degree of per-sonal mastery over

life outcomes (e.g., "I can do just about anything really set my mind to.").

During the pre-test this scale was shown to iack conceptual relevance.

This in part can be attributed to the fact that the scale treats self-mastery as a

global psychologicai construct, that is, a general sense of control over salient

facets iife, without distinguishing between perceived ability to perform a

particuiar task (self-efficacy) or perceived internal versus external control (tocus

of control). Self-control in this context is viewed as a trait-like state, based on the

assumptions that people retain the ability to manipulate their environment and

that successfui action will result in a general belief of personal mastery. \Alhile

this premise is generally applicable in Western society where less pronounced

inequities in resources and opporlunity mean that most people can achieve

relative success in living, it is less relevant in developing countries where the

marginalization process frequently blocks individual initiative and potential.

In the case of Bangladesh, the impoverishment and marginalization of

displacees mearìs that these persons do not conlrol their life choices, either on a

daily or long-term basis. Displacees not onJy lack control over the loss of their

land, and lack access to new land, but have neither the resources, education nor

skills to alleviate their descent into poverty. As sucþ these persons can only take

reparative actions which reflect a reality of powerlessness. As such, any measure
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of their perceived environmental control and mastery is likeiy to be reflective of

the prevailing socioeconomic conditions and inequities which these peopte must

contend, rather than a psychological trait per se.

It is important to observe as well the influence of religion, in this case

Islam, in determining perceptions of personal confrol. Gilsenan (1983) has

observed that Islam leaves little room for mediation befween Allah and His

human creation. Islam means submission to Allah, and the divine power of Altah

is intricately interlwined with daily life. Respondents in this sludy, when asked

how Allah affected their lives, confirmed the conviction that Allah and life are

inseparabie. Allah was described as Life, the creator and destroyer; Allah alone is

responsible for making people rich and poor. While individual human effort is

seen as necessary to survive, the outcome or success of these efforts is

determined by Atlah. For example, when displacees were asked if it is through

work or Allah that they acquire money to live, most replied that while labour is

required, the amount of money earned is determined by Allah. When asked

about the loss of land and what might happen in the future, most displacees

responded that their displacement had been the "will of Allah", and that "Allah

willing", their land would one day be returned.

The issue of perceived personal conhol in this sfudy is largely limited to

determining whether displacement and involuntary migration acts to reduce

perceptions of personal control, and contributes to more passive coping patterns.

Personal control is operationally defíned by five items. These include Item L0

("Do you think you have control over the things that happen in your daily life?"),

Item 11 ("Would you say what happens to you in the future depends mainly on

you/ or mainly on Al1ah?"), and items 4, 6 and 8 of the General Health
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Questionnaire ("You feel capable of making decisions about things", "You feel

incapable of solving difficulties", and "You are able to solve your own problems"

respecbiveiy.

Psychological Distress

The primary measure of psychological dislress in this study is the Self-

Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ) (Harding et al., 19s0). The l2-item General

Health Questionnaire (GHQ) (Goldberg, 1972) is included as a supplementary

psychological measure.

Sy mp t o m R ep or tíng Qu e sti o nn air e

The Self-Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ) (Harding et al., 1980) is a 24-item

symptom inventory originally designed by the World Health Organization to

assist non-specialized health personnel in low literary countries to identify

conspicuous psychiatric morbidity (without specific diagnoses). Twenty items of

the SRQ screen for minor psychiatric morbidity (depression, anxiety,

psychosomatic symptoms) while four optional items screen for psychotic

disfurbance. Each item requires either a positive (yes) or negative (no) response,

and is scored as 1 or 0 respecfively for a maximum score of 20. Because previous

research has shown that scores can reflect factors such as language, method of

administration, and the sampled population, no global cut off score is

reconunended and each study should determine its own (WHO, 1994). Based on

MacCarthy and Crissati's (1989) use of the SRQ to assess for emotional

disturbance in a communily sample of Bangladeshi immigrants in London,

England, a cut off score of eight or more on the MPM sub-scale was considered a

probable case of psychiatric morbidity.
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Items of the SRQ are derived from four previously developed psyclLiatric

research instruments which had used in a variety of cu-ltural settings: the Patient

Self-Report Symptom Fortrr, developed and tested in Cali, Colombia (Climent &

Plutchick, 1980); the PGI Health Questionnaire N2 developed in Chandigarh,

India (Verma & Wig, 1977), the short version of the Present State Examination

(WinS et a1., ß7a); a¡rd the General Health Questionnaire (Goldb erg, 7972). The

SRQ was originally validated among 1,624 primary health care patients using in-

depth psychiatric questionnaires in Colombia, Sudan,India and the Philippines,

showing sensitivities in the range of 73% to 83% and specificities of 72% to 857ct

(Harding et al., 1983). The SRQ has also been validated in studies in Kenya and

Braztl, showing similar sensitivities and specificities of 79% to 83% and 75% to

89/o respectively (Busnello et a1., t983; Dhadphale et aI., 1983; Mari & Williams,

1e86).

The SRQ has been chosen for this study both because of its breveity, and

because it is considered among the most reliable screening instruments for low

literacy countries such as Bangladesh. It has been widely utilized across a variety

of settings and cu-lfures including Italy (Carta et al., 1993), Hong Kong (Chen et

aI, 1"993), India (Sen et aI., 1987), Nicaragua (Penayo et aL., L9B9), Sudan

(Cederbiad & Rahim, 1989) and Ethiopia (Kortman, 1988; Kortmann & Horn,

1988; Tafan, 1991). In Rio de Janeiro , BrazII, Reichenheim and Harpham (1991,)

used the SRQ determine levels of mental distress among urban squatter

settlements, while Mari (1,987) used to the SRQ to determine the incidence of

poor mental health among rural to urban migrants in Sao Paulo. In Latin

America, the SRQ has been employed to assess for psychological disturbance

among victims of L986 volcanic eruption in Armero, Colombia (Lima et al. 1987;
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Lima et al., 1991') and the 1987 earthquake in Ecuador (Lima et al., 1989). The

SRQ has also been used to assess the impact or war and displacement on

refugees in Somalia (Mocellirç 1993) as well as in Ethiopia (Martens, 199g).

The pre-test showed that the questions comprising the SRQ were easiiy

understood by the respondents with the exceptions of item 14 ("4¡e you unable

to play a usefu-l part in life?") and item 16 ('Do you feel that you are a worthless

person?"). These items often required explanation. In addition, illiterate

respondents in particular demonstrated a tendency to report symptoms

positively regardless of frequenry,leading to extremely high scores (M : 16.62).

This was addressed by adopting a four point Likert type scoring system, with

response categories ranging from'not at all' (1) to'almost all the time' (a). The

summation of these scores produces a total score ranging from 20 to 80.

However, to yield a dichotomized score consistent with the originai SRQ scoríng

system, all symptoms rated as occurring'not at all' or'some time's are coded as

0, while symptoms occurring 'many times' or'almost all the time' coded as L.

The change in scoring system proved to be effective in assisting respondents to

consider the frequenry rather than the mere presence of a symptom while

maintaining the basic scoring structure of the SRQ.

Below are items comprising the self-Reporting euestiorrnaire.

1.. Do you often have headaches?

2. Is your appetite poor?

3. Do you sleep badly?

4. Are you easily füghtened?

5. Do your hands shake?

6. Do you feel nervous, tense or worried?

7. Is your digestion poor?

85
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8. Do you have trouble thinking dearly?

9. Do you feel unhappy?

10. Do you cry more than usual?

LL. Do you find it difficult to enioy your daily activities?

12.Do you find it difficult to make decisions?

13. Is your daily work suffering?

14. Are you unable to play a useful part in life?

15. Have you lost interest in things?

16. Do you feel that you are a worthless person?

17. Has the thought of ending your life been in your mind?

18. Do you feel tired all the time?

19. Do you have uncomfortable feelings in your stomach?

20. Are you easily tired?

G en er øI H e alth Qu e sti o nnair e

The General Health Questionnai¡e (12-item version) has been included as

a supplementary psydnological measure of distress following the modification of

the SRQ scoring system. The GHQ, developed by Goldbery G972), is a first stage

screening instrument designed to detect minor psychiatric disorders in

community and primary health care settings (Piccinelli et a7.,1993). The 12-item

version is derived from an original 60-item version, and is the preferred

instrument when time constraints preclude the use of the longer GHQ version

(Piccinelli et a-1., 7993), when illiteracy is of concern (Gureje, rggl), and when the

GHQ must be translated (Sri¡am et aI., 1989).

The GHQ has been a frequently used instrument in assessing

psychological disturbance among disaster-impacted populations. Examples

include an Auslralian railway disaster (Singh & Raphael,1981), Cyclone Trary

(Parker, 1977) and the 1983 Fijian rydone (Fairley et a1., 1986), the Australian Ash

86
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Wednesday fires (McFariane & Papay, 1992), as well as the 1989 Nervcastle

earthquake (Carr et al., 1992; Webster et al., 1985) and the Chernobyl nuclear

accident (Vünameaki et al., 1,995).In Bangladesh, a fransiated version of the 12-

Item GHQ has been used to assess the relationship between mental health and

social support among parents with mentally handicapped children (Banu &

Akhter, 7996), and to assess occupational stress and mental health among factory

workers (Rahman, 1989) and working women (sarkar & Rahman ,lg}g).

Reliabilily measures have shown the GHQ-IZ to have a high degree of

internal consistency, with alpha values ranging from 0.82 to 0.90 (Gureje, L991.).

Validity coefficients of the GHQ-12 have been found to be comparable to those

of the GHQ-20, GHQ-30 and GHQ-60 item versions (sensitivity: l\4 = T4%;

specificity: M : 82%: misclassification rate: M: 1.8%) (Chan & Chan, r9g3;

Piccinelli et aI., 1993). Studies examining the validity of the GHQ-12 in languages

other than English show validity coefficients similar to those of the English

version (Chan, 1985; Sriram et al., 1989).

The present study uses a previousiy translated version of the GHQ-12

(Sarkar & Rahman,7989). The original Engtish language scoring system, which

measures symptoms in the terms of occurring 'less than usual' or'more than

usual', was not been retained by Sarkar and Rahman (1989) because it lacks a

clear iinguistic equivalent in Bengali. It was therefore also excluded in this study.

The adapted scoring system instead scores all positively worded items on a 4 to 1

point Likert scale, the negatively worded items from L to 4. Total scores range

froml2to 48, with low scores being indicative of poor mental health.

Aìthough the GHQ has been previously used in Bangladesh (Banu &

Akhter, 1996; Sarka¡ & Rahman, 1989), the administration of the questionnaire in
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the present study revealed a number of difficulties. Primary among these is the

high proportion of items based on Western conceptualizations of psychological

health. Questions which respondents had difficully comprehending in this study

include Item 3 ("Felt you are playing a useful part in things?"), Item 10 ("Been

losing confidence in yourself?"), and ltem 11 ("Been thinking of yourself as a

worthless person?"). Additionally, inconsistent and conflicting responses were

occasional.ly observed between ltem 9 ("Been feeling unhappy or depressed?")

and Item 11" ("Been feeling reasonably huppy, alt things considered?"). This may

have reflected either fatigue and inattentiveness, particuJarly as the GHQ-12 is

located at the end of the questioruraile, and/or an expressed tendency among the

respondents to fatalistically accept their marginalized and dissatisfied position in

life.

The items of the General Health Questionnaire are as follows:

1. You can concentrate on your daily activities.

2. You lose much sleep over worry.

3. You feel that you are playing a useful part in things.

4. You feei capable of making decisions about things.

5. You feel under constant strain.

6. You feel incapable of solving difficulties.

7. You are capable of enjoying coûunon daily activities.

8. You are able to solve your orvn problems.

9. You feel unhappy and depressed.

10. You are losing self-confidence.

11. You feel that you are a worthless person.

12. Considering everything, you feel happy

88
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Subj ectia e W elI-B eing ønd Eo ent-lmp act ltems

Items addressing subjective-being are used primarily as interpretative

data. These include Item 9, a general measure of current life satisfaction, and

Item L2, which assesses optimism about future living conditions. Item L4 has

been included to provide a global stress index. The items foliow:

9. Thinking about your daily life here, that is your lir.iog conditions, way of
life, and so forth, how satisfied are you with your life?

Compared to your life today, do you think conditions will be better,

worse, or about the same in one or two years from nou'?

v\rhen you are faced with many problems, do you ever find it difficult to

handle them? That is, when you have been unable to sleep, worried a

great deal, or felt depressed or nervous?

Items 36-39 are included to examine more specificaliy the psychological

impact of land loss. These are drawn from the l$item Revised Impact of Event

Scale (Horowitz, Wilner, & Alvere z, 1,979), designed to measure subjective

distress resulting from a serious life event (e.g., nafural disasters, assault,

unexpected jllness or persond i"j"ty). The L5 items of the scale are comprised of

7 intrusive symptoms, which describe the involuntary entry into awareness of

ideas, memories, and emotions (coefficient alpha : .78), and 8 items of avoidant

symptoms, referring to conscious attempts to divert attention from thoughts and

feelings related to the event (coefficient alpha : .82). 4 sample of studies

employing the Impact of Event Scale includes: Israeli veterans of the 1982

Lebanon war (Solomon, 1989), Bosnian children exposed to war traumas (Preiss,

t995), survivors of the Kalamata earthquake in Greece (Laube, 1.986), resflre

workers involved with the Sun Valley plane crash (Foreman, 1989), American

tornado survivors (Stenglass & Gerrify, 1.990), Austraiian survivors of the
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Newcastle earthquake (Carr et al., 1995), and survivors of Estonian sinking in

Sweden (Lundin,2000).

The present sfudy uses only four intrusion items and one general avoidant

item. The Revised Impact of Event Scale was not used its entirety in part because

riverbank erosion in Bangladesh is an endemic haza¡d with a gradual and often

predictable onset, rather than beíng a sudden and unpredictable traumatic

stressor whidr the Impact of Event Scale is more specifically designed (Horowitz

et al., 1990). Additional concerns were related to the length of the questionnaire

in general, to cultural and linguistic nuances associated with a number of the

items (for example, " Pictures about it popped into my mind"), and to subtle

differences befween a number of items which were unlikely to be distinguished

by illiterate respondents unfamiliar with Western conceptualizations of

psychological dislress (e.g., "I tried not to think about it" and "I tried to remove it

from memory"). To further facilitate comprehension and limit respondent

fatigue, the selected items were reworded to better fit the context of riverbank

erosion and a 3-point rather than 4-point scale was used. The revised response

categories ("farely", "sometimes", and "many times") were consistent to the

response categories used in the remainder of the questionnaire.

The five event-impact questions used in the questionnaire are listed

below:

37. How often do you think about the land you lost because of riverbank
erosion?

38. In the past seven days, how often have you felt strong feelings about your
land or homestead?

39. In the past seven days, how often have you had difficulty sleeping

because you are thinking about your land or homestead?

90
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40.In the past seven days, how often have you thought about your land or
homestead when you did not mean to?

41. Do you find that you try not to think or ta-lk about your lost land or
homestead because you become easily upset?
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Chapter VII

Patterns in Coping and Adaptation: Survey Findings

In this chapter, the survey findings are presented and analyzed in order to

identify relationships between human responses and riverbank erosion-induced

displacement. This includes not on-ly a determination of the magnitude of

psychological distress associated with displacement, but also the relative impact

of economic, social, and cultural processes on psychological coping and

adaptation. Human vulnerability is also examined in the context of such socio-

demographic variabies as gender, age, and education.

Analyses of data were made using the SIISS statistical computer program

(Norusis, 1995). Data derived from each respondent was sequentially loaded into

a pre-programmed file, with each variable transcribed into numerical code.

These values, unless otherwise indicated, correspond to the questionnaires. For

example, gender (Item 3) is coded in the questiornaire and the SPSS program as

male (1) and female (2). For Ilem 27 of the displacement questionnaire, "Before

you were displaced, did you think riverba¡k erosion was a serious threat to your

household?", the responses are likewise coded as "Not a serious threat" (L),

"Somewhat a serious threaf' (2), and "Very serious threat" (3). All non-responses

(NR) were coded as 99, non-applicable responses (NA) as 77 , and "Don't know"

responses (DK) as 88.

Due to the large set of data which the sludy generated, and because the

proportion of responses to particular categories items is on occasion insufficient

for analysis, it has been necessary both: (a) to exclude particular responses from
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analysis when sufticient data is lacking, and (b) to combine and coliapse items to

form adequate numerical units of analysis. In the latter case, two of the most

simiiar response categories are usually combined to form one category of

analysis. Taking Item 35 as an example ("Are you hopeful you will one day

return to your land?"), the response categories of "Very hopeful" and "Hopeful"

are combined to form a single response category as "Flopeful" (coded as L). This

responses is then compared with the collapsed response categories of "Not

hopeful" and "Flave given up all hope", which make up the "Not hopeful"

response (coded as 2).

In this chapter, comparisons between the displaced and non-displaced

samples, as well as between male and female respondents, are indicated

accordingly. Given the data is predominantly nominal and categorical, the

Bonferroni t-test and chi square test were considered the most appropriate

measures of analyses (Haris, 1998). The means of data categories are compared

using the t-test, while tests of independence between categories are performed

using chi square tests. Although it is recognized that the multitude of testing

may raise the possibility of inadequate specification and experiment wise error,

the principal objective of this study is to identify overall patterns of coping and

adjustment, rather than singuìar predictors. To this end, the t-test and chi square

measures are appropriate means of data analyses which allows for the

determination of tendencies without fulfilling sampling assumptions (Harris,

1ee8).

To promote clarity, results are presented according to subsections of the

Dispiacement and Adjuslment Questionnaire.
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Demographic Background

Of the 238 displacees interviewed, 120 a¡e male and 118 female. Of the223

non-displacee participmb, 107 are male and 116 female.

The mean age of the displaced respondents is 35.4 years (range : 18 to 84

years/ SD : 11.5). Almost one-third of the displacees (78 or 32.8%) are less than 30

years of age, 80 (33.8%) are 31 to 39 years old, 51 (21..5%) 40 to 49 years old, and

28 (I1.8%) are 50 years or older.

,The 
mean age of non-displaced respondents is 38.L years (range : 1,8 to

82, SD : 13.1). The same proportion of respondents (64 or 28.7%) are less than 30

years of age and 30 to 39 years old. Almost one-quarter (54 or 24.2%) of the non-

displacees are 40 to 49 years, and 4L or 18.4% are 50 or more years oid.

Average length of schooling among displacees and non-displacees is 7.5

and7.8 years respectively. Only 1,6.4% of the displaced respondents have more

than five years of schooling, whereas 33.3% of the non-displaced subjects have

achieved primary education.

Among displacees, \9.3% of the males have completed primary educatiorç

in comparison to with 73.6% of the females. Among the non-displacees, the

respective rates are 38.3% and 29.3%. For the displaced men and womerç the

education levels fall markedly below nationa-l primary education rates, which are

31% and 43/o respectively (Bangladesh Bureau of Staflstics,1997).

Psychological Distress

The primary measure of psychological distress is the Self-Reporting

Questionnaire (SRQ). Respondents who indicate experiencing symptoms 'many

times' or'almost ali the time' eight or more times are regarded as probable cases
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of poor mental health. Scores of less than eight are regarded as non-cases, or not

in need of mental health assistance.

Some 33.3% of all respondents (displaced and non-dispiaced) are

identified as SRQ cases. As hypothesized, displacees are significantly more likely

than non-displacees to be probable cases of poor mental health. Chi-squire

analyses shows 39.2% of the displaced respondents in comparison to26.9% of the

non-displacees are identified as SRQ cases, X2 (1, N : 460) :7.87, p < .005. As

might be expected, the overall numerical scores belween displacees and non-

displacees are also significantly different. The mean SRQ score among displacees

is 43.9 (SD.:9.3), and the mean score arnong non-displacees is 41.4 (5D:8.0); t:
3.12, p< .002.

Psychological distress has also been assessed using the General Health

Questionnaire (GHQ). Total scores can range from 12 to 48, with low scores

being indicative of poor mental health. Analyses by t-test shows that the means

of displacees and non-displacees are significantly different. The mean GHQ score

for displacees is 32.0 (SD : 4.7) and the mearì score for non-displacees is 30.9 (SD

: 4.9), t : 2.35,9 < .019).

Findings by tract are presented in Table 2. A tract here refers to a sampled

settlement, such as the brickyard or railway settlement. Excluding the Biara

embankment displacees, the displaced tracts consistently exhibit higher levels of

distress than non-displacee tracts. Probable SRQ cases among the dispiacee tracts

range from 35.6% (embankment) to 54.4% (railway), Xz (j, N: 232) : 15.90, p <

.001. Chi square analyses did not show significant differences between the non-

displaced tracts, with SRQ cases ranging from 24.4% in Digalkhandi to 29.7% in

Dhap.
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Table 2: Distribution of SRQ Cases by Status annd Tract

* Standard deviations a¡e shornrn in parentleses.

All three demographic variables (education, age and gender) have been

found to have a significant influence on SRQ cases. Educationally (defined here

as years of schooling),36.8/o of all non-educated respondents are identified as

SRQ cases, in comparison to 19.3% of the respondents who have five or more

years of formal schooling. Among the displacees, 41.9% of the non-educated

respondents but only 25.6/o of the educated respondents are SRQ cases, X2 (1, N

: 237) : 3.62, p < 057 . Among non-displacees, the respective figures are 1,2.0%

and 34.5%, X2 (1, N : 223) : I2.76,p < .000.

Table 3: Dislribution of SRQ Cases by Status and Age

96

Disnlacees Averase Embankment Brickyard Railwav Biara

SRO Cases 39.2% 35.6% 4s3% 54.4% 225%

SRQ Mean 43.9

( 9.3)*

44.0

(11.5)

43.9

111.0)

4s.6
( 87\

42.3

(9.3)

Non-Displacees Average Disalkhandi Kuntola Dhan

SRO Cases 26.9% 24.4% 27.9o/o 29.4%;o

SRQ Mean 4t.4

t8.1)

39.8

(8.2)

42.6

(7.5\
42.0

(7.9)

Displacees Non-displacees

Years of
Ase

18-30

N:78
31-50

N:79
50 plus

N:79
1 8-30

N:64
31-50

N:64
50 plus

N:9s
SRO Cases 28.2% 31.6% s7.0% l4 1% 21.9% 38.9%
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As shown in Table 3, age is a significant predictor of menta-l health as n'e11.

Among displacees, probable cases increase from 28.2% among 18-30 year olds to

64.3% among 50 plus year olds, X2 (2, N :236) :16.33, p < .000. Among the non-

displacees, cases range from 1,4.1% among the younger respondents to 58.5%

among 50 plus year olds, Xz (2, N : 223) : 13.19, p < .001.

In relation to gender, almost one-half (46.6%) of the displaced females

have been identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 32.8% of male displacees. As

shown in Table 4, gender differences are consistent across the five displaced

sampling tracts. In each of the tracts, a greater number of females than males

exceed the cut-off score. Female probable cases range from a low of 25% among

the Biara displacees to as high as 59/o among the railway and brickyard

displacees. In comparison, SRQ cases arnong displaced males range from 20.6%

in the Biara traci to 48.3% in the railway settlement.

Table 4: Dislribution of SRQ Cases by Tract and Gender

Chi-square procedures show that the SRQ differences between displaced

men and women are significant, X2 (1, N : 236) : 5.L2, p < .023. Displaced

women are also significantly more likely to be SRQ cases than non-dispiaced

Disolaced Embankmenf Brickvard Railwav B.iara

Male

N:24

Female

N:21

Male

N:32

Female

N:22

Male

N:29

Female

N:39

Male

N:34

Femaìe

N:36

SRO Cases 25 0% 47 6Yo 35.5o/o 59 10Á 48 30^ 59 00 20.6% 22.5%

Non-disnlaced Dhigalkhandi Khuntola Dhap

Male

N:42

Female

N:44

Male

N:41

Female

N=45

Male

N:24

Female

N=27

N/A N/A

SRO Cases 23.8% 25.0% 293% 26.7Yo 29.2o/o 29.6%
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women, X2 (I, N: 234) :9.91, p < .001. On the other hand, chi square testing did

not show a significant difference bet$/een displaced and non-displaced men

(displacees : 32.8%; non-displacees : 27.4% respectively). Within the non-

displaced sample, about 27% of both men and women have been identified as

SRQ cases.

These findings are consistent with mainstream research which shows that

women, the elderly, and the less educated are generally more vulnerable to the

effects of hazards and disasters (Butcher & Dunn, 1.989; Gibbs, 1989). Socio-

demographic factors are not only associated with resource relationships and thus

physical hardship, but are also related to physical and psychological health.

These aspects will be elaborated in the forthcoming chapters.

Riverbank Erosion and Displacement

At the time of their last displacement, 13.6% of the displacees had been

landless, 21..2% owned only homestead land, 41,5% owned 0.01 to 2.50 acres, and

23.7% more than 2.50 acres. These figures indicate that the majority of displacees

had held larger than average landholdings in comparison to the national pattern

of iand distribution. According to the 1995 Rura-l Poverty Monitoring Survey

(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1.997). about 52% of rural households are

functionally iandless,32/t' own only 0.50 to 2.50 acres, and 1.6/o own 2.50 plus

acres.

The vast majority of the displacees report a recurring pattern of

displacement (Table 5). Of lne 237 displacees surveyed, only 10 håve been

displaced just one time and 19 two times. Over one-third (38.6%) have been

displaced 3-4 times and about the same proportion (35.6%) report having been

98
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displaced between 5-10 times. Some 32 or 13.6% of the indicate that they have

been displaced over L0 times. Displacement is particularly chronic among the

brickyard and railway respondents. Respectively, TS/o and 55.8% of these

displacees have been displaced over five times.

Table 5: Distribution of Displacement Frequency and Duration by Tract

(Percentages)

These rates are markediy higher than found in previous studies. Haque's

1985 survey of Kazipur displacees showed that aboutTS% had been displaced 1

to 3 times, 14% 4 To 6 times, and 1,7% over 7 times. In a foliow-up study in the

sarne area in 1995, Haque reported that86% of the displacees had been forced to

move 1to 3 times, whereas only 9/o had been displaced 4 to 6 times and 5% 7 to 9

times.

In terms of their current displacement, the majorily of displacees (55.3%)

in this study have been displaced between 2 and 3 years. About one-third (30%)

have been displaced for 3 to 5 years, and only 15% for less than two years. As

Table 6 shows, the majority of both the railway (75%) and brickyard displacees

(69.8%) have been displaced between 2 to 3 years. In comparisor; about one-half

99

Displaced Railway

N: 68

Brickyard

N:53
Embankment

N:46
Biara

N: 71

Mean

N:238
1-2 times 13.2% 5.9Yo 19.6% ll.4Yo 123%

3-4 times 30.9 t9.2 52.2 51.4 38.ó

5-10 times 42.6 55.8 19.6 24.3 35.6

l0 plus times t3.2 19.2 8.7 12.9 f36
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of the Biara displacees (48.6%) have been displaced between 2 to 3 years, whiie

almost 33% of the embankment sample has been displaced between 3 to 4 years.

Table 6: Distribution of Duration of Displacement by Tract

(Percentages)

nFrequencies are shown in parentheses.

It had been hypothesized that the displacement-related variables would

be positively associated with the SRQ measure. This was not found through chi

square test results (Table 7). Although a positive relationship can be discerned

between former land ownership and SRQ cases, with probable cases increasing

from 28.1,% among landless respondents to 48.2/o among owners of 2.50 plus

acres, the difference is not significant, X2 (4, N : 235) : 4.35, p< .360.

Limited variabílity is also found in relation to times displaced and SRQ

cases. About 43% of the respondents displaced oniy i-2 times have been

identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to about 47% of their cohorts who have

been displaced 10 plus times, Xz (3, N : 235) : 6.52, p < .087. Similariy, while

respondents who have been displaced for less than two years are less often

identified as probable cases than persons displaced for both 2 to 3 years (28.6% n

Duration Railwav Brickvard Embankment Biara Mean

Less I vear 0o/o .4Vo 0\* 19.60/o (9\ 5.7o/o G\ 5.8o/o (14\

1 but less 2years s.9 t4) 9.4 l5) 17.4 (8) 5.7 (4\ 8.9 t2l)
2 but less 3 years 75 t5l) 69.8 ß7\ 19.6 t9) 48.6 134) 5s.3 fi31
3 but less 4 vears t7.6 fiz\ ls.l t8) i2.6 fis\ 20.0 (r4\ 20.7 (49\

4 to 5 vears .4n .8 (2\ 21.1 (5) 20.0 fl4) 9.3 (22\
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comparison to 397%) and three plus years (42.9%), the differences are not

significant,rc (2, N:236) :2.06, p < .356.

Table 7: Distribution of SRQ Cases by Displacement Variables (Percentages)

Only hopefulness of regaining land is found to be significantly related to

SRQ cases. Respondents who are still hopefrål (27.7%) are less likely to be

identified as probable cases than respondents who a¡e either not hopeful (35.4%)

or have given up all hope (52.6%),X2 (2, N:237) :12.72, p < .00L.

Perception of Riverbank Erosion Hazard

O.ly 10 of the 236 responding displacees had not been previously

displaced prior to their migration to Serajganj. Over one-third (38.6%) had been

displaced 3 to 4 times and about the same proportion(35.6%) had been displaced

between 5 to L0 times. Despite this pattern of multiple displacements, 89.8% oÍ

the displacees stated that they had not expected their last displacement and only

1'6.90/o reported that they had perceived riverbank erosion to be a serious

problem prior to displacement. Only 24 displacees indicated that they had

anticipated the changes encountered during their resettlement.

tr4rhen questioned about why they had come to serajgani, one-hart (sz.B%)

of the displacees stated they had had no other option. Some 1,5.5% had followed

101

Land Ownershio No land Homestead 0.01-2.50 acres 2.50 plus acres

SRO Cases 28.1% 36.0% 39.2o/o 48.2%

Times Disolaeed 1-2 times 3-4 times 5-10 times 10 olus times

SRO Cases 42.9 28.6 45.2 46.9

Duration Less 2 years 2-3 vears 3 plus veårs N/A

SRO Cases 286 39.7 43.9 N/A
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family or neighbours, while 10.3% had come because of the presence of relatives.

Otly 11 (4.7%) of the displacees had migrated to Serajganj because of possible

work opporfun-ities, while 36 (15.5%) had come because of the possibility of khas

land (vacant government owned tand). This is in contrast to earlier findings by

Hossain (1989) in which only 75/" of surveyed displacees had come to Serajganj

because of they had no other option. Almost 40/o have come because of job

opporbunities and 1,4/obecause they had gained access to land.

Table 8: Distribution of Riverine HazardAwareness (Percentages)

Sees riverbank erosion as problem Yes No Not sure

Displacees 16.9% 83.1o/o 0%

Non-displacees 96.3 3.7 0

Worries about erosion Rarelv Sometimes Manv times

Disolacees N/A N/A N/A

Non-displacees 3.7 15.4 80.9

Will eventuallv be disnlaced Yes No Possibly

Displacees 10.2 898 0

Non-disolacees 53.4 0 46.6

When asked about the causes of riverbank erosion, the majorily of

displacees in this study (67.8%) attribute the loss of their land to the construcbion

of the Jamuna Bridge. The remaining one-third (29.2%) atkibute it to the will or

punishment of Allah. Merely three of the displacees perceive riverba¡k erosion

to be a product of nature. These findings are again in contrast to previous

research. Haque (1985; 1995) found that befw een 27% and 34% of surveyed

displacess had perceived erosion to be the wilt of Allah, with about 70%
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attributing erosion events to natural causes such as high flooding and 'fast

currents'.

Interestingly, non-displacees reveal a markedly different pattern of threat

perception. AJthough onJy 51.1/o of the applicable non-displacees (N : 133) had

lost land through riverbank erosiory 96.3% view erosion to be a problem and

80.9% have chronic worries about it. Only five indicate that they have no

concerns about riverbank erosion. Over one-half of the non-displacees (53.4%)

believe that they will eventually become destilute because of riverbank erosion.

The remaining 46.6% see this as a possibility. None of the surveyed non-

displacees believe that they will definitely not be displaced.

The perceptions of non-displacees appear to be somewhat influenced by

proximily to the river and erosion exposure, as previously found by Haque

(1988). In the case of Dhap (N : 49), which is located directly along the banks of

the Jamuna River, 96% oÍ the surveyed villagers report chronic worries about

riverbank erosion and 75.5% believe they witl eventually become destitute

because of it. Almost three-quarters (73.5%) have already iost some land. In

comparison,72.l% of the respondents in the more distant village of Kuptola (N:
84) report chronic worries about erosion and less than one-half (40.s%) believe

they would one day be displaced. O.ly 38.1.% of these villagers have lost land

through erosion.

The results do not validate the assumption that displacement in and of

itseif is a predictor of poor mental health. O.ly hopefuìness of regaining land has

been identified as a significant predictor of SRQ cases, while the variables of land

loss, times displaced, and duration of displacement have been shown to be non-

significant.
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Socioeconomic Marginalization

Previous research has shown a trend of poor employment prospects and

subsistence income to be commonplace among dispiacee-squatters in Serajganj

(Greenberg, 1986; Rogge & Elahi, 1989). Displacees are generally compelied to

live on the periphery of urban life, where they gradually become 'marginals,

with limited opportunity of becoming assimilated into the mainstream of urban

socioeconomic life (Haque, lgg7).

Socioeconomic status in this study is defined in terms of occupational

status, dtíty earnings and living amenities, and perception of hardship. The latter

measure includes satisfaction with living conditions, incidence of household

hunge¿ and household survival concerns. To promote clarity, findings related to

these factors are discussed by subsection. In the case of displacees, the results are

also delineated by sampling tract when appropriate.

OccupationøI Status

The average displaced household size of the displaced respondents is 5.76

members, in comparison to 5.45 members arnong the non-displaced households.

The vast majority of both the displaced (80.4%) and non-displaced (g1..4%)

households report having onJy a single income contributor;16.6% and 1.4.0% of

the respective households report having two income providers. Only 11

displaced and 6 non-dispiaced households indicate having children who work

for income.

A comparison of displacee pre-migration and post-migration occupations

are presented in Table 9. Almost three-thirds of the males (69.7%) report that

their occupations have changed as result of dispiacement. This rate is markedly
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lou.'er among women (74.4%), in large because the t¡aditional domestic role of

displaced women has been retained through displacement.

Table 9: Dislribution of Occupation Type by Status and Gender (Percentages)

* Frequencies are shown in parentheses.

Prior to displacement, the most common occupation among male

displacees had been farrrLing/agriculfure (59.7%). This was followed by unskilled

labour activities (15.1%). Other activities included fishing, rickshaw pulling, and

boating (10.1%). Skilled or semi-skilled activities such as weaving or masonry

accounted for only 5% of the occupations. Among women, 89% had been

involved in domestic/household activities. Only 6.6% had been involved in

Pre-disolaced Disolaced Non-disnlaced

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Domestic Oo/o 89.0o/o

I 1 05)*

jYo 83.9o/o

t99)

0o/o 87.0o/o

( 100)

Agriculture 59.7

(7 r\

5.9

(7)

2.5

ß\
0 41.1

@4\

1.7

QI

Labour t 5.1

ll8)
r.7

(2\

26.9

(32l'

3.4

(4\

2t.s

(23\
4.4

t5)

Rickshaw 3.4

(4\

0 24.4

(29ì

0 0 0

Boatman 5.9

(7\

0 I1.8

fi4)

0 0 0

Semi-

skilled

5.0

(6)

2.5

(3)

3.4

(4)

4.2

(sì
9.3

û01

2.6

(31

White

collar

.8

û)
0 2.5

t3)

0 4.7

ts)

3.5

(4\

Non-

employed

7.5

(10)

.8

(l)
2t.t
(23)

4.2

(s)

I t.l
(12\

.9

(l)
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physical labour (inciuding farming) and 2.5% in semi-skilled or skilled n'ork

(usually weaving). In comparison,52.2% of non-displaced males are found to be

engaged in farming/agricultural, 22.4% in labour, and 9.3% in skilled or semi-

skilled jobs. Some 86.2% of non-displaced females are involved in domestic

activities.

Following displacement, only three respondents - all living along the

flood protection embankment - have remained invoived in farming or other

agricultural activities. The most common activities among the male respondents

are physical labour (26.1,%) and rickshaw pulling (za.a%). Just over 1,1,.0% report

being boatmen and 8.4% are involved in vending. Among displaced women,

83.9% have remained in domestic activities. The most frequent alternative

occupations among women are vending (n : 5), weaving (I: 5), and physical

iabour h:4).
This pattern of occupational change is consistent across th¡ee of the fou¡

sampling fracts, ranging from 48.5% (railway) lo 50.0% (embankment) and 52.801,

(brickyard). The exception is the Biara sampling tract, of which only 22.5/o report

occupational change. This can largely be atfributed to both: (a) the lower than

average proportion of Biara respondents previously involved in farming (I9.7%),

and (b) the higher than average proportion of Biara respondents previously

involved in labour activities (76.9%). In comparison, 29.4% of the railway

respondents and nearly one-half of both the urban embankment (435%) and

brickyard (45.3%) respondents had been involved in agriculture. Only about 5%

had worked as labourers.

These findings are consistent with previous research which has shown

that riverbank erosion-induced displacees are largely confined to the informal
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sector jobs. Greenberg's 1986 study showed that 62% of displacees living

Serajganj were day labourers and service sector workers, while an additional

10% were rickshaw pullers. Only 6% oÍ the displacees had found jobs in teclr¡Lical

work such as carpentry, masonry, tailoring, and printing press composing.

The influence of occupational change, and loss of traditional livelihood,

was assessed through chi square analyses. The results did not show a significant

difference in SRQ rates between displacees reporting occupationai change

(42.0%) and displacees who have remained in their former job type (37.2%), Xz

(1, N : 237) : .552, p< .457.

Døily Earníngs ønd Liaing Conditions

With the majority of displacees being engaged in informal, low wage-

earning activities, it had been expected that displacees would report lower daily

earnings than their non-dispiaced cohorts. This expected pattern has been

supported.

Mean daily earnings among displacees range from a low of M.8 TK (Taka)

to a high oÍ 63.9 TK (45 TK: 1 US dollar). Among non-displacees, daily earnings

range from 47.1. TK to 68.0 TK. In way of reference, thre 1,997 LJrban Poverty

Monitoring Survey (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, L995) reported an average

urban monthly household income to be about 6500 TK, with the poverty line

being 3000 TK.

Chi square analyses shows income differences between the displaced and

non-displaced samples to be significant, X2 (3, N : 453) : L4.7, p <- .002. As

indicated in Table L0, about 13% of the displacees in contrast to 23% of non-

displacees report daily earnings of less than 30 TK. About 62% and 48%
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respectiveiy fall into the income bracket of 30-60 TK, while I1,% and lB% are

earning more than 100 TK. By displacement tracÇ the embankment and Biara

respondents are among the lowest income earners (23.9% and 12.4%

respectively). The brickyard respondents tend to earn higher incomes. About

37% oÍ these respondents report daity incomes of at least 60 TK, in comparison to

21% of the displacees in the three remaining th¡ee tracts. The differences are not

significant,Xz(9, N:233) : 15.5, p< .076.

Table 1,0: Dishribution of Household Income by Status and Tract (Percentages)

In relation to living amenities , 57.6% of the displacees in comparison to

48.6% of the non-displacees live in single room dwellings. Less than one-third of

the displacees (28.6%) have a iatrine and 45.8% a lube-well, in contrast to 50.9%

and 66.5% of the non-displacees. Only about 65% of the displaced squatters have

corrugated tin roofing, whereas 90.1o/o of the non-displacees have tin roofing.

This is comparable to Greenberg's (1936) study of Serajganj squatters which

showed lhat 60% lacked tin roofing , 18% did not have a latrine, and 35% did not

have access to a tube-well.

r08

Level of
Income

Embankmenf Bricþard Railway Biara Average Non-

Disnlacees

Less 30 TK 23.9% 5.8% 7.6% 174% 13.3% 23.2%

30-60 TK s8.7 57.7 71.2 59.4 622 48.6

60-100 TK 10.9 21.2 13.6 10. 1 137 10. s

I00 plus TK 6.5 15.4 7.6 13.0 10.8 17.7
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Table 11: Distribution of Living Amenities by Status and Tract (Percentages)

It had been expected that prior land ownership might facilitate economic

adiustment by providing displacees with a financial 'safety net'. This was not

found through dri square tests. As shown in Table 1.2, drtferences are found to be

not significant in relation to daily income (X2 (2, N:231) : I.51, p< 469), as well

as basic living amenities,X2 (3, N : 234) :3.09, p< .377. About the same

proportion of 'landless' and'landowning' displacees are persistently dissatisfied

with their living conditions (landless :71,.9%; landownerc :70.6%), X2 (2, N :
236) : .023, p < .988. Similar findings are attained in relation to experiencing

hunger on a daily basis (landiess = IB.B%; landor.rmer :24.0%),Xz (2, N : 236) :
1.05, p < .589. X2 (2, N: 236) : 1.05, p < .589. These results are consistent with

previous research r,r.'hich has shown that multiple displacement contributes to a

pattern of increasing impoverishment, preventing opporfunities to accumulate

savings which might ease the hardships associated with displacement

(Greenber g, 1986 ; Haque, 1,997).

Living

Amenify

Embanlmenf Bricþard Railway B¡ara Ãverage Non-

Disnlacees

Tube.well 4s.7% 34.9% 51.5Yo 493% 4s.8% 66.5v,

Latrine ts.2 35.8 30.9 29.6 28.6 50.9

Tin roofing s2.3 58.s 59.t 84.5 65.5 90. I

One room 35.7 75.s 54.7 60.0 57.6 486
0 Amenities 24.5 22.6 17.9 I 1.3 t7.4 5.0

I Amenitv 56.8 37.7 32.8 36.6 39.6 28.3

2 Amenities 13.6 28.3 37.3 29.6 28.s 22.4

3 Amenities 9.1 1 1.3 11.9 22.s 14.5 44.3
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Table 12: Disfribution of Displacee Economic Conditions by Land Ownership
(Percentages)

Household income and access to amenities (Table L3) have been examined

in relation to SRQ cases. Among the displacees, non-significant findings are

found in relation to both duily household income (X2 (2, N : 232) : Z.IB, p < .334)

and living amenities (rc Q, N: 234) :5.02, p< .169). FIowever, more condusive

findings are observed among the non-dispiacees. In terms of income, over one-

haLf (54.9%) of the poorest households earning less than 30 TK are found to be

probable SRQ cases, in comparison to 22.4% of the moderate income earners and

about 13% of the highest income ealrters, X2 (3, N: 220) :27.34, p < .000.

In relation to living amenities, only 17% of the non-displacees who have

both fresh water and sanitation have been identified as SRQ cases, in contrast to

110

fncome Less 30 TK 30-60 TK 6O FIus TK
Landless 19.4Vo 54.9Vo 25.87o

l-andowner L2.O &.o 24.O

Amenitv 0-l Amenitv 2 Amenities 3 Annenities

Landless 634 30.0 6.7

Landowner s6.2 28.4 t5.2
Satisfaction Satisfred Dissatisfred Verv Dissatisfied

Landless 28.1 53.1 18.8

Landowner 29.4 52.5 18.1

Hunser Dailv Weeklv Monthly
Landless 18.8 56.3 25.O

l-andowner 2+.O 46.4 29.4

Worries Dailv Weektrv Monthlv
l,andless 75.0 9.4 15-6

Landowner v.5 25.7 19.8
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36% of those u'ho have only one of these amenities, X2 (1, N : 2j.9) : 10.00, p <

.001. Similarly, only 77.5 of the non-displacees r,r'ho have th¡ee amenities (latrine,

tube-well and corrugated tin roofing) have been identified as SRQ cases, in

contrast to a rate of 45.5% among cohorts who have orrly one of the amenities, X2

(3, N : 219) : 9.47, p< .020.

Table 13: Distribution of SRQ Cases by Household Income and Amenities
(Percentages)

Level of Income Less 30 TK 3{F6O TK Plus 60 TK
Displacees 45.2% 4T.70/, 31.6%

Non-disolacees s4.9 22.4 12.9

Livins Amenitv 0 Amenitv l Amenity 2 Amenities 3 Amenities

Disolacees 46.3 37.0 +5.5 23s
Non-displacees s4.9 22.4 130 12.8

Perception of Hardship

Measures of perception of hardship include life satisfaction, survival

concerns, frequency of huager, and physical health complaints.

As might be expected, given the level of physical hardship experienced by

displacees, these respondents are less satisfied with their lives than non-

displacees , X2 (2, N : 461) :20.67, p < .000. Table 14 shows that only 29.4% of the

displacees are satisfied, while I8.1,% are very dissatisfied. In comparison, 44.8%

of the non-displacees are satisfied and only 6.3%very dissatisfied.

Although considerabie variability can be observed between the four

displaced tracts, analyses through chi square tests show that the differences are

lll
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not significant. The majorify of displacees (range : 60.7% to 75.0%) are

dissatisfied with their living conditions ()G (6, N: 238) :9.81, p< .I32), while

about 81,% of all displacees have weekly or daily r,r'orries about the survival of

their households, X2 (6, N : 238) : 12.31, p < .055. This is highest among the

railn'ay respondenls (95.5%) and lowest among the Biara displacees (69%).

Table L4: Distribution of Perception of Hardship by Status and Tract

(Percentages)

Statisticaliy, significant differences are found between displaced and non-

displaced respondents in regard to both survival worries, X2 (2, N : 459) : 8.65, p

< .013), and hunger,X2 (2, N :467) :17.77, p < .000. As Table L4 shows, over

one-half (57.2%) of the displacees indicate having daily survival worries, in

contrast to 43.5% of the non-displacees. Although about the same proportion of

tt2

Brickyard Railwav Embankment Biara Ã,verase Non-disolacees

Satisfaction

Satisfied 39.6% 25.0% 2t.7% 31.0o/o 29.4% 44.8%

Dissatisfied 358 58.8 56.5 56.3 52.5 55.2

Very

Dissatisfied

24.s 16.2 21.7 12.7 18. I 63

Survival

concerns

Monthlv 25.0 4.5 174 31.0 19.5 26.s

Weeklv 269 22.4 19.6 23.9 23.0 30.0

Dailv 48 1 73.1 63.0 45.1 57.2 43.s

Hunser

Monthly 358 32.4 23.9 22.s 28.6 43.5

Weeklv 34.0 456 6s.2 50.7 48.3 30.s

Daily 30.2 22.1 r0.9 26.8 23 1 26.0
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househoids in both samples lack food on a weekly basis (23.1% and26.0%), more

displaced households go hungry a few times a month (displacees : 4B.i%; non-

dispiacees : 30.5%). On the other hand, non-displaced households more often

escape hunger altogether (displacee s : 28.6% ; non-displacees : 43.5%).

Table 15: Distribution of SRQ Cases by Perception of Hazard (Percentages)

Satisfaction Satisfied Dissatisfied Very

dissatisfied

Disolacees 24.6% 39.2% 62.8%

Non-displacees 20.0 294 57.1

Survival worries Monthlv Weeklv Dailv

Displacees 20.0 43.6 43.7

Non-disnlacees 8.5 28.4 37.1

ÉIunser Yearlv Weeklv Dailv

Displacees 23.5 36.8 63.6

Non-disolacees 14.4 2s.0 50.0

All three variables concerning perception of hardship are found to be

significantly related to SRQ cases across both samples. As Table 15 shows,

satisfaction with iiving conditions among displacees is inversely related to SRQ

probable cases, X2 (2, N : 237) : 16.17, B < .000. Probable cases increase from

24.60/,' among satisfied displacees to 39.27,,, for those dissatisfied and 62.8% Íor

very dissatisfied respondents. Among non-displacees, probable cases increase

from 20% for satisfied respondents to 57.1% for the very dissatisfied, X3 (2, N :

223) :9.26, B< .009.

Survival and hunger concerns are also significantly associated with SRQ

cases. Among dispiacees, only 20% of displacees who have monthly survival
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worries are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to about 44% of those rvith

weekly or daily concern, Y (2, N :235) : 8.56, p < .013. In terms of hunger, only

one-quarter (23.5%) of the displacees who rarely experience hunger are identified

as SRQ cases, in comparison to 36.8% and 63.6% of the displacees who report

hunger on a weekly or daily basis respechively,X, (2, N = 2gT) :2I.04, p < .000.

Among non-displacees, SRQ cases are also related to survival issues,

increasing from 8.5% among respondents who rareiy worry to j7.1% among

those who worry on a daily basis, rc (2, N : 223) :15.40, p < .000. In terms of

hunger, probable cases increase from 1,4.4% among non-displaced viliagers r.tho

rarely go hungry to 25% and 50% among villagers who go hungry on a weekly

and daily basis respectively,X, (2, N : 223) : 23.52, p < .000.

These results support the hypothesis that impoverishment has a

significant impact on mental health and may - as found in this study - be more

predictive than displacement per se. This is consistent with general research

which has shown that hardship in acquiring the necessities of life can serve as

residual and persistent skessor, gradually eroding coping capacities and leaving

people with a strong sense of life dissatisfachion.

Social Support

Kinship ties and obligations in Bangladesh play a critical role in both daily

survival and adaptation to extreme events such as naturai hazards (Greenberg,

1986; Haque &. Zaman,1994; Zarnart,1988). In this study, several aspects of social

support are examined. These include marital status, perceptions of received

expressive and instrumental support, loneliness, and degree of acceptance by

natives of Serajganj (local town's people). Feeiing a part of a samajis assessed

Lt4
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among the Biara displacees only. With the exception of relations u"ith the locat

towns people, variability belween tracts is not significant.

The vast majority of dispiaced (86.6%) and non-displaced respondents

(87.9%) are married and living with their spouse. O.,Iy 37 or 6.8% of all

respondents are single, 15 (2.7%) are married but living apart from their spouse,

and 16 (2.9%) are widon'ed. Only one respondent is divorced. Single respondents

are predominantly male (34 of 37), whlle females are disproportionately

separated (12 of 15) or widowed (13 of 16). About as many non-displaced as

displaced women are separated (5 and 6 respectively) and widowed (7 and 5 ).

In order to assess marital stafus in relation to mental healttu unmarried

displaced and non-displaced respondents have been combined to form an

aggregate sub-group for analysis (n : 30). Some 50% of the 30 separated/

divorced/widowed respondents are identified as probable cases, in comparison

to 25% of the 28 single respondents and 32.4% of the 130 married respondents.

Chi square analyses indicated these differences to be non-significant, X2 (2, N :
459):4.78, p< .091.

some 46.4% of the displacees, in comparison to s6j% of the non-

displacees, report having a confidante n'ith rvhom they can share their thoughts,

feelings and r.r'orries. This difference, however, is not significanL, rc (1,, N : 371)

: 3.63, p < .056. Non-significant differences are also found between displaced

females (43.2%) and males (50.0%),Xz (1, N : 236) : 1.08, p< .295. A similar

pattern is observed between non-displaced male s (56.3%) and fema-l es (ST .1%) , x2

(1, N : 134) : .010, p <9!7.

The assumption that displacees wouid experience significantly greater

loneliness than non-displacees as a consequence of migration is not validated

l15
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through chi square ana-lyses, X2 (2, N : 370) : 4.86, p < .082. As Tabie 16 shorvs,

about 17.0% of the displacees are persistently lonely, in comparison to about 1.5%

of the non-dispiacees, while 40.2% and 30.5% of the respective respondents

rarely feel lonely.

Table 16: Distribution Of Social Indicators by Status and Gender (Percentages)

In reiation to gender, about 30% women in both samples rarely feel loneiy,

while about 20/o experience chronic loneliness. The differences are not

significant, X2 (2, N : 188) : .1g6, p < .933. However, significant differences afe

found between displaced men and women (X2 (2, N: 236) :6.59, p < .369), with

a-lmost 50% of the men being rarely lonely in contrast to only 32% of the women.

Significant differences are also fou¡d between displaced and non-displaced merL

X2 (2, N : 182) : 7 .7 4, p < .020. About 50% of the displacees report some degree

of loneliness, in contrast to70% of the non-displaced males.

The expectation that displacees would have significantly less alsistance

during emergencies is also not supported through chi square analysis. An

estimated 65.1% of the displaced and 61,.3% of the non-displaced respondents

l16

Disnlacees Non-disnlacees

Male Female Averase Male Female Averase

Has Confidante s0.0% 43.2% 46.4% s6.3% s7.1% 56.7o/o

Can count on help 33.6 36.4 34.9 383 39.1 38.7

Part of samai 294 16.7 229 N/A N/A N/A
Rarely lonelv 48.3 32.2 40.2 29.7 31.4 30.5

Sometimes lonelv 38.1 47.5 428 s9.4 50.0 54.7

Many times lonelv 13.6 20.3 t7.0 10.9 18.6 14.7
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report that they can not depend upon others during times of need, X2 (1, N :460)

: .738, p < .390. Within both samples, non-significant differences are found

belween men and women. Some 33.6% of the displaced men and 36.4% of the

women indicate that they can count on others for emergency support, X2 (1, N :

237) : .208, p< .648.In way of comparison,38.3% of the non-displaced males and

39.L% of the women feel this way,Xz (1, N :222): .0L4, p < .901.

Feeling a part of a samaj has been assessed only among the Biara

displacees. Over three-quafierc (77.1,%) of these respondents indicate that they

do not feel as if they belong to a samaj. Gender differences (males :70.6%;

females :83.3%) are also not significant, X2 (1, N :70) :1.6I, p< .204. [n terms

of displacees' relations to local towns people, over one-half (57.9%) report local

towns folk to be accepting, while 21,% feel they are very accepting. Some 11,.6%

feel the locals are not accepting and9.4% report them to be hostile.

About 26% of displaced women artd17% of the men find the locals to be

non-accepting, but this difference is not statistically significant, X2 (3, N : 232) :

4.76, p< .189. However, significant differences are found between tracts, X2 (6, N

:233) :49.54, p <.000. \Alhereas only one of the embankment displacees and

two of the Biara displacees report negative perceptions of the local town's

people, 34.77,' (18) of the brickyard and 44.4% (28) of the railway respondents

perceive local townfolk to be not accep[ng or hostile. As shall be discussed in the

following drapter, these negative valuations appear to increase with frequenry of

contact with the locaÌ population. This is consistent with previous research which

has shown that displacees are generaliy not welcome in Serajganj and tend to be

regarded as a disturbance to the 'peaceful' life of the native town's people

(Haque, 1997).

tt7
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It had been hypothsized that social support would be inversely reiated to

mental health. This hypothesis is only partially supported. Among displacees,

only two of the five social variables (loneliness and acceptance by locals) are

positively asso-ciated with SRQ cases (Tabte 17). Some 60% of displacees n'ho

report frequent loneliness are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 35% of

the displacees who rarely/sometimes feel this way, X2 (2, N : 235) : 8.84, p <

.011. In terms of feeüng accepted by local town's people, over trvo-thirds of the

displacees (67.3%) who do not feel accepted are identified as SRQ cases, in

contrast to 29.5% of the displacees who feel accepted, X2 (2, N : 232) :22.41, p<

.000.

Table 17: Dislribution of SRQ Cases by Status and Social Indicator (Percentages)

Confidante Yes No

Displacees 33.9% 43.3o/o

Non-disnlacees 13.2 46.0

Access to Heln Yes No

Displacees 38.6 39.6

Non-Displacees I8.6 32.4

Part of samai Yes No

Disolacees r8.8 236

AcceDtance Very Acceptine Acceotins Non-acceotins

Disnlacees 31.9 27.1 67.3

I-¿neliness Rarelv Sometimes Many times

Disnlacees 34.0 35.6 60.0

Non-displacees 19.5 26.0 60.0

About 34% of the displacees who report having a confidante are identified

SRQ cases, in comparison to 43% of those who do not have one. This
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djfference is not significant,X2 (1,, N : 236) :2.16, p < .141. Access to emergency

help during times of need is likewise not significant: about 39% of both the

displacees with a¡d without access a¡e identified as SRQ cases,xz (1, N : 237) :
.025, p < .873. Similarly, feeling a part of. a samaj does not have a significant

impact on mental health. Some 18.3% of the displacees belonging to a samaj are

identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 23.6% of those who did not belong to

sudr a social entity, X2 (1, N:71) : .169, p < .680.

All three applicable social variables assessed among non-displacees are

found to be significant. Some 46.6% of the non-displacees who do not have a

confidante are identified as SRQ cases, in contrast to only 1,3.2% of their cohorts

who do have confidantes, X2 (1, N : L34) : 18.35, B < . 000. Similarly, only 1.8.6/o

of the non-displacees who have access to help in times of need a¡e SRQ cases, in

contrast to 32.4% of the non-displacees who lack this help, x2 (1, N : 222) :5.04,

p< .024. Finally, whereas only 19.5/o of the non-displacees who are rarely lonely

are found to SRQ cases, this figure rises to 60.0% among those who are

frequently lonely, X2(2, N: 134) :11..42, p < .003).

Although it is difficult to discern a consistent relationship between social

support and mentat healtlu it seems clear that displacement has not resulted in a

significantly high degree of social disruption. Although this is pa¡tly because the

sampled communities' had migrated en-masse, it is also important to

acknowledge that kinship ties and obligations a-re an important facet of lífe in

rural Bangladestu and have been found to help maintain former social functions

throughout the migration process (Hossain, I9B9;Novak, Ig94).

u9
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Personal Control

Conventional research generally associates economic deprivation with

low personal controi and maladaptive passivif and dependency (Chambers,

1983; Ingham, 1993; Taylor, 1983). It had therefore been hypothesized that the

involuntary losses and changes associated r+'ith displacement and

impoverishment would result in lower levels of perceived personal control

among displaced respondents. This hypothesis is tested by degree of perceived

controi over daily life, feeling capable of making decisions, and perceived abitity

and inabiïty to solve drily problems.

As shown in Table 18, the vast majority of both displaced (97.9%) and

non-displaced respondents (96.8%) believe their futures depend mainty on Allah,

rather than mainly on themselves, rc (1, N:459) : .512, p< .474. FIowever, more

dispiacees than non-displacees report feeling they lack control over their lives

(displacees : 67.2%; non-displacees : 54.8%), rc (2, N : 459) : 8.04, p < .017.

Among displacees, only 9.2% of the men and 1,1.% of the women feel they have

some confrol over their lives, X2 (2, N : 237) : .993, B < .821,; among non-

displacees the respective figures are 18.7/o and r4.0%,xz (2, N : 221) : 1.6g, p <

.430. The differences in both cases are not significant.

Statistically, no significant differences are found belween displacees and

non-displacees in relation to problem-solving. About as many displacees and

non-displacees (displacees = 73.9%; non-displacees : 7s.6%) feel capable of

solving at least some of their duily difficutties problems,x2 (2, N:44g) : 1,.24, p

< .536. Similarly, differences are non-significant in terms of feeüng incapable, X2

(2, N :447): .493, p< .781. About 66% of the displacees and 6g% of the non-

displacees feel they are at least sometimes incapable of solving of their daily
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problems. OnIy in decision-making are differences significant, r,r'ith more

displacees reporting they are consistently able to make decision (displacees :

30.6%; non-displacees : 23.9%), X2 (2, N:445) :6.L5,p < .046.

Table 18: Distribution of Personal Control by Status and Gender (Percentages)

Disnlacees Non-disnlacees

Male Female Mean Male Female Mean

Future depends on

Allah
96.6% 99.2% 97.9o/o 94.3% 99.1% 96.8o/o

Personal Control

No control 68.9 6s.3 67.2 505 58.8 54.8

Little control 21.8 23.t 22.7 30.8 27.2 29.0

Some/much Control 9.2 I 1.0 t0 1 18.7 14.0 ló.3

Decision-makine

Never/rarelv 148 29.3 22.0 1ó.3 18 3 17.4

Sometimes 45.2 49.1 47.4 s6.7 61.5 59.2

Manv times 40.0 21 6 30.6 26.9 20.2 239
Can solve problems

Never/rareh 21.4 302 26.1 19.4 29.1 24.4

Sometrmes 57.3 48.3 s2.6 59.2 52.7 55.9

Almost always 21.3 21.5 21.3 21.4 18.2 19.7

Can not solve

problems

Never/rarelv 23.7 17.2 20.9 173 19.3 18.3

Sometimes 49.2 43.1 46.0 s3.8 48.6 sl2
Almost alwavs 27 1 39.7 JJ. I 28.9 32.1 30.5

Significant differences are also not found between self-efficacy and SRQ

cases. As Table 19 shor.t's, about 40% of the displacees who lack control in their

lives have been identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to about 30% of those
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who are very much in control of their lives, X2 (2, N = 232) : I.1-4, p < .565.

Similar findings are shown in regards to decision-making, xz (2, N : 231) : .725,

p< .695, as well as in feeling able to solve duily problems, ¡z (2 l.J : zg3) : .10g, B

< - 946- Although differences are significant in regards to feeling incapable of

problem-solving (X2 (2 N : 234) :8.34, p < . 015), this is due to the markedly lon,

proportion of SRQ cases among displacees who sometimes feel incap able (29.0%

in comparison to 44.9 and 48.7%).

Table 19: Distribution of SRQ Cases by perception of personal Control
(Percentages)

SRQ Cases

Control No control Some control Much Control
Displacees 40.3% 44.7% 29.2%

Non-disolacees 29.8 21.9 25.0

Decision-makins Never/rarelv Sometimes Many times
Displacees 36.0 41.8 36.6

Non-displacees 40.5 23.0 20.0

Can solve nroblems Never/rarelv Sometimes Many times
Displacees 41.0 38.5 400

Non-disolacees 30.8 26.r 19.0

Can not solve problems Neverlrarelv Sometimes ùlanv times
Displacees 44.9 29.0 48.7

Non-displacees JJJ 22.0 27.7

Among non-displacees, 25.0% of the respondents who feel in control of

their lives have been identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 29.8% of those

who do not. The difference is not statistically significant,x2 (2,N : 221) :1.3g, p

< -498. Similarly, while SRQ cases differ in terms of feeling capable of making
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decisions (range :20.% to 40.5%), the difference is not significant (X2 (2, N : 213)

: 5.63, p < .059). No significant difference has been found in relation to feeling

either capable (X2 (2, N : 213) : 1.67, p < .433) or incapable of solving daily

problems (rc Q,N : 213) : 2.09.p < .351).

The results do not support the hypothesis that displacees would exhibit a

more passive coping pattern. In interpreting this finding, it is important to

examine coping in the context of Bangladesh. Both the prevalence of low self-

efficacy and its lack of consistent association with SRQ cases suggests that it is

reflective of the relative powerlessness of the poor in general in Bangladesh. The

poor in fact have extremely limited ctroices in coping with their impoverishment,

and thus their low level of self-efficacy may reflect a realistic perception of their

marginalization. Similarly, the tendency to see Attah as the principal determinant

of the future (rather than the future being a fulction of one's own abilities and

efforts) may not so much reflect a sense of fatalism and powerlessness as it does

the importance of cultural beliefs in determining how people perceive and

interpret the world around them. This is more fully discussed in the following

chapter.

Psychological Coping and Adiustment Processes

Three aspects of psychotogical coping are exarnined in this section: coping

as measured by the coping checklist (Stone & Neale, 1994), the self-report coping

responses, and the significance of SRQ scores in relation to psychological coping

as measured by the coping chedclist only.To enhance clarity, these measures are

presented by sub-section.
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Coping Checklíst

Table 20 presents a comparison of coping responses between displaced

and non-displaced males and females as measured by the Stone and Neale (Igg4)

coping checklist. The response categories of 'many times' and'all the time, have

been merged to form more manageable urrits of analysis. These units represent

dispositional coping, or trait-like coping responses which a person habitually

engages when confronted by stressors.

It had been hypthesized that displacees would exhibit more passive

coping than non-displacees. This has not been found. Chi square analyses reveals

a consistent pattern of coping without significant variability among both the

displaced and non-displaced respondents across eight of the ten coping

dimensions' The most corunon coping response frequently or habilually used

across both samples is religious beliefs. This is reported by 96.2% of the

displacees and93.7% of non-displacees, X2 (1, N : 459) : .5.J.2, p< .424. Among

displacees, scores of seven of the nine coping items range from 27.4% (problem-

solving) to 35.7% (planning). The two exceptions are fatalism (20.s%) and

focusing on emotions (19.2%).

Otty avoidance þehavioral and social), planning, and problem-solving

are found to be significantly different between the displaced and non-displaced

samples. About 31% of the displacees try to forget about their problems by

busying themseives, in comparison to 2j% of the non-displacees, x2 (1, N : 456)

: 4-52, p < .033. similarly, 32% of the displacees try to forget abgut their

problems by talking to other people, whereas only abou t 24% of the non_

displacees regularly use this strategy, Xz (1,N : 452) : 4.03, p< .0M.
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Table 20: Distribution of Dispositional Coping by Status and Gender
(Percentages)

125

Displacees Non-displacees

Male Female Mean Male Female Mean
Avoidance 28.0% 34.5% 31.1o/o 22.6% 22.4% 22.5o/o

Reaooraisal 29.7 27.4 28.4 26.0 21.3 23.6
Relision 96.6 9s.8 96.2 93.9 93.6 93.7

Plannins 37.9 32.7 3s.2 23.2 26.6 2s.0
Problem-solvins 30.4 24.6 27.4 220 16.3 19.1

Instrumental

sunnort

27.7 3t.9 29.7 24.7 30.8 27.8

Emotional suDDort 2s.0 34.s 29.7 22.8 24.7 23.8
Social avoidance 30.5 33.1 32.1 20.8 26.9 23.9

Focus on emotions 17.6 21.1 19.2 27.7 31.9 29.9
Fatalism 20.6 2r.1 20.5 23.1 30.4 26.9

More interesting, however, is the finding that displacees do not show

more passive coping than non-displacees. For example, no significant difference

is found in relation to either fatalism (X2 (1, N : 207) : .717, B < . 369) or focusing

on negative emotions (X2 (1, N : 207) :2.27, p < .131). In fact, about 27% of tlre

displacees frequently engage in problem-soiving activities when confronted by

problems, whereas only 19/o of the non-displacees cope this way. Chi square test

results exhibit this difference to be significant, x2 (1, N : 4s4) : 4.32, p < .037.

Similarly, about 35% of displacees habitually plan when confronted by problems,

in contrast to 25% of non-displacees, Xz (I, N : 418) : 5.20, p< .022.

In relation to social supporf about 30% and24% of displaced and non-

displaced respondents habilually rely on others for emotional suppo rt, Xz (1, N :
453) : t-90, p< .167. This comparative difference is not statistically significant.
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Similarly, no significant difference is found between respondents rt'ho seek out

others for instrumental or material assistance (displacees:29.7%; non-displacees

:27.8%),Xz (1, N = 459) : 1.87, p< . 17I.

S elf-Rep ort ed C op ing Re sp ons e s

The respondents self-reported ways of coping are presented in Table 21

and 22. The hypothesis that passive and avoidant coping H'ould be more

common among displacees is again not supported. In fact, use of avoidant or

distracting activities to cope with problems or hardship constituted about 53,/o of

the non-displacee responses, but only 45% of the displacee responses (see Table

21). Some 57.1,% artd 49.1% of the non-displaced men and women respectively

report using this strategy, in comparison to about 45% of the displaced males and

females.

Table 21: Dislribution of Self-Report Coping Responses by Status and Gender
(Percentages)

A breakdor,r'n of the respondents' self-reported coping behaviours is

presented in Table 22. The most common avoidant behavior across the two

sample is sleeping or resting (22.6%).Also classified as avoidant activities are

Displacees Non-displacees

Male Female Mean Male Female Mean

Avoidance 43.9% 4s.7% 4s.0% 57.lYo 49.1% 53.0o/o

Seeks sunnort 298 31.0 30.3 21.0 21.4 2r.2
Turns to relision 12.3 t2.9 12.6 t6.2 14.3 15.2

Thinks/olans 140 7.8 r0.9 4.8 8.0 6.5

Vents emotions 0 2.6 1.3 1.0 7.1 4.1
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walking (7.8%), working in or outside the home (7.4%), and such activities as

going to the cinema,listening to music, and singing (5.1%). Smoking is exdusive

to males (13), while only females report aying (10) and sewing or khata (7). Khata

is a traditional form of embroidered, quitted patchwork which holds an

important part in village life and typically depicts local history and myth.

Table ZZ:Disffibution of Coping Behaviors by Status and Gender (Percentages)

Psychological Coping and SRQ Scores

SRQ measures are examined only in relation to the Stone and Neale (1984)

coping measure. Table 23 shows that only of fwo the eight applicable ten coping

slrategies - both avoidant in nature - are significant across both samples. Within

the displaced sample, about 55% of the displacees who frequently or habitually

avoid their problems th¡ough diversionary activities have been identified as SRQ

Displacem Non-displacees

Male Female Mean Male Female Mean

SIeep/rest 14.9% 29.6% 22.2% 18.1% 27.7% 23.0%

Gossin 298 J -I.J 30.4 21.9 21.4 21.7

Pray to Allah 12.3 13.0 t2.6 16.2 14.3 1s2
Think 14.0 7.8 10.9 4.8 71 6.0

Work 7.0 6.1 65 5.7 10.7 8.3

Walk 6.1 4.3 5.7 17 1 36 101

Srnoke 7.0 0 3.5 4.7 0 2.3

Crv 0 26 1.3 0 6.3 3-/

Other 89 5.3 6.9 21.2 12.8 13.8
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Table 23: Patterns in SRQ Cases by Coping Frequency (Percentages)

SRO Cases bv Conins Freouencv

Avoidance Occasional Frequent Sicnificance

Displacees 31.3% 55.4Yo ll.98.p<000

Non-displacees 21.s 46.0 11.77. p <.000

Reannraisal Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Disnlacees 345 47.8 .3.31. p < .068

Non-displacees 20.7 48. I 15.05. p < .000

Relieion Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Displacees JJ.J 39.4 ï32. o < .715

Non-disolacees 8.8 28.s 2.31. p < .127

Plannins Occasional Frequent Sisnificance

Displacees 37.2 40.5 186, p <.6ó5

Non-displacees 277 ¿5.5 .031. p < .858

Problem-solvins Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Disolacees 39.4 38.1 .016- n <.897

Non-displacees 24.6 328 .062. o < -802

Insfrumenfal Support Occasiond Freouent Sisnificance

Displacees 3s.3 479 3.50. p < .061

Non-disolacees 25.0 28.2 .899. p < 342

Emofional Support Occasional Frequent Sienificance

Disolacees 35.8 47.1 2.85. p <.091

Non-disnlacees 2s7 27.8 389 n < 532

Social Avoidance Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Disolacees 33.8 50.0 5.58. p < .020

Non-displacees 23.7 37.7 4.04- o < .044

Focus on Emotions Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Non-displacees 132 52.5 15.72. p < .000

Fatalism Occasional Freouent Sisnificance

Non-displacees 31 6 222 .997. p < .317
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cases/ irt comparison to 31% of the displacees n'ho cope this rvay only

occasionally,rc G. N:235) : 1"1,.98. p < .000.

A significant relationship is a-lso observed in relation to frequent social

avoidance, X2 (1, N : 234) : 5.38, p < .020. One-half (50.0%) of displacees who

habifualiy try to forget their hardships by spending time with others are SRQ

cases/ in contrast to 33.8% of the displacees who cope this way occasionally.

Among non-displacees, significant SRQ differences are found ín relation to

behavioural avoidance, social avoidance, reappraisal, and focusing on emotions,

As within the displaced sample, SRQ cases are higher among respondents r.n'ho

frequently avoid problems through diversionary activities (46.0% in contrast to

21..5%), X2 (1, N : 222) : 11.77, p < .000. Similarly, non-displacees who typically

cope by seeking out others to avoid/forget are more often than occasional copers

to be identified as SRQ cases (23.7% in comparison to 37.7%), X2 (1, N : 222) :

4.04, p < .044. Additionally, non-displacees who habituatly use reappraisal to

cope are more often identified as SRQ case, X2 (1, N = 221): 15.05, p < .000, as

are non-displacees who focus on their emotions during times of hardship, X2 (1,

N: 136) :15.72, p < .000.

The results do not support the hypothesis that displacees would

demonstrate more passíve and maladaptive patterns in coping. In part, this may

reflect the fact that the both displaced and non-displaced respondents

originate from impoverished rural communities, and therefore are likely to sha¡e

similar ways of viewing and coping with problems and difficulties. This finding

that displacees do not show more fatalism and passive coping tendencies - and

in fact demonstrate greater plarming and problem-solving efforts - suggests that
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low aspirations and self-efficacy do not necessarily diminish determination and

perseverance/ a cornmon assumption of Western psydrology.

Summary

In summing up, it seems clear that peoples' coping and adjustment

mechanisms to riverine and other natural hazards must be viewed n'ithin a

socio-structural context, rather than from a conventional psychological

perspective. As shall be elaborated in the fo).lowing chapter, the findings of this

study indicate that the constant th¡eat of riverbank erosion in Bangladesh has

contributed to distinct disaster characteristics among inhabitants of riverine

zones.

This research hypothesized that displacees would exhibit higher rates of

psychological dislress tha¡ non-displacees. This has been validated. Some 39% of

the displacees are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 27% of the non-

displacees.

It rvas hypothesized that heightened distress among displacees would be

related to identifiable displacement stressors such as loss of land. This has not

been demonstrated. The higher levels of distress among displacees have been

found to be a function of impoverishmenf rather than displacement per se.

Statistically, only one of the four displacement variables (hopefulness for

regaining land) is significantly related to mental health. The commonly

hypothesized factors of loss of land, and frequenry and duration of displacement

do not have a statistically significant association with menta-I heatth.

It r.t'as hypothesized that distress among displacees would be associated

with identifiable resettlement stressors, including economic and social
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marginalization. This has been validated only in respect to economic privation.

Displacees not only report lower drily incomes and fewer lirirg amenities than

non-dísplacees, but are significantly less likely to be satisfied r.r'ith their lives,

have more survival concerns, and endure greater hunger. Socioeconomic

impoverishment is also found to have signíficant bearing on mental heatth.

Among displacees, th¡ee of the five economic variables are significantly related

to psychologicaì distress, namely satisfaction with living conditions, household

survival concerns, and hunger. Findings are not significant in relation to income

and living amenities. Among non-displacees, all five economic variables are

significantly asso ciated with distress levels.

The hypothesis that involuntary migration would resu-lt in marked social

dislocation has been only partially validated. Indeed, dispiacees are as likely as

non-displacees to have a confidante and access to help in fimes of extreme need.

In terms of social support and mental healttu only two of the five social variables

(loneliness and acceptance by locals) are positively associated rn'ith SRQ cases

among the displacees. The findings suggest that abilily to maintain important

social supports throughout displacement serves as an important adaptive

medranism, which limits the emotional impact of involuntary migration.

Finally, it had been hypothesized that displacees would demonstrate more

passive, reparative coping patterns than non-displacees. This also has not been

va[dated. Displacees do not demonstrate lower levels of planning and problem

solving than non-displacees. Respondents across both samples exhibit a pattern

of low seif-efficacy, with less than one-quarter of all respondents reporting

strong beliefs of personal controi. The vast proportion of displacees and non-

displacees cope with their probiems and difficulties through religious beliefs,

131
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which is an intricate part of rural iife in Bangiadesh. These findings support the

asserfion that natura] hazards a¡e best examined within a broad socio-strucfu¡al

perspecbive which views human coping and adjustment to extreme events as

being embedded in a context of daily life and livelihood.
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Chapter VIII

Factors Affecting Displacement and

Resettlement Adaptation Processes

This chapter examines factors affecting the displacement and resettlement

adaptation process. It discusses salient predictors of psychological coping and

adaptation, and delineates those factors of social and economic vulnerabitity

which impact the capacity of poor to cope and adapt to displacement, both in

terms of securing a livelihood, but also in relation to coping with daily problems

and stressors.

Psychologically, riverbank erosion can be viewed as a significant negative

life event causing major physical, economic and social changes which tax normal

coping responses. Displacees are not only forced to seek shelter in urban centers

which bear little semblance to their rural village, but find themselves iiving in

impoverished squatter settlements with little opportunity of escape. This not

onJy causes emotiona-l upheaval and distress, but can contribute to more serious

forms of psychological morbidify which are resistant to everyday coping

responses.

In this study, considerably more displacees than non-displacees have been

identified as SRQ cases (displacees : 39.2%; non-displacees : 26.9%). It ts

important to acknowledge, however, that the higher distress rate among

displacees is largely reflective of the disproportionately high number of SRQ

cases among women, of which 46.6% are identified. as SRQ cases as compared to

32.8% of the male displacees. Moreover, psychological distress is rooted

r33
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primarily in socioeconomic deprivation, rather than in displacement per se.

Chronic survival concerns, daily hunger, and marginal living conditions are

significant predictive factors of distress across both samples.

Of the four displacement variables examined in this study, only

hopefuIness for regaining land is positivety associated with SRQ measures.

Contrary to the assumptions of the conventional behavioral-ecological approach

to disasters (Bolin, 1989; Thoits, L983), the commonly hypothesized factors such

as loss of land and frequency and du¡ation of displacement are not found to have

significant association with distress levels. About 45% of the displacees who have

moved invoiuntarily 5 to 10 times are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to

43% of those displaced orùy 1 to 2 times. Similarly, while differences are found

between prior land ownership and SRQ measures, these are not significant.

Probable cases range from 28.1,% and 36.0% among landless and homestead

owners to 39.2% among owners of 0.01 to 2.50 acres and 48.2% among owners of

2.50 pius acres.

The lack of association between riverbank erosion and subsequent

displacement supports the r,r'ork of Blafüe et a1. (1994) and Hewitt (1983). That is,

responses to natural hazards are often less associated with the geophysical

conditions than r.t'íth prevailing economic and social relations of daily life.

Findings in this study suggest that the constant threat of riverbank erosion has

contributed to substantial characteristics reiating to disasters in the riverine

zones of BangladestU an assumption consistent to the socio-strucfural perspective

put forth by Blaikie et al. (i994). Despite muJtiple displacement, only 1.6.9% of the

displacees had perceived riverbank erosion to be a problem while 89.8% did not

expect to be eventually displaced. In contrast,96.3% of the non-displacees are
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found to view erosion to be a serious problem and 80.9% have chronic worries

about it. ]ust over one-half (53.4%) believe they will eventually become destitute

because of riverbank erosiory while the remairung 46.6% perceíve this to be a

possibility.

These findings suggest that the majority of displacees have become

adjusted and adapted to the hazard of riverbank erosion. Even in norma-l years,

one-tenth of the total land su¡face in Bangladesh is severely flooded and about

2,400 square kilometers subject to major erosion (Islam & Islam, 1985; Zaman,

1988). Large land owners are generally able to recover from annual erosion losses

because of their greater assets and access to emerging accreditation land. In

contrast, the coping strategies of the poor and landless are often limited to

relocating to more stable ground where they survive by exchanging cheap and

bonded labour for free-use right of land or share cropping privileges (Baqee,

1998). Riverbank erosion often becomes a perceived threat only when people are

forced to relocate to areas which do not permit the re-establishment of their

livelihoods and life styles.

Normaliy, adjustment to riverbank erosion among the rural poor means a

recovery of subsistence living patterns. Riverba¡k erosion does not usually pose

an immediate threat for the poor and landless because they are able to rely on

existing tenanry structures to resettle and resume their livelihoods when

displaced. One may further reason that the passive responses exhibited by the

poor in face of a clear disaster threat may reflect the destitution of their norma-l

daily life. Maskrey (L994) has observed that the poorer people become, the more

they are forced to balance extremely lirnited resources against constant threats of

homelessness, unemployment, illness and hunger. Faced with these chronic

135
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needs, people give iess priority to natural hazards and are unn'illing to change or

adapt their living patterns if it increases their vulnerabitity to d.ity strains.

The above discussion is not to i¡fer that loss of land is not psydrologically

distressing.The loss of land in Bangladesh among the poor almost always means

destitutioru and should be seen as a significant negative life event in this regard.

The findings in fact show that displacees who had owned land prior to their

displacement a¡e more likely than theír landless cohorts to be identified as SRQ

cases. Al:nost one-half (48.2%) of the owners of 2.50 acres are identified as SRQ

cases/ in comparison to 39.2% of owners of 0.0i-2.50 acres, 36.0% of homestead

only owners, and 28.1% of the landless.

In terms of emotional reactions, it is clear that loss of land has a profound

impact upon the displacees. As observed by Haque (L997), displacees in

Bangiadesh often "grieve for their lost homes", a process of mourning for the loss

of emotional and social supports that are inherent in the fabric of most

neighbourhoods and communities (Fried, 1968). In the present study, almost

three-quaúerc (70.2%) of the displacees r€port that they have had frequent

thoughts of their lost land in the past seven days, u.'hile one-half (50%) have had

untended, intrusive thoughts. Some 69.7% have frequent strong feelings about

their lost land. One-half (42.4%) report having frequent sleep difficulties in the

past week because they have thinking about their land, and 75% avoid talking

about their land because it easily upsets them.

The impact of displacement is also made apparent through_ informal

interviews. During these conversations, dispiacees have indicated that

displacement has precipitated a pattern of grieving marked by pronounced

sorrow/ anger/ and denial. One group of displacees recounted villagers crying as
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they watched their lands being eroded. Other displacees have stated that they

look out onto the river daily in hopes of evenlually seeing the emergence of their

eroded lands. It is perhaps telling that hopefuJness of regaining land is the single

significant predictor of disfress. Almost one-half (46.9%) of the displacees who

have given uP all hope are identified as probable SRQ cases, in comparison to

only a quarter (27.7%) of those who remain hopefuI.

The cumulative findings nevertheless suggest that it is not displacement

itself which is most distressing, but rather the subsequent changes and dis-

ruptions caused by involuntary migration. Displacement is in fact a recurring

feature of char lands, particularly among the poor who live on erosion-prone

riverbanks. FIowever, displacement becomes problematic only u,'hen displacees

are forced to relocate to areas which prevent the re-establishment of their rural

live[hoods. In such cases, displacees must endure not only the loss of livelihood,

but of their traditional village structures and life style. Economically, displacees

are largely confined to impoverished squatter settlements, forming distinct and

separate communities which are vastly different from their rural origins. These

two principal consequences of displacement, socio-cultural and economic, are

discussed in detail belor,r.'.

Socio-culfural Consequences of Resettlement

The socio-cultural consequences of displacement are multi-dimensional.

The loss of land not only means a loss of socioeconomic power and stafus, but an

uprooting from riperian life. This has particuìar significance to traditional rural

viliagers who have strong ties to land. The substance of desh - soil, water, and

agricultural produce - is commonly seen as having an auspicious quality which
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becomes a part of a villager's identity n'hen consumed (Daniel, 1974). Tuan

(1974) has observed that villagers commonly have strong feelings of allegiance or

attachment to the land, which are closely tied to villagers' sense of belonging and

identity. The loss of land therefore has marked socio-cultural implications, and is

likely to be associated with strong feelings of estrangement and alienation.

Displacement also means a disruption of riperian village structu¡es which

promote and maintain traditional life styles. Islam (i998) has observed that the

shape and lay out of villages and other human settlements tend to be as much

influenced by culture and societal factors as they are by environmental and

physical considerations. In Bangladesþ villages are generally either compact and

nucleated (dustered or agglomerated), or dispersed with small, scattered dusters

of households. A lypical homestead strucbure called Choushala Griha consists of

three or four units built around a central rectangular courtyard. The courtyard

forms an integral part of the rural homestead and is used for several functions

including outdoor living or sitting space, play space for children, space for

dryi.g field crops, and a shared cooking area.

Although lraditional Choushøla housing is evident among displacees, more

common are small, unattached juggis or huts. These single room households,

which typically accommodate five or six people, are 8 by 18 feet in size and

constructed of bamboo and straw with mud floors. Cooking, eating, and sleeping

are all done within the same living area. Furniture is almost always limited to a

simple bed (choki) and table (macha) for the storage of pots, jugs, and foodstuffs.

With the exception of the brickyard tract in which displaced households are

concentrated in a compact and nucleated fashion, the sampled communities
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along both the raiiway line and on the flood protection embankments have

grown in a linear marìner.

The brickyard and railway tracts in particular bear little semblance to

rural viÌlage iife, which in part might explain the differences in SRQ scores

befween the displacee tracts. About one-half of the bricþard (45.3%) and railway

(54.4%) samples are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to 35.6% of the

embankment and 22.2% of the Biara respondents. In the case of the brickyard

sample, displacees are congested into a densely populated settlement rvhich

affords minimal privacy and living space. In the railway kact, displacees live

onìy yards from an active railway line in the center of urban Serajganj.

Displacees in both these tracts have been forced to sell off their cows and goats

because of inadequate space for feeding and shelter. In contrast, the flood

protection embankment lies outside of Serajganj proper. This has allowed both

the embankment and Biara displacees to not only resettle along the Jamuna River

in a more of a rural social setting, but to resurne sudr traditional activities such as

the raising of livestock and poultry, gardening, and fishing.

From a sociological perspective, it is relevant to observe that displacees

have been largely segregated from the local town's people. This is apparent not

only in the formation of the displacees' distinct and separate settlements, but in

the dispiacees' perceived negative valuations of the local townsfolk. Among the

brickyard and railway displacees, who have the greatest contact with the local

popu-iace because of the cenkal locations of their settlements, this is particularly

pronounced. Whereas only one of the embankment and two of the Biara

displacees feel they are not accepted by the local town's people, g41% (18) of the

brickyard and 44.4% (28) of the railway displacees feel this way.
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Previous research has shown a simiiar pattern of negative evaluations

towards displacees in serajganj (Haque, 1997; Hossain & Roopar aun,1992: Rogge

& Eiahi, 1989). Displaced squatters have been historically regarded by townsfolk

and administrators alike as t}re nade-bhanger lok (people of the broken riverbank),

and treated as a subordinate and distinct group with low status. As well, it
became clear during this study that many municipal officials lack sympatþ for

the plight of the displacees. Because the displacees originate from districts

outside of Serajganj, they are seen as being outside the responsibility of the

municipality and therefore excluded from relief or rehabilitation plans. Although

resettled on government land, living conditíons of the displacees remain

extremely poor and many of the inhabitants have constant worries of being

evicted.

Despite the disruptions and hardships associated with their migratiorç the

displacees have by and large maintained their former village and kinship

networks. These provide important physical and social support. Although 77.1%

of the sampled displacees (N : 70) do not feel a part of a samaj, only 27.1/o have

resettled apart from members of their union of origin. O.ly in the case of the

embankment sample is there a substantial number of displacees (64.4%) living

apart from other villagers displaced from their union of origin. In the case of the

railway, brickyard and Biara tracts, between 80% and 84.5% of the respondents

are living among displacees who migrated from either the same village or satne

dístrict.

There is little evidence to suggest that displacement has resulted in

widespread social fragmentation at the household level. Only six of tine ZI2

married displacees report being separated from their spouse, and not necessarily
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because of displacement. A comparison of mean household size of displaced and

non-displaced respondents shows non-significant differences (displacees :5.76,

sD : 2.4; non-displacees :5.46, sD : 2.6; t: r.09, p< .27s. This provides little

cause to assume that displacement had precipitated a breakdorvn of the

household unit.

The maintenance of community nelworks might be attributed to two

factors. Firstly, because of the magnilude of erosiorç entire villages are often lost.

It is therefore common for displacees to migrate and resettle in-mass, allowing

them to maintain some form of mutual physical and socio-emotional support.

Secondly, it is important to observe that'dannishness'is an essential feature of

rural life in Bangladesh, with interdependent kinship and neighbourhood

networks promoting survival through the obligatory exchange of physical,

financial, and materiai supports during times of need (Novak, I99J; Zamart,

1ee4).

It is pertinent to note as well that previous research has shown that

hazard-prone inhabitants, including displacees in Bangladesh, often maintain

larger, extended households in order to reduce vulnerability. In the event of a

crisis, this strategy permits both a sharing of losses as well as greater manpower

to generate income (Haque, 1988; Kates et al., 1g7g). One study in Bangladesh

found that only 1.8% of poor rural households and 3.4% of well-off households

had become fragmented because of a crisis caused by property loss, crop failure

or river erosion (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics,IggT).

In terms of their relations among themselves, it is clear that most

displacees have either maintained or re-established interdependent support

networks. Displacees do not experience greater loneliness than non-displacees

r4t
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(displacees:59.8%; non-displacees :69.4%), r,r'hi_le about the same proportion

have reported that they can count on others during times of need (displacees :
24.9%; non-displacees :38.7%).About 46% ofthe displacees and 57% of the non-

displacees report having a confidante with whom they can share their worries

and concerns, but the dífference is not statisticaliy significant.

As well, non-significant differences are found between displacees who

have migrated en-masse and those who have become detached from members of

their former villages. Almost the same proportion of isolated (46.7%) as non-

isolated displacees (48.7%) report having a confidante ({z (1, N :2zr): .055, p <

.8L3), while minimal difference is found in regard to having access to emergency

assistance (31,.7% and 36.6% respectively,X, (1, N : ZZI) : .474, p < .490). In

terms of loneliness, isolated displacees are no more likely than their cohorts to

experience loneliness on either an occasional (a0.7% in comparison to 43.I%) or

frequent basis (73.6% in comparison to 17 .5%), X2 (2, N : 219) : .895, p < .63g.

Taken together, the findings suggest that n'hile displacement results in a

loss of rural life styie, it does not necessarily imply a loss of important social

supports. In this case, the majority of displacees have either resettled en-masse,

or when isolated, have been integrated into existing communities. It can be

argued that this maintenance of traditional neighbourhood structures plays an

important role in mitigating the psychological affects of displacement.

Accordingly, ut inverse relationship is also found between social support

and poor mental health. Among displacees, this is most evident in relation to

degree of loneliness and feeling accepted by local town. Displacees who are

frequently lonely a¡e about lwice as likely to be identified as experiencing poor

mental health (Snq cases) as displacees who are rarely or sometimes lonely
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(60.0% in contrast to 34.8%). Some 63.3% of the displacees r,r,ho feel alienated

from the local towns people are also identified as SRQ cases, in contras t to 29.5%

of displacees who feel accepted.

These findings are consistent with general research which has shown that

social support is insfrumental in buffering or protecting individuals from the

potentially pathogenic impact of stressful events (Cohen & Wills, ISBS; Kaniasty

et al', 1990). In the case of Bangladestu it can be asserted that the high degree of

social support which is maintained th¡oughout the displacement is essential in

limiting the psychosocial consequences of involuntary displacement. The

functional and interdependent relationships which displaced communities offer

not only enhances day to day survival through the exchange of assistance and

support, but offers involuntary rural migrants a sense of emotional securify and

belongingness in the urban context. These social functions not only reduce the

level of distress associated with poverty itself through the provision of

inslrumental support, but may well limit the degree of acculturative stress

experienced by allowing for a sense of socio-cultural continuity and

commonality.

Socioeconomic Adiustment and Marginalization

One of the main goals of this study is to examine the psychological impact

of displacement vis-à-vis the more enduring influence of poverty and

marginalization. According to contemporary psychological literature on natural

hazards, it would be assumed that riverine hazards, as discrete and abnormal

events, should have a significant ímpact on psychological functioning. This

hypothesis is not confirmed by the findings of the present research.
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As explained earlier, orlly one displacement variable (hopefulness for

regaining land) is significantly related to psychological distress. In conkast, three

of the five economic variables among the displacees are significantly related to

distress, while all five are significant among the non-displacees. Within the

displaced sample, probable SRQ cases increase significantly from 24.6% among

squatters satisfied with their living conditions to 62.8/o among very dissatisfied

displacees. Similarly, only 20% of the displacees who have monthly survival

worries are identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to M% of those with weekly

or daily concerns. In terms of hunger, only 23.5% of displacees who rarely go

hungry are identified as SRQ cases, in contrast to 36.8% and 63.6% among those

who endure huager on a weekly and daily basis.

Among non-displacees, each of the hardship variables is significantly

associated with SRQ cases. Probable cases increase from 20/o among satisfied

non-displacees to 57.1% among the very dissatisfied, and from 8.5/o among

respondents who rarely woffy about their survival to 37.1% among those who

worry daily. oniy 1,4.4% of the non-displacees who rarety go hungry are

identified as SRQ cases, in comparison to a50% case rate among those hungry on

a daily basis.

In relation to daily income, 54.9% of non-displacee ealTrers of 30 TK or less

are identified as probable SRQ cases, in comparison to 22.4% of the moderate (30-

60 TK) income earners and only 13% of the highest income earrrers (60 TK plus).

In terms of living amenities, non-displacees who have both fresh water and

sanitation are significantly less likely to be SRQ cases than respondents who have

only one of these amenities (17.0% in conkast to 36.1%).
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These findings clearly indicate that impoverishment serves as sígnificant

predictor of psychological disfress. As shown in other studies, the ch¡onic and

repetitive slrains associated with impoverishment are linked to eievated levels of

psychological distress, and can have as much or greater impact upon mental

health as more acute skessors sucfr as natural haza¡ds. Holahan et al. (1984) have

in fact reported that chronic daily stresses may account for almost 19% of

variance observed in current well-being, whereas life events account for only

about 5% of variance in well-being.

There is littie question that displacement intensifies the degree of

deprivation and hardship endured by the poor. As shown in previous sfudies in

Bangladesþ displacees are almost always confined to informal, labour activities

which are physically arduous and low paying (Greenberg, !986, Haque, 1.997;

Hossain, 1989; Islam, 7995).In this study, about one-quarter (26%) of the men are

working as manual labourers and nearly as many (24%) as rickshaw pullers.

About 12% have found jobs as boatmen. In contrast, only about 22% of the non-

displacees are engaged in non-agricullural labour, while about 1.5% are working

in semi-skilled or r.r'hite collar jobs.

By income, the majority of displacees (62%) are earning between 30 to 60

TK daily; about 13% earnless than 30 TK, while 24,/o have daily earnings of plus

60TK. In comparison, about 23% of the non-displacees earn less than 30 TK, 49%

between 30 to 60 TK, and 28% 60 plus TK. Additionally, one should be mindful

that wage comparisons often reflect important rural/urban differences in costs of

living. According to Poverty Monjtoring Studies in Bangladesh (Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics, 1.997), the average monthly earnings in 1995 for urban

households was about 6,507 TK, in comparison to 3,329 TK among rural
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households. Monthly expendilures for urban and rurai households were 5,601

TK and 2,819 TK respectively.

The findings point to a pattern of increasing impoverishment and

marginalization among displacees. In fact, a lower proportion of displacees have

access to tube-wells (displacees : 45.8%; non-displacees : 66.5%), latrines

(displacees : 28.6%; non-displacees : 50.g%), and corrugated tin roofing

(displacee s : 65 .5% ; non-displacees : 90.5% .) . Some s7 .6% of the displacees live

in single room dwellings, relative lo 48.6% of the non-displacees. Only 29.4% of

the displacees in comparison to M.8% of the non-displacees are satisfied with

their living conditions, while a greater proportion have daity worries about hort'

their household will survive (displac€€s : 57.2%; non-displacees : 43.5%).

An examination of economic adjustment patterns across length of

residence further indicates that the long-term prospects of most displacees

remain poor. Table 24 shows that displacees who have lived in Serajganj for three

or more years are no more likely to be earning 60 plus Taka a day than displacees

who have been in the city for two or less years (23.2% and23.5%),X2 (4, N : 232)

: 2.38, p < .665. As well, no significant differences are found in relation to

hunger, X2 (4, N : 237) :7.47, p< .Lt2), surrival worries X2 (4, N : 235) : .771, p

< .942), or satisfaction with living conditions (X2 (4, N: 237) :2.84, p < .583).

This is consistent with Greenberg's (1986) research which showed that the

majority displacees in Serajganj remain entrapped in poverty. Greenberg's study

showed that7l% of 207 sampied households endured a decline in income while

55/o teported a deterioration of employment opportunities. Even after fifteen

years of residence, almost as many displacees remained in informal wage labour

as those with five or less years of residence (65.9% andZl.z% respectively).
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Table 24: Dislribution of Economic Adjustnent by Length of Residence

(Percentages)

Dailv Income Less 30 Taka 3(}-60 Taka 60 plus Taka

Less 2 vears 20.6% (7\* 55.90/o (19\ 23.5% (8)

2-3 vears 10.9 n4) 63.6 (82\ 2s.6 (33)

3 plus vears 14 s t10) 62.3 Ø3\ 23.2 (16\

Survival Concerns Occasionallv Almost alwavs AIwavs

Less 2 vears 15.2 (7\ s2.2 (24) 32.6 fis\
2-3 vears t2.7 (7\ 60 t33) 27.3 fis\

3 olus vears t5.7 (2r) ss.2 /74\ 29.1(39\
Hunger Never Occasionallv Always

Less 2 vears 2s.7 0\ 6s.7 (23\ 8.6 (31

2-3 vears 30.s (40) 46.6 /70\ 22.9 (30\

3 nlus vears 26.8 (19\ 43.7 ß1 2e.6 (21)

Livine Conditions Satisfied Dissatisfied Verv Dissatisfied

Less 2 vears 25.7 (9\ 62.9 (22\ 11.4 &\
2-3 vears 29 (38) 53.4 (70\ 17.6 (23\

3 plus vears 32.4 Q3\ 46.s (33) 21.1 fis\
* Frequencies ¿re shorvn in parentheses.

In examining the findings, it is important to recognize that displacees are

involuntary migrants, compelied to relocate for reasons other than economic

gain. As discussed earlier, displacee-squatters in Serajgang are largely illiterate

and possess very limited job skills. This tends to be in contrast to voluntary

migrants to cities, who are universally above national levels in education, skills,

and acquaintance n'ith urban ways (Perlman, 1.976; Preston, lgï7).-This has

significant impact upon occupational and socioeconomic mobility, in large

because education is a key to enter the formal sector where both wage and non-

t47
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wage benefit is higher than that of the informal sector (PauJ-Majumder et ai.,

1'996). Hence, while length of residence generally has positive effects on

economic adjustment among voluntary migrants (Oberai & Singh, 1984; paui-

Majumder et al., 1996), this assertion can not be applied to displacee-squatters.

Taken together, it can be argued that the economic disadvantages and

deprivations experienced by displacees constitute as much a threat to their well-

being as the pre-disposing natural hazard. Although disaster events may be

acutely distressing, it is everyday conditions such as hunger, poor housing, and

crowding which often have greater bearing on physical and emotional health.

Moreover, in the case of riverbank erosion in Bangladesh, displacement forces

the poor into urban centers where, lacking education and skills, they are forced

to live in urban squatter settlements as destitutes.

In this study, riverbank erosion and displacement may best be viewed not

as discrete geophysical events which supercede daily needs, but as products of a

nature-society interface which intensify daily economic and social living

problems. This means a-lso that the psychological impact of riverbank erosion is

very much a socially-determined process, reflecting both unequal access to

opportunities and unequal exposure to risk, and influenced by a number of

identifiable socio-demographic variables (including gender, education and age)

r.r'hich make some sectors of society more vulnerable than others.

Gender

Women are generally recognized as being among the most vulnerable

Persons to the impacts of nafuraI disasters. Women worldwide are more likely

than men to be poor, own less than mery work longer hours, and earn iess
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income (Ahooja-Pater, 1992). As a result, according to Jacobson (1,99J), "poverty

among females is more intractable than among males, and their health even more

vulnerable to adverse dranges in social and envi¡onmental conditions" (p. 4).

In Bangladesh, where society is highly patriarchal, a girl from birth

onward is generally regarded as less valuable than a boy, and as an adult is

marginalized in both decision-making power and conkol over resources (Weist

et aI', 1992). Mahmud (1992) observes that the Muslim practice oÍ pttrdøh, or the

segregation and seclusion of womerl relegates women to a subordinate position

of homemaker and child rearer with little opportunity for either socioeconomic

mobility or autonomy. This inferior position of women means that are they are

accorded reduced social status, attain inferior levels of education, and lack

equitable access to society's productive resources.

In the event of displacement, women face a variety of social and cultural

constraints which limit their capacily to adapt to the demands of migration and

urban living. On one hand, the practice of purdah increases the likelihood of

social isolation and alienation, especially n'hen traditional extended family

supports are lost through migration. This means that women are often left alone

in the caring and raising of chitdren, usually in impoverished and squalid

conditions. The marginalization of families eventually forces substantial num-

bers of women to seek work outside of the homestead, typically in low paying,

menial labour jobs such as earth-cutting and brick-breaking (Hossain, 7992;

Malrmud, 7992). This not only increases the daily strain of women, who remain

responsible for househoid chores and child care, but intensifies their sense of

socio-cultural and emotíonal upheaval.
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Both the economic and social impacts of displacement upon \,,omen have

been examined in this study. Although previous research has shown that as

many as 30% of displaced women are forced to sell their labour for cash or in

kind (Islam, 1996), this is not found in this study. Only L5 or 12.7% of displaced

women are found to be involved in non-domestic activities, of which four are

working as labourers. This is comparable to tirte L3% rate of wage employment

arnong non-displacee females.

Although women's involvement in homestead agriculture and other

inJormal income-generating activities ís not examined in the present researcþ the

findings suggest that the maiority of female activities have been limited to

household and child rearing responsibilities. \Alhen asked of their occupation,

84% of the displaced women identified themselves as housewives. Interestingly,

many of the female displacees informally interviewed complained of feelings of

purposelessness and idleness resulting from the loss of such Lraditional rural

activíties as horticuhure, threshing and husking, and livestock rearing.

The above observation suggests that the loss of traditional agricultural

roles by displaced women is a disruptive and distressing experience. Although

such activities as horticulfure and livestock rearing are typically viewed by social

scientists as burdensome and physically taxing to women, one must also

recognize these activities constitute deep-rooted socio-economic duties and

responsibilities which go towards defining the customary roie and place of

women in rural Bangladesh. As such, their loss may mean displaced women

experience a disruption to their socio-cultural identity, and without alternative

activities to fill their time, their days stretch out long and idle.
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From a socio-cu-ltural perspective, it is clear that displacement often

precipitates a breakdown of the practices of purd^ah.It became apparent during

the field survey that displaced women are more visible and iess segregated than

non-displaced women. This is in part because of the loss of kaditional housing

and village structures which help maintain the privacy and segregation of

women. Nevertheless, almost all displaced women approached were agreeable

to being interviewed, and on no occasion refused to speak informally to the

investigator. It was also not uncommon for displaced women to approach the

investigator themselves with requests to be interviewed, or to invite the

investigator to assess their housing and tiving conditions. This again suggests a

disruption of purdah practices, as well as a possible hopefuIness that participation

in the sfudy might have resulted in some form of material compensation.

Despite the approachabitity shown by women, it may be reasonably

assumed that the breakdown of traditional social and culfural aspects of purdah

may intensify the distress experienced by displaced women. Presumably, this is

felt not only in terms of the loss of traditional roles and responsibilities, but in the

women's loss of privary a¡d modesty. Displacement not only means that rvomen

are forced to carry out their daily living activities more openiy in society, but

must face the associated loss of social respect and status for doing so.

Although this assumption is not directly examined in this study, it is of

interest to note that a greater proportion of displaced women (25.6%) than males

(16.8%) feel the local town's people to be not accepting or even hostile-towards

them. This is particularly high in the urban tracts where dispiacees have the

greatest contact with locals. \\rhereas 42.9% the brickyard (N :21) and 49.6% of

the railway females (N : 37) feel unaccepted by the local populatioru only two of

t5l
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the embankment and Biara women feel this way (N : 55). one might

hypothesize that the negative evaluations reported by the urban women may

reflect the high degree of social scn-rtiny r.r'hich these displacees encounter n'hen

forced out of traditional socio.cultural roles.

Interestingly, displaced women do not report having less social support

than their male cohorts. About one-third of both the displaced men (33.6%) and

women (36.4%) have access to emergency support, X2 (1, N : Zg7): .208, p <

.648, whlle about 43% and 50/o respectively have a confidante with whom they

can share personal thoughts and feelings, X2 (1, N :236): 1.08, p< .296. About

30% of the displaced males and 17% of the females feel part of a samøj, but the

difference is not significant, X2 (1., N : 70) : 1.67, p < .204. OnIy in relation to

loneliness, experienced by about 48% of the men but 73% of the women, is the

djfference significant,X2 (2, N:236) :6.59, p < .036.

In relation to conditions of daily living, however, displaced women have

been found to experience the highest level of deprivation, particularly vis-à-vis

non-displaced women. As Table 25 shows, significant differences between

displaced and non-displaced women are found for each of the five examined

variables. Some 72.0% of displaced women are dissatisfied with their living

conditions, in comparison to 56.9% of the non-displaced womerç {z (2, N :294)

: 8.67, p < .013. Displaced women also have more persistent worries about the

survival of their households, (X2 (2, N :233) : 12.7L, B < .001), while a greater

proportion experience hunger (X2 (2, N: 234) :9.4I, p < .009). More displaced

women also go hungry on a daily basis (displaced :30.2%; non-displaced :
24.6%), while fen'er rarely go hungry (displaced : 29.7%; non-displaced :
43.1%). These differences are also significant, X2 (2, N :2J4):9.4I, p < .009.
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Table 25: Significance of Percepfion of Hardship by Status and Gender

Dístribution of Perception of Hardship by Displacement and Gender
(Percentages)

Males Females

Satisfaction 1i.90.p<.002 8.67. o < .013

Survival worries .508. p < .775 12.71. o < .001

Hunser 7.47-p<.023 9.41.p <.009

Health Problems .704-o < .703 5.35. p < .068
Stress 1.15, p < .560 6.00, p < .049

Male Female MaIe Female Male Female

Satisfaction Satisfied Dissatisfied Verv Dissatisfied Sisnificance

Displacees 3t.t 28.4 51.3 s4.2 17.6 17.8 296. p < .862

Non-disolacees 46.7 43.1 48.6 49.1 4.7 7.8 1.01. p <.603

Surwival

\ilorries

Never/rarely Somefimes Many times Significance

Disnlacees 26.3 12.8 25.4 2t.4 48.3 6s.8 9.00. p <.011

Non-disolacees 27.1 2s.9 29.0 310 43.9 43.1 Il9. p < .941

Hunser Never/rarelv Sometimes Manv times Simificance

Displacees 27.1 29.7 50.4 45.8 21.8 24.6 .534. p < .765

Non-displacees 43.9 43.1 34.6 26.7 21.5 302 2.74. o < .253

Health Never/rarely Somefimes Many times Sisnificance

Displacees 37.0 JJ.J 35.3 36.8 27.7 29.9 354. P < .837

Non-displacees 42.5 44.8 32.1 37.1 25.5 18. r 1.86. P <.394

Sfress Never/rarelv Sometimes Manv fimes Sisnificance

Displacees 31.9 22.2 45.4 53.0 22.7 24.8 2.85. o < .239

Non-displacees aÕ aJö.J 32.8 39.3 53.4 22.4 13.8 5.20^ o < .074
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Interestingly, differences between male and female displacees are

significant only in relation to survival worries, rc (2,N : 235) : 9.00,p < .011.

Some 65.8% of the displaced women report having chronic worries, in conbast to

48.3% of their male cohorts. However, as shown in Table 25, about the same

proportion of the men and women are dissatisfied with their living conditions

(X2 (2, N:237) : .296, p< .862), experience chronic hunger (X2 (2, N: 237) :

.534, p< .765), and have poor health (Xz (2, N :236) : .354, p < .837). About one-

quarter of both sexes report experiencing chronic stress (X2 (2, N: 236) :2.85, p

< .239). These findings seem to suggest that the pervasiveness of poverty and

hardship endured by displacees is such that gender differences are at least

partially negated. This point is discussed further in the sechion below.

As hypothesized, displaced females are significantly more tikely to be

identified as SRQ probable cases than both displaced males, as well as non-

displaced females. Almost one-half (46.6%) of displaced females are identified as

SRQ cases in comparison to 32.2% of displaced males and 26.7% of the non-

displaced females. In terms of their physical well-being, some 29.9a/o of the

displaced but only 18.1.% of the non-displaced women report chronic health

problems, X2 (2, N:233) : 5.35, p < .068. Significant differences a-re also found in

relation to daily stress, X2 (2, N : 233) : 6.00, p < .049. About 25% of the

displaced women but only 1,4% of the non-displaced women report experiencing

stress on a persistent basis.

The combined findings indicate that displaced females, particularly in

comparison to non-displaced females, endure the highest level of hardship and

deprivation, and report the highest level of distress. This confirms previous

research whidr has shown that displaced women constitute a special category of
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vulnerable Persons n'ith distinct problems, in large because society relegates

them to a position of inferiority and dependency (Mutatkar, 1,995; Weist et al.,

1992). Although minimat living differences are found in this sfudy beh¡¡een the

male and female displacees (with the exception of daily household survival

concerns), women may be more socially alienated in the urban context.

Moreover, one should keep in mind that the economic and hardship measures of

this study assess household rather than individual üving conditions, and may

therefore not provide an entirely accurate depiction of gender differences.

An additional unexpected finding in this study deserving of comment is

the lack of discernible difference in SRQ cases between non-displaced males and

females. In part, one must acknowledge that this may reflect socio-cultural

prohibitions which may have contributed to a reluctance among non-displaced

women to disclose personal information, including feelings of disfress. These

prohibitions may have been less pronounced among displaced women who had

experienced at least a partial breakdown of pwdah.

In summing uP, the findings clearly suggest that the economic and socio-

cullural disruptions caused by displacement, as well as overall disadvantaged

position of women in Bangladesh, heighten the physical and emotional distress

arnong displaced women. Although gender differences in this study may have to

some extent been negated by the focus on household rather than individual

living conditions, research generally shows that women are more vulnerable

than men to the effects of natural hazards and involuntary migration (Bâri, 1992;

Hossain, 7992; Mahmud, 1992). Among the poor in Bangladesh, manifestations

of gender disparity are reflected not only in women's lack of economic and social

autonomy, but in measures of health and security. Women typically work more
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hours per day than men irrespective of their income dass, enjoy less leisure time,

and bear the burden of household maintenance and child rearing (Khuda, 1982;

Zaman, 1'992). Women cook mea-ls but eat last and, in times of scarcity, are

expected to sacrifice their share or part of it to the earning members of their

household (Isiam, 1995). Women, Malrmud (1992) observes, "have to live under a

more vulnerable situation (due to natural disasters, illnesses, reproductive

failures and desertions), they face a relatively greater degree of insecurity (due to

violence such as assault, rape, murder and suicide) than men" (p.220).

The economic and social segregation of womerç combined with a iack of

labour skills, also means that the long-term prospects of women remain limited.

Educationally, only 73.6% of surveyed displaced women have primary

education. In contrast, 19.3% of their male cohorts and 29.3% of non-displaced

females and 38.3% of non-displaced males have primary education. As shall be

discussed, education can be considered a distinguishing factor in determining

socio-economic and psychological adaptation patterns. The low level of

education among displacees in general, and women especially, means that their

capacity to adapt to change is further hindered.

Education

Education is generally regarded as one of the more important factors in

coping and adaptation, both in terms of promoting survival as well as in

enhancing quality of life (D'Oyley et al., 1994).In terms of adaptatiorç education

(including literacy) enhances a person's abitity to understand and mánipulate

critical aspects of the modern world, receive and integrate information, and
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perceive and problem-solve diJficult situations (Brody, 1973; Caldu'ell, L979;

Schultz,1975).

Economicaliy, education has been found to be strongly associated with

both employment and wage gain probabílities (Prestoru 1987; Psacharopoulos et

aI.,1994). Particularly in urban labour markets, where traditional rural skills are

often irrelevant to manpou'er demands, schooling carr provide a person not only

with technical/industrial knowledge, but such a basic skill as numeracy which

embrace most forms of economic activity whatever the level of sophistication

(Noor, 1981). Gindling and Terrel (1995) have estimated that workers with

primary education are twice as likely to be minimum wage earners as workers

with secondary education. Globally, years of education among lorv income

earners (US$610 or less) averages 6.4 years,lower middle income (to US$2,449)

8.4 years, upper middle income (to US$7,61,9) 9.9 years/ and high income

(tJ9fi7,620 or more) L0.9 years (Psacharopoulos, L994).

ln this study, only 76.4/o of the displacees and33.3% non-displacees have

completed primary education. Within the displaced sample, only 19.3% of the

males and 1,3.67o of the females have primary level education. About 62% of

displaced men and 81% of the women have no schooling at all (Table 26).

These figures are markedly lower than those attained in the 1995 Rural

Poverty Monitoring, in u'hich3l% of the males and 34.6% of the females were

found to have completed primary education. About 437r¡ and 53% of tl:.e

respective sexes had never attended school (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics,

1gg7).ln comparison,38.3% of the non-displaced males and 29.3% of the females

in this study have five years of education;54.2% and58.6% no schooling.
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Table 26: Distribution of Level of Education by Status and Gender (Percentages)

The lower rate of schooling among the displacees may reflect a greater

need among the poor to sacrifice their children's education in order to

supplement family income through child labour. Although on-ly eleven 0,a.6%)

of the displaced and six (7.3%) of non-displaced households in this study

acknowledge having a school age ctrild engaged in wage labour, related research

has shown this to be a common survival slrategy. A study conducted by Islam

(1995) found that some 85% of surveyed displaced households reported having

children engaged in unpaid household activities, while almost 40% }r.ad children

working in wage labour.

In terms of enhancing economic adaptation, the effects of education are

most apparent among non-displacees. \4/hereas non-significant differences are

found for four of five economic variables examined between educated and non-

educated displacees, each of the five variables are significantly associated with

education in the non-displacee sample (Table 27).

Disnlacees Non-displacees

Male Female Mean Male Female Mean

No schooling 62.2o/o 805% 71.2% 54.2V. 58.60/o 56.s%

Less Primarv 14.3 10.2 2t.l 12.2 12.9 t2.5

Primarv 5.9 6.8 6.2 5.6 9.5 7.7

Less Secondarv 13.5 25 8.6 2t4 155 t8.2

Secondarv 1.6 0 .8 2.8 1.7 2.2

Secondarv Plus 2.5 0 t.2 3.8 t.9 2.7
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The findings sho\4'that almost three-quafiers (70.7%) of the educated non-

displacees are satisfied with their living conditions, in comparison to only one-

third (31,.8%) of the non-educated respondents, Xz (1, N = 223) : 30.55, p < .000.

Differences are also significant in relation to swvival worries (X2 (2, N : 223) :

16.00 p < .000), as r,r'ellas hunger (X2 (2, N : 223) :17.00, p < .000). As shorvn in

Table 27, markedly more educated than non-educated non-displacees have no or

a few survival concerns (42.7% in comparison to 18.2%), while almost twice as

many rarely go hungry 62.7% in comparison to 33.8%).

In terms of income ald amenities, educated non-dispiacees are three times

more likely to report daily incomes of 60 plus TK (educated : 49.7%; not

educated :17.0%),X2 (1, N : 220) :3L.45, p < .000. Similarly, while about 70% of

the educated non-displacees have cormgated tin roofing, a latrine and tube-well,

only 32.0 % of the not educated villagers have these three amenities. Some 6701, of

the non-educated respondents lack access to both a lalrine and tube-well, in

conlrast to only about 28% of their educated cohorts.

On the other hand, economic differences between educated and non-

educated displacees are found to be non-significant for four of the five economic

variables. Some 31,.4% of the educated and22.2% of the non-educated displacees

are earning daily incomes in excess of 60 TK. Almost as many educated as non-

educated respondents report daily su¡vival concerns (51,.3% and 58.7%), while

the same proportion (28%) are able to meet their food needs on a daily basis, X2

(2, N:238): 3.23,p< . 198.

Significant differences are found only in relation to living amenities. In

this case, 33.3% of the educated but only 1,5.8% of the non-educated displacees

have access to both a tube-well and latrine, rc (1, N:235) :6.55, p < .010.
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Differences are also significant in relation to multiple amenities, X2 (3, N : 235) :

1.1.81., B < .008. Educated displacees are almost th¡ee times as likely to have the

three amenities of tin roofing, a fube well and lafrine (educated = 30.8%; not

educated :11.25). However, as many educated as non-educated displacees have

none of these amenities (17.9% and17.3%).

Because the maiority of displacees (90%) had been living in Seragjanj for

less than four years, it is not possible to examine the the long-term economic

benefits of having an education. Only 22 dísplaced respondents have lived in

Serajganj for more than four years. Hor.r'ever, the lack of difference betu'een

educated and non-educated displacees suggests that many displacees have been

unable to aclualize the advantages of their schooling r.t.ithin the urban context.

This in part may be a function of the educated displacees'lower levels of attained

education in comparison to their urban cohorts. Of those displacees who have

attended school at any level (N: 68), 42.6% (29) have completed less than five

years. Some 22.1.% (15) have completed primary schooling; 30.9% (21) have

between 6 to 72 years and only three have more than secondary education. In

way of contrast, the 1995 Urba¡ Poverty Monitoring Survey showed that only

28.9% of the urban populace have less than five years. Some 20% have between 6

to 12 years and 22.6% have at least secondary schooling (Bangladesh Bureau of

Statistics, 1997).

Displacees may be further disadvantaged by their lack of informal

education. A study of squatters in Dhaka Ciry (Paut-Majumder et aI. 1996)

showed that only 7t% of the working population had acquired their skill from

formal education or training. In the present study, only 13 or s.s% of the

displacees report having received any form of informal education. In
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comparison,2T or 12.1% of the non-displacees and 17.2% (15) of the municipal

sample (N : 87) have received some form of non-institutional training.

The findings suggest that displacees - even r,t'hen educated - have

significant difficully competing in the urban labour market. Rural Bangladesh

retains a highly labour intensive economy where the great majority of the

popuiatiory and especially the poor, subsist directly as result of their own or their

immediate family's physical labour (Hossain et a1., 1992).In the urban labour

force, the rural migrants' lack of functional skills and lower levels of education

means that they are forced into menial, wage labour jobs which offer little

opportunily for remuneration.

This study, in addition to assessing the economic impacts of education,

has also examined the influence of education on psychological functioning.

Research has shown that education can not only facilitate adaptive behavioral

coping, but enhances emotional and psychological well-being (Miror.t'sky & Ross,

1989). Education not only elevates people's ability to perceive, qualify and

resolve problems, but increases their sense of personal and environmental

control (Miron'sky & Ross, 1,989). Persons with higher education have been

found to exhibit both lower fatalism and a higher sense of mastery, even after

adjusting for employment, minority status, age, marital status, and sex (Bird &

Ross, 1,993). High personal control, in turn, has been associated with lower levels

of psychoiogical distress as well as rates of depression (Aneshenal, 1,992;

Mirowsky & Ross, 1986; Pearlin et al., 1981).

The findings in fact show that educated respondents are significantly less

likely than non-educated respondents to be identified as SRQ cases. Among

displacees,25.6% of the educated but 41,.9% of the non-educated respondents are

t62
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SRQ cases, X2 (L, N : 237) : 3.62, B < .057. Within the non-displaced sample,

educated respondents are also significantly less likely than to be SRQ cases/

X2 (7, N : 223) : 12.76, p < .000. Iust 12.0% of the educated non-dispiacees are

identified as SRQ cases, whereas 34.5% of the non-educated respondents are

identified as such.

Interestingly, education is not found to have a significant relationship

with self-efficacy. The only exception is found among non-displacees in relation

to problem-solving. In this case, educated respondents are significantly more

likely to feel they can consistently solve their daily problems (educated :29.6%;

not educated : 1,5.5%), X2 (1, N : 222) : 3.30, p < .069. Among displacees,

however, the same proportion of non-educated respondents (21.3%) as educated

respondenß (21..6%) feel they can consistently solve their daily problems, X2 (3, N

:324): .481,p< .785.

Education also lacks a consistent relationship with perceived life control.

About the same proportion of educated and non-educated displacees (74.4% and

65.8%) feel they iack conkol over their lives,X2 (2, N:2.71), B< .259. Onty about

21,% of both the educated and non-educated displacees feel that they are

consistently able to solve their problems (X2 (2, N = 234) : .481, p< .785), while

one- third (31.6% and 33.5% respectively) feel they are consistently incapable of

solving duily problems (X2 (2, N = 235) : .056, p< .972.

A similar pattern is observed among non-displacees. Some 45.9% of the

educated and 59.2% of the non-educated respondents feel they lack control over

their lives,X2 (2, N : 22L) :3.52, p< .172. Although more educated than non-

educated non-displacees feel capable of solving their problems (84.9% in

comparison to 69.45),X2 (2, N: 213) :8.57, p < . 01.3, no significant difference is
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found in relation to feeling incapable. About one-third of both the educated and

non-educated respondents (33.3% and29.1%)indicate feeling consistently ubable

to solve d.ily problems, X2(2,Ì.J:2L3) : .472,p< .789.

These results suggest that the psychological benefits usually associated

with education are negated by the chronicity of the strains encountered by the

poor in Bangladesh. According to popular theory, high education attainment sets

into motion a self-amplifying process in which better educated persons are more

likely to be employed, achieve higher levels of income, and have greater

resources to cope with daily strains (Ross & Bird, 1994; Ross & Willigen, 7997).In

Bangladesþ however, the poor are deeply mired in a system of economic and

social inequities which effectively limits their access to resources and

opportunities. Education in this context may have only marginal benefits.

Although education can enhance income and living conditions, and reduce daily

living shains, it remains insufficient to adrieve one's ends absolutely. This means

that the educated poor, although better off than the non-educated, remain

incapabie of escaping poverty.

Age

This study examines both the economic and social implications of aging in

relation to displacement. Because of the relatively low number of displaced

respondents aged 50 plus years (N : 28), this subgroup has been collapsed into

the 40-49 age class (N : 51) to allon' for adequate analysis (N :79).This has

simüarly been conducted within the non-displaced sample.

In Bangladestu particularly among the poor and landless, age is generally

recognized as a significant factor of vuLrerabilily. Because the wage economy is
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labour intensive, older r,r'orkers are at a distinct disadvantage because they are

seen by employers as less productive and physically capable (Dasgupta, 1993).

Loss of employability usually means lack of sustenance, lvhich in turn makes the

agrng worker dependent on extended family and kin to survive.

In rural areas, conlrol of land is an important mechanism in protecting

against adversity in old age because it aliows parents to control the labour and

welfare support of their children (Chaudhury, 1.982; Rahman et a1., 1992). As

such, landlessness has serious consequences for the aged, both because of the

associated poverty but also because of the loss of old-age security. Though

society expects that aged parents be fed, clothed, sheltered, and othern¡ise cared

for by their childrery the degree to which the needs of an elderly parent are met

ultimately depends on their sons' economic situation. If there ís no land to be

divided among childreru the ievel of care provided to aged parents is likely to be

Iimited (Chaudhury, 1982).

This research confirms that age should be regarded as significant factor of

vulnerabiiily in relation to natural hazards and displacement, although it

appears that displacees of all ages experience considerable hardship as

consequence of involuntary migration. As shown in Table 28, only 21,.5% of the

oldest displacees are satisfied u'ith their living conditions, in comparison to

48.4% of the older non-displacees, X2 (2, N : 174) :72.12, p < .002. As weIl, only

27.8% of the displacees b:ut 45.3% of the non-displacees aged 40 plus never

experience hunger, X2 (2, N : 174) : 6.64, p < .035. In terms of basic ainenities,

17.g% of the displacees have access to both a tube-well and latrine, whereas 50%

of the non-displacees have access to these amenities,X2 (1, N : 172) :19.t3, p<

.000_
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Table 28: Distribution of Economic Adaptation lndicators by Age

(Percentages)

Lrterestingly, among the displacees themselves non-significant differences

are found in relation to the economic variables. Some 35% of the younger

displacees are satisfied with their living conditiory in comparison to 25o/¡ of the

older displacees. However, this is not statistically different, X2 (4, N : 237) = 2.53,

B < .637. Similarly, about the same proportion of each age group is earning 60

plus TK daily (range :22.4% to 25.0%), X2 (4, N : 232) : 7.54, p < .8L9. About

60% of all displacees (regardless of age)have persistent concerns about how their

households will survive from one day to the next (X2 (4, N: 235) : 3.94, p< .413),

r6

Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees

Income Level Less IO TK 3().60 TK PIus 60 TK
Less 30 vears 10.5% 23.8% 64.5% 42.9% 25 0o/o 33 3o/o

30-40 vears 12.s 18.8 62.5 s7.8 25.0 23.4

40 plus vears t7.1 2s.8% 60.5 46.2 22.4 28.0

Ilunser Never/rarely Sometimes Many times

Less 30 vears 29.s 48.4 52.6 39.1 2r.3 2s.0

30-40 vears 28.8 35.9 50.0 26.3 30.4 284

40 olus vears 27.8 45.3 41.8 26.3 30.4 28.4

Satisfaction Satir fied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfïed

Less 30 years 34.6 46.9 5 1.3 48.4 14.1 4.7

30-40 vears 27.5 37.5 53.8 578 18.8 4.7

40 olus vears 2s.3 48.4 s3.2 432 21s 84

Survival worries Never/rarelv Sometimes Manv times

Less 30 vears 24.7 34.4 18.2 25.0 57 1 406

30-40 years 19 0 31.3 24.1 35.9 57.0 32.8

40 olus vears 13.9 17.9 278 29.5 58.2 s2.6
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u'hile 21,% of the youngest and 30% of the older displacee experience chronic

hunger. Again, the djfference is not significant X2 (4, N: 237):3.89, p < .421.

This finding of minimal economíc difference between younger and older

displacees, despite the latter's diminishing physical abilities/ may be partially

linked to the high degree of mutual support which displacees retain through

their migration. As short'n in Table 29, older displacees are not significantly less

likely than the younger displacees to lack help during emergencies (X2 (2, N :

237) :2.06, B< .356), to experience greater loneliness (¡z (4, N :235) :1.23, p<

.872), or to lack a confidante (X2 (2, N : 236) : 1.32, p < .514). In terms of their

relations to local town's people, older displacees are as likely to feel accepted

(77.9%) as the youngest group V6.6%) as well as 30-40 year olds (82.I%). These

differences are not statistically different,Xz (6, N : 232) :1.21, B< .976.

Table 29: Dislribution of Socaial Adaptation Indicators by Age (Percentages)

30 or less vears 3ù'40 vears 40 plus years

Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees Non-

disolacees

Has Confidante 41.6% 73.7o/o 47.5o/o 58.5o/o 50.6% 43.6%

Can count on help 32.1 48.4 41 3 32.8 3 1.6 36.2

Rarelv loneh 37.7 35.t 41.8 JJ.J 4t.8 25.5

Sometimes loneh 45.5 62.2 39.2 50.0 44.3 52.7

Manv times lonelv 16.9 2.7 r9.0 16.7 t3.9 21.8

Feels verv accepted 18.2 N/A 23.1 N/A 22.1 N/A

Feels acceoted 58.4 N/A 59.0 N/A 55.8 NiA

Feels not accepted 13.0 N/A 10 3 N/A 11.7 N/A

Feels nart of sqmai 9.5 N/A 28.0 N/A 29.2 NiA
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Despite this relative uniform pattern of adaptation, it appears that older

dispiacees are nonetheless vulnerable to the effects of displacement. Physically

speaking, older displacees (and non-displacees) report more health problems

than their younger cohorts. OnIy Zg% of the older displacees and3I.6% of their

non-displaced cohorts report having good health, while 38.5% and 33.7%,

indicate having chronic health problems which interfere with daily activities.

These differences are not significantly different, X2 (2, N : 173) : L.55, B < .460. In

contrast, however, 43.6% of the displacees aged 30 or less years report good

health, while only 24.4/o report poor health. Among non-displacees, 55.6% report

good health and merely 72.7% poor health. The age-related differences are

significant for both displacees (Xz (4, N :236) : 9.37, B < .052) and non-

displacees (X2 (4,N : 222) : 17.28,p < .001).

Tabie 30: Distribution of Health and Age (Percentages)

No oroblems Some problems Manv nroblems

Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees Non-

disnlacees

Displacees Non-

disnlecees

Health No nroblems Some nroblems Manv nroblems

Less 30 vears 43.6% ss.6% 32.r% 3l.7Vo 24.40 12.7y,

30-40 vea¡s 37.5 50.0 38.8 37.5 23.8 12.5

40 olus vears 23.1 31 .6 38.5 347 38.5 55. t

Stress Never/rarelv Sometimes Manv times

Less 30 vears 24.7 45.3 54.5 45.3 208 94

30-40 vears 23.8 34.4 55.0 53.1 21.3 t2.5

40 plus vears 31 6 295 392 43.2 29.1 27.4
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Psychologically, age is also found to be a significant determinant of

distress among both displaced and non-displaced respondents (Table 30).

Among displacees, ST% of the oldest respondents are identified as SRQ cases, in

comparison to about 30% of their younger cohorts, X2 (2, N : 236) : 76.33, B <

.000. Among the non-displacees, 38.9% of the oider respondents have been

identified as probable cases, in comparison to 21,S% of the middle aged and

L4.1.% of the youngest displacees ,X2 (2, N : 23) :13.19, p < .001. In terms of daily

stress, a significantly higher proportion of older non-displacees experience stress

on a persistent basis, X2 (4, N : 223) : 11..96, p< .017. However, differences are

not significantly different among the displacees, X2 (4, I{ : 236) :5.11, p< .275.

Although a clear adjustment pattern has not be established in relation to

age, particularly in terms of economic and social measures, one should not

conclude that that age does not exert a strong influence on coping and adaptation

processes. In fact, old displacees show the highest level of distress, with over

one-half (57%) being identified as SRQ cases. This is significantly higher than the

proportion of older non-displacees (40%) identified as SRQ cases/ X2 (1, N : L74)

: 5.61, p < .017. In terms of explanation, one can assume that advancing age

gradually erodes physical capacities of the poor, and places them at increasing

disadvantage vis-à-vis younger workers, particularly in tJre urban labour market.

Although economic necessily forces the majority of older persons in rural

Bangladesh to continue working as long as they are capable, they are usually

able to do this because agricultural activities can be readily adapted to their

diminishing abilities (Ai Iu & ]ones, 1989). This is not the case in urban markets,

r,vhere division of iabour puts emphasis upon the individual rather than family

or community, and par[cular va]ue is placed on productivity.
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As well, the migration experience tends to be considerably different for

the young and elderly, with older persons experiencing greater socio-cultural

loss and disruption. The older migrant is not only confronted nith the task of

relinquishing strong emotional ties to his/her homestead and community

(samaj), but may experience both greater interference with accustomed patterns

of life and difficulty in adjusting to new roles and expectations than younger

persons (David, 1969). Whereas younger migrants often see change as an

opporbunity to achieve a more satisfactory life, older displacees are more likely to

view themselves being too old to rebuild their lives. Additionally, their

diminishing physical and intellectual skills not orrly makes employment more

difficult, but can have substantial impact upon the older person's sense of well-

being, leading to a strong sense of vulnerability, marginality, demoralization and

depression (Weiss, 1989).

Although the socio-cultural aspects of displacement and aging are not

directly examined, it is relevant to note that older displacees are particularly

effected by the loss of their land, as measured by hopefuIness of eventual reburn,

X2 (4, N : 237) : II.76, B < .0L9. Ooiy 32.9% of the older displacees have

remained hopeful of regaining their land, in comparison to 37.5% of displacees

aged 30-40 years and 48.7% of those aged 30 years and less. Over one-half

(53.2%) of the older displacees have given up all hope, relative to 40% of the

middle aged and 26.9% of the youngest displacees. Keeping in mind that

hopefulness is a significant determinant of psychological distress, this finding

suggests that the elderly may be especially affected by the psychological impact

of displacement.
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In summary, then, one carì reasonably postulate that aging increases the

strains associated with involuntary migration. Although this may to some extent

mitigated by the strong supportive network which displacees retain, the

prospects of declining health and economic viability serve as significant

sfressors. As well, it can be expected that advancing age makes the prospect of

eventuaily returning to one's land ever less likely, thus heightening the

psychoiogical impact of displacement and increasing older displacees' level of

psychological distress.

Psychological Coping Processes

An integral part of this study is the examination of psychological coping

processes among displacees. Although both acuteness and chronicíty of stressors

are prime determinants of psychological distress, people vary considerably in

their propensities to respond adaptively to stress. Both the maruìer in which

individuals perceive and interpret stressors, and the coping strategies which they

use to relieve the associated stress, are important elements in determining

psychological distress.

Because displacees are compelled to migrate by circumstances beyond

their personal control, it had been expected that these respondents might

demonstrate lower levels of perceived personal control. This is not found. As

reported in the previous chapter, the majority of both displacees (89.9%) and

non-displacees (83.8%) indicate having minimal conkol over their daily lives,

with abou I 97% of atl respondents believing that their fulures depend mainly on

Allah. In terms of solving daily problems, about the same proportion of

displacees and non-displacees (52.6% and 55.9%) feel that they are only

t7l
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sometimes capable of solving their problems. About one third (33.1% and30.5%

respectively) indicate that they feel consistently incapable of solving their

problems.

It had also been expected that gender would have a significant interaction

effect, given the marginal position of women in Bangladesh society. Although

differences can be observed beh.veen men and womerç they have not been found

to be significant (Table 31). For example, 65.9% of displaced men and 65.3% of

the women feel they do not have control over their lives, X2 (2, N : 237) : .393, p

< .82L. About 21,% of both men and women feel consistently capable of solving

their daily problems (X2 (2, N : 233) : 2.64, p < .266), while between 27% and

40% feel inacapable of problem-solving. However, this difference is not

significant,68.9%,X2 (2, N : 234) :4.42, B < .L09. O.ly in relation to decision-

making are significant differences found, Xz (2, N :231) = 12.L0, p < .002.

A similar pattern is found among non-displacees. About 50% of the men

and 60% of the women report lacking control over their lives (X2 (2, N :221) :

L.68, p< .430), n'hile 29% and32% are able to resolve daily problems (X2 (2, N :

213) : .580, p < .747). Non-significant differences are also found in regards to

feeling incapable (X2 (2, N : 213) = 2.71, p< .257), as well as decision-making (X2

(2, N : 2I3) : 1.35, p < .508).

The influence of these perceptions of control have been examined in

relation to psydrological health. According to conventional psydrological theory,

self-efficary and personal control are usually associated lower levels of distress.

ln this study, perception of control is not significantly associated with SRQ cases.

Although SRQ cases differ between displacees who indicate that they have

considerable versus minimal control over their daily T,es (29% in contrast to
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40%), the difference is not significant, X2 (2, N : 237) : 1.14, p < .565. As rvell,

displacees who feel they are consistently able to resolve their daily problems are

as Iikely to be SRQ cases as displacees who rarely feel capable Ø0% and 41.%),X2

(2, N: 233): .1,09,p< .946.

Table 31: Distribution of Self-Efficacy Perceptions by Gender and Age

(Percentages)

Disnlacees Non-disolacees

Male Female Mean SRO Male Female Mean SRO

Future depends

on Allah

96.60/o 99.2o/" 97.9o/" N/A 94.3V" 99.1o/" 96.8o/" N/A

Personal Control

No control 68.9 65.3 67.2 40.3 50.5 58.8 54.8 29.8

Some control 218 LJ. I 227 40.7 30.8 27.2 29.0 219

Much Control 9.2 11.0 I0. t 29.2 18.7 t4.0 I6.3 2s.0

Decision-making

Never/rarelv 14.8 29.3 22.0 36.0 I ó.3 18.3 17.4 40.s

Sometimes 4s.2 49.1 47.4 41.8 56.7 61.5 59-2 23.0

Many times 40.0 2t.6 30.6 36.6 26.9 202 23.9 20-0

Can problem-

solve

Never/ra¡elv 21.4 30.2 26.1 41.0 19.4 29.1 24.4 30.8

Sometimes 573 483 s26 38s 59.2 52.7 55.9 26.1

Almost alwavs 2r.3 21.5 21.3 40.0 21.4 18.2 19.7 r9.0

Can not

nroblem-solve

Never/rarelv 23.7 t7.2 20.9 44.9 t7.3 19.3 18.3 JJ.J

Sometimes 49.2 43.1 46.0 29.0 53.8 48.6 5t.2 22.0

Almost alwavs 27.1 39.7 JJ. I 48.7 28.9 32.1 30.s 27.7
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A similar pattern is found among non-displacees. SRQ cases are com-

parable behveen respondents who indicate having no versus considerable

control over their lives (29.8% and 25.0%), X2 (2, N : 221) : 1.39, p < .498.

Although non-displacees who feel consistently able to resolve their daiiy

problems are less likely to be SRQ cases than those u.'ho rarely felt capable (19/,'

in comparison to 30.8%), the difference is not significan! )G (2, N :2I3) : 1.67, p

<.433.

These findings suggest that the concept of personal control should be

viewed within the socioeconomic and cultural context of Bangladesþ rather than

from a Western perspective which tends to associate low self-efficacy with

heightened distress (Folkman,7984; \Alheaton, 1980). In Bangladesþ the rural

poor have minimal opportunily to improve their living circumstances. This

population ís not only mired in dependent socio-economic relationships which

limit access to land and other resources, but lacks sufficient education and

alternative occupational skills u'hich might otherwise promote individual

initiative and potential. This means the vast maiority of the poor are consbrained

to menial, lon' paying employment which provides for little more than

subsistence living. Within this context, the perception of powerlessness among

the poor is in fact reflective of their personal and life circumstances.

This is consistent with previous findings reported by Haque (1988). In

expiaining the tendency among displacees to atlribute riverbank erosion to the

will of Allah, Haque argues that this actually reflects a belief among displacees

that the domain of natural hazards is out of their hands. In semi-feudal, semi-

capitalist societies like Bangladesh, in which large numbers of poor lack

economic, legal and political entiilements, the majority of poor remain without
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means to mitigate extreme natural events, and hence tend to favor reparative

action. Under such circumstance of relative helplessness, people are likeiy to

accept the "inevitabie as inevitable" , ot as in the case of Bangladesh, as the "will

of Allah" (Ittelson et al., 1974).

Consistent with this perception of powerlessness is the overwhelming

tendency among the poor to rely on religion to cope with hardship and

deprivation. In this study, the most frequently type of coping response habitually

used across both samples is religion, reported by 96.2% of the displacees and

93.7% of non-displacees. In rural Bangladesh, the religious belief system (i.e.,

Islam) is intricately woven into daily life and provides the poor with a

meaningful explanation for their poverty and marginalization. Allah is seen as

life, the creator and destroyer, and Allah alone makes men rich and poor.

Religion in this context can be likened to the coping mechanism of

reappraisal. Reappraisal is a cognitive process by which people reduce feelings of

dislress arising from a situation (usually resistant to change) by modifying their

own perception of the circumstances so that the situation can be more positively

interpreted (Mikulincer, 1.994). This perception of life presumably allolt's the

poor to conceive their impoverishment and deprivation in a meaningful and

therefore more palatable context.

The lack of perceived life control and reliance on religiory however, does

not mean that the poor in Bangladesh are mired in a culture of fatalism and

helplessness. In more traditional societies, spirituality and strong religious beliefs

are an important coping strategy, and enable people to survive immensely

adverse circumstances (Mocellin, I993).In the context of Bangladesh, the rural

poor must exert considerable perseverance and determination simply to survive,
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especially r+'hen confronted by loss of land and other nalural calamities. In this

study, fatalism is in fact found to be among the least utilized forms of coping,

with only 23.7% of the respondents frequently using fatalism to cope. Conkary to

expectations as well, displacees are not more fatalistic than non-displacees

(displacees :20.5%; non-dispiâc€€ : 26.9%), X2 (I, N = 207) : .717, p < .396. In

fact, displacees are found to be significantly more likely than non-displacees to

engage in planrLing (displacees : 35.2%; non-displacees :25.0%),X2 (1, N : 418)

: 5.20, p< .022, as well as in problem-solving (displacees :27 .2%; non-displacees

: I8.9%),X2 (1, N : 454) : 4.32,p< .037.

Overall, however, little variability is found in relation to coping strategies.

Among displacees, scores of seven of the nine coping dimensions (exciuding

religion) range from 27.2% (problem-solving) to 35.2% (planning). The two

exceptions are focusing on emotions (1,9.270) and fatalism (27.1,%). Among non-

displacees, seven of nine coping scores range from 23.6% (reappraisal) to 27.8%

(insfrumental support), the exceptions being focusing on emotions (29.9%) and

problem-solving (19.1%).In regards to the self-reported ways of coping, both

displacees and non-displacees tend to cope most frequently through avoidant

activities (45% and 53% of all responses), followed by seeking social support

(303% and 21,.27,' respectively).

Again, the commonly employed coping strategies of avoidance and

seeking of social support should interpreted within the context of Bangladesh.

Although avoidance is lypically considered a passive, maladaptiv-e coping

response in Western psychology (Mikulincer,1994; Smith & Strube, 1,991,), it can

have benefits in adverse circumstances where people are relatively helpless to

alter their situation. In such cases, day dreaming, sleeping, and engaging in
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distracting activities can relieve feelings of dislress by allowing people to escape

(even temporarily) the harsh conditions u'hich they must endure (Roth & Cohen,

1986). Similarly, seeking social support should be vier.r'ed as a natural coping

response, especially in highly social societies such as rural Bangladesh where

survival depends on mutual assistance and support. Apart from obvious

inslrumental benefits, Mocellin (1993) observes that "small talk" often serves as

an important source of informal counseling and means of finding social and

emotional comfort.

Findings concerning the relative effectiveness of coping strategies are not

conclusive. Only avoidance ís found to be consistently related to SRQ scores

across both samples. This perhaps reflects both the degree of hardships

encountered by these copers, as well as the fact that avoidance activities offer

only temporary respite from stress, while leaving the precipitating circumstances

unchanged (Mikulincer, 1,994).In this study, both displacees and non-displacees

who frequently avoid thinking about their problems are significantly more likely

to be identified as SRQ cases (55.4% and35.9s/o), relative to respondents who only

occasionally avoid (displacees :31.3%; non-displacees :22.5%). Social avoidance

is aiso found to have a significant impact among both displacees and non-

displacees, r.t'ith frequent copers (50.0% and 46.0% respectively) more likely to

SRQ cases than occasional copers (33.8% and 2I.5%). Among non-displacees

only, SRQ cases are significantly higher among respondents who frequently

engage in reappraisal (frequent : 43.1%; occasional : 20.7%), as well as those

who focus on their emotions (frequent :52.57o) occasional :18.8%).

The varied results stemming from the two samples makes it difficult to

drarv firm conclusions from the data, particulariy in regards to the effectiveness
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of different coping strategies. In terms of overall coping habits, however, one

might tentatively argue that displacees demonstrate more active coping

(planning and problem-solving) because of the greater number of difficulties

they face. That is, the loss of resources combined with the intensification of daily

privations resulting from involuntary migration means that displacees, vis-à-vis

non-displacees, are more often forced to seek out alternative strategies and

solutions in order to survive.

However, the use of active coping behaviours does not necessarily mean

that the associated psychological distress is reduced. As previously reported (see

Table 23), SRQ cases are not lower among either the displacees or non-displacees

who habitually engage in planning and problem-soiving behaviours. Among the

displacees, about the same proportion of SRQ cases are found among both

frequent and occasional planners (40.5% and37.2%), as well as among frequent

and occasional problem-solvers (38.I% artd39.4%). Among non-displacees, about

39% of both the frequent and occasional planners are identified as SRQ cases,

whjle 32.8% of frequent and 24.6% of the occasional problem-solvers are found to

be SRQ cases. Overall, the lowest proportion of SRQ cases (22.2%) is found

among non-displacees who are habitually fatalistic, that is, who just accept that

they can not change their situation.

This finding suggests that focusíng on non-amenable problems through

problem-solving efforts may in fact be detrimental to psychological health,

causing feeiings of helplessness and higher levels of distress. This may also be

discerned from the high number of non-displacee SRQ cases associated with the

tendency to focus on feelings of distress, X2 (1, N: 136) - 15.72, p < .000. Over

one-half of the non-displacees (52.5%) who frequently focus on their feelings
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when faced u'ith problems are identified as SRQ cases, in conkast 1,8.8% of the

non-displacees who cope this way occasionally. This tends to be consistent with

research which has shown that rumination generally heightens both emotional

distress and the need for emotional management. This in turn is linked to more

negative and depressed mood (Hanson et al., 1992; Nolan-Hoeksema & Morrorv,

IeeI).

Considering the findings, it is important to view coping mechanisms and

the related factors contextually. Here, it is in the context of Bangladesh, rather

than from a Western psychological perspective. This is particularly significant in

interpreting the high incidence of powerlessness and tendency to respond to

problems through avoidance. Although the vast majority of poor may believe

that they lack control over their lives, this reflects both religious beliefs (i.e.,

deference to Allah) as well the fact they are mired in poverty with little

opportunily to improve their circumstances. The poor in Bangladesh are in

acluality relatively powerless to resolve many of their daily problems given the

prevaiiing economic and social realities.

Flowever, this does not mean the poor are urunotivated or dependent. The

poor rvork extremely hard as labourers and rickshaw pullers to eke out a

marginalized level of life. Faced r.,r'ith continuous hardship, survival requires

immense determination and continuous perseverance. At the same time,

however, the poor must find ways of coping which allow them to escape or at

least mitigate the chronic strains and worries associated rvith povertv. When

confronted by problems which are not amenable to change, diversionary

activities such as sleeping, talking to others, or engaging in traditional

handicrafts, can be adaptive responses. Although these activities may not
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diminish the actual stressor, they allor,r' people to divert their attention to less

harsh aspects of life. This manner of coping, rather than stymieing initiative and

motivatioru should be seen as one of few ways with which the poor can cope

with the daily grind of impoverishment and marginalization.

Summary

In summing up, it seems clear that human responses to natural hazards,

both in Bangladesh and elsewhere, can not be understood solely within a

ecological-behavioural perspective (which views extreme geophysical events as a

priori phenomenon for analysis). In this study, it has been shown that erosion-

induced displacement is a consequence of an interface between physical events

on one hand (flooding and riverbank erosion), and conditions of human

vulnerability on the other (impoverishment and marginalization). Moreover,

human responses to natural hazards are very much determined by prevailing

economic and social conditions, which both determine response opportunities

and constraints while giving form to everyday 1ife.

In Bangladesh, where riverine hazards are endemic and recurring, it

seems evident that a substantial disaster subculture has emerged which

determines both physical and psychological responses to the flooding and

erosion. The present research clearly reveals that displacees do not perceive

erosion as an extraordinary threat to their existence, but rather as a recurring

natural phenomena which is responded to through well-established coping

practices, (for example, dismantling of housing and moving to safer ground).

Riverba¡k erosion becomes a threat only when the poor are forced into urban

areas where they are unable to re-establish their former livelihoods.
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Moreover, riverbank erosion is often perceived to be less of a threat to the

displacees' existence than the continual and more immediate stresses of simply

surviving, particularly among the poor and landless. In this sfudy, the commonly

hypothesized factors such as loss of land and frequency and duration of

displacement are not significantly associated with dislress levels. F{o\A'ever,

among both displacees and non-displacees, chronic survival concerns, daily

hunger, and marginal líving conditions are found to be predictive factors of

psychological distress. These findings suggest that the enduring living needs

associated with poverly place greater physical and psychological strain upon the

poor than less the pervasive but more acute impacts related to riverine hazards.

Finally, the way in which peopie respond to both natural hazards and

daily problems is very much a function of indigenous social, economic and

cultural conditions. In societies such as Bangladesh, where the marginalized and

poor lack control over basic economic and political mechanisms, psychological

assumptions based on Western points of view of personal control and mastery

may often be socially and cullurally irrelevant. Indeed, the poor often have little

choice but to respond to natural hazards (and daily demands) in a reparative

manner and, lacking access to opportunities to effect change, accept their relative

powerlessness as an abiding feature of life. Contextually, then, human

perception, coping and adaptation is best understood n'hen related to societal

structures which determine patterns of everyday life and existence. Moreover, it

is peopies' relations within these structures which not only determines their level

of vulnerability, of what they can and can not do in response to natural hazards,

but shapes the manner in v¡hich they view and ínterpret changes in their

environment.

r8l
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Chapter IX

Conclusions and Implications

The purpose of this study is to examine the psychological implications of

riverbank erosion-induced displacement of people in Bangladesh. It has

attempted to not on-ly assess the impact of riverine hazards and displacement

upon mental health, but also to integrate into a socio-structural framert'ork the

process by rvhidr people cope and adjust to adversities of invoiuntary migration.

In Bangladestu riverbank erosion is among the most devastating of nalural

hazards. Each year riverbank-induced erosion removes hundreds of kilometers

of riverbank and affects over a million persons (Rogge & Elahi, 1988). The impact

of erosion is particularlv acute in densely populated rurai areas rvhere land is the

essential resource for securing employment and income. Today, about hvo-thirds

of Bangladesh's population derives its livelihood from agricultural activities

(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1998). For the poor, whose land holdings

average less than one acre (i.e., 0.8 acres), even the loss of a small segment of land

can generate disastrous impacts.

This chapter discusses the need for undertaking a socio-structural

perspective in disaster management approaches. Riverine hazards in Bangladesh

have been addressed primarily through engineering-structural measures, with

little consideration of the underlying causes of human vulnerability. Although

these measures are clearly essential in mitigating the impacts of riverine hazards,

it is also important to remain mindful that the manner in r,r'hich people respond

to natural hazards is very much determined by prevailing socioeconomic
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resource relationships, as rt'ell as micro-levei characteristics as age and gender. In

additiory human perception and behavior is substantially influenced by socio-

cultural and psychological processes, u'hich serve to provide people rt'ith

meaning and strength during times of adversity. As such, it is important that

disaster management as rt'ell as academic research be integrated into a holistic

perspective, which takes into account the varied phenomena which interact to

determine human responses to natura-l calamities.

For purpose of clarity, the chapter has been divided into four sections:

Implications to Understanding Psychological Impacts and Coping Sfrategies;

Policy and Disaster Management Decision-Making Implications: An

Interdisciplinary Perspective; Poverty and Marginalization: Integrating Human

Development into Disaster Management Policy; and Conceptual and Research

lmplications.

Implications to Understanding Psychological Impacts and Coping Strategies

The findings of this sludy ciearly show that displacement has a profound

human impact. Almost 40 percent of the displacees have been identified as

experiencing poor menta-l health, in comparison to about 27 percent of the non-

displacees. It is important to observe, however, that it is the impact of increasing

impoverishment, rather than the loss of land and displacement per se, which is

most predictive of psychological distress.

Conventional psychology typically vien's natural hazards and disasters as

extraneous, discrete events r,r,hich ovenvhelm normal coping mechanilms, and

iead to acute stress disorders such as the posttraumatic stress disorder (Gleser et.,

7987; Lima, 1.986). Although research has demonstrated that rates of PTSD
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increase n'ith the magnitude and severity of events (Staab et al, 7999), caution

should be taken in assuming that disasters are universally traumatic. In cases

lvhere hazards are endemic and recurring, and particularly r.t'hen onset is

gradual and rt'ithout immediate th¡eat to life, hazards may become integrated

components in the coping mechanisms and adjustment processes of communal

life (Alexande11993).

In this research, only one of four displacement variables (hope of

regaining land) is significantly related to SRQ scores among the displacees. In

contrast, th¡ee of the five economic variables are positively associated rvith SRQ

cases (living satisfaction, survival concerns, and hunger). The hypothesized

factors of land loss and duration and frequency of displacement are not found

have a significant association with SRQ cases. Among the non-displacees, each of

the economic variables are significantly reiated to SRQ cases, in addition to the

factors of income and living amenities

These findings suggest that populations iiving in erosion prone areas

become adjusted to riverine hazards, both physicaliy and psydrologically. In this

study, almost 40 percent of the displacees have been displaced 3 to 4 times, while

one-third have been displaced 5 to 10 times. Nevertheless, only about ten percent

of the displacees had expected their most recent displacement and just17 percent

had vier,r'ed riverbank erosion as a serious problem. This is in marked conlrast to

the non-dispiacees r,r'ho had not been fuliy exposed to the experience of erosion

and consequent displacement. Some 95 percent of these responde-nts view

riverbank as serious problem rt'hile 80 percent have persistent worries about it.

As expiained earlier, the rural poor under normal circumstances cope with

erosion by relocating to safer ground rt'here they survive by exchanging cheap
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and bonded labour for free-use right of land or share cropping privileges (Baqee,

1998). Riverbank erosion appears to become a perceived th¡eat, and particularly

distressing, primarily r,r'hen people are forced to relocate to urban areas rvhich

may not permit the re-establishment of their livelihoods and life styles. This does

not imply that the daily stressors of rural impoverishment do not have a

profound impact upon psychological well-being: almost one-third of the rural

non-displacees were in fact identified as SRQ cases. Hor,r'ever, displacement both

intensifies impoverishment and contributes to considerable socio-cultural

disruption. As shor,r'n in the present study, psychological distress is in fact

highest in communities which bear the least semblance to traditional village

strucLures and life style, namely the brickyard and raihvay tracts. Around one-

half of these displacees are identified as SRQ cases, or in probable need of mental

health assistance. In comparison, only one-third of the embankment displacees

and 20 percent of the Biara respondents, both living in a more rural landscape

along the Jamuna River, are found to be SRQ cases.

In addition to determining patterns and predictors of psychological

distress among displacees, this research has attempted to identify ways by rt'hich

displacees cope rn'ith daily demands of living. Conventional Western thought

tends to associate poverty and marginalization rt'ith fatalism and resignation

(Baqee, 1988; lt4iror.t'sky & Ross, 1,989; Somjee, 1.991.). It was therefore

hypothesized that displacees rvould demonstrate more passive ways of coping

than non-displacees. This has not been found. Displacees in fact engage in

planning and problem-solving efforts more often than non-displacees, most

likely because of the heightened difficulties they face.
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These findings suggest that Western conceptualizations of coping and

adjustment, as r.t'ell as poverty and marginalization, can not be uniformly

imposed on divergent cultures and societies. Rather, these processes must be

considered r,vithin the economic, social and cultural milieu in which they occur.

In the case of Bangladesh, the relative powerlessness of the marginalized poor

reflects deeply entrenched socioeconomic inequities which severeiy limit self-

determination. Similarly, the perceived powerlessness among the poor reflects

not resignation and passivity, but a realistic perception of thei¡ position vis-à-vis

dominant resource relationships. In this context, their reliance on reiigion to cope

provides a interpretation to their impoverishment and sufferings (as the "will of

Allah'), and shou-ld be considered as a culturally and psychologicaliy adaptive

way of reducing levels of distress (Rogter & Cortes, 1,993).

In terms of disaster management policy, it is important to recognize that

the ways people respond to their environments and adjust to adversity is in great

part a function of the rvay they vier,l' themselves vis-à-vis these physical forces.

Fabrega Jr. (1983) has observed that hor.r'ever productive the Western scientific

perspective may be in generating knorvledge and technological solutions, it

remains only one of many cultu¡al perspectives and is vastly different from those

held by non-nrestern societies. Each culture has its own indigenous psychology

and particular 'rt'orld perspective' through rt'hich its people perceive and react

to events around them (Kleinman, 7987; Shweder, 1985). This perspective

transcends single, specific issues and generally includes its own regerves of

knor,l'ledge, patterns of behavior, and styles of adaptation and change i,r'hich

shape the manner in rvhich people organize reality, create new social
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arrangements, and resolve difficu-lties and problems (Guiness, 7992; Kleínman et

aL,1978).

To affect change, theru it is important that disaster managers and planners

identify not only physical and economic vulnerabilities, but also the

unrecognized resilience retained by peoples affected by nalural calamities and

impoverishment. In many non-western societies, these capacities may sometimes

be in marked contrast to Western approaches to development, which typically

prize individualism, seif-reliance, and self-initiated actions as avenues for

solving problems and attaining a more productive level of functioning (Fabrega

Jr., 1983). More typical patterns of adaptation in Southern societies, and as shor.r'n

in this study, are 'socio-ecentric' processes based on collective needs and

collective self-definitions (Triandis, 1996). Difficulties in this context are

conceived and mediated by what takes place between a person and his/her

family and community, and shaped by a whole set of socio-cuhural attributions

(supernatural, religious and spiritual) that give people collective ways of

adjusting to life experiences (Summerfield, 7996).

These findings emphasize the need to integrate into disaster management

a strong socio-structural component. AÌthough poverty in Bangiadesh is not a

direct product of natural hazards, it is a determining element of vulnerabilily

and has substantial impact upon the capacity of people to recover from

catastrophic events (Haque, 7997). Furthermore, poverty and its associated

resource relations are critical in determining r,r'hat people can and can not do in

response to both nalural hazards, as rvell as in relation to the daily living issues

rvhich underlie vuLnerability. In additiory the strains associated with poverty can

have a direct bearing on a person's capacity to interact u'ith disaster
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management initiatives, particularlv n'hen distress is manifested in

demoralization, Ioss of motivation, and physicai and emotional health problems.

To this end, it is critical that disaster management planning takes into account

not only the economic and social relations which make people vulnerable, but

also the processes by whidr people perceive, cope and adjust to adversity.

Policy and Disaster Management and Decision-Making Implications: An

Interdisciplinary Perspective

This research has shown that natural hazards and disaster management

planning can not be vierved simply in terms of extreme geophysical processes.

Rather, nalural hazards should be seen as a complex interface belween naLu¡al

and social affairs in rt'hich "activities of daiiy life comprise a set a points in space

and time where physical hazards, social relations, and individual choice

converge" (Blaikie et al., 1994, p. 13).This approach, Blaikie et al. advance, "puts

the main emphasis [of natura] hazards] on the various ways in r,r'hich social

systems operate to generate disasters by making people vulnerable" (p. 1,1).

Although research has shon'n that flood plain inhabitants in Bangladesh

have adopted mechanisms to cope and adjust to the impacts of riverine hazards

(Haque, 7997; Rogge & Elahi, 7989; Zaman, 1988), this does not suggest that

people do not pay a high cost due to disasters. Specific policies and programs

should be formulated and implemented to address these aspects. In Bangladesh,

the poor are vulnerable both in their lack of preparedness (level of protection) as

r,r'elL as in their marginal livelihoods and resilience. In this study, one-third of the

displacees had lacked farming land altogether, while 40 percent had held less

than 0.01 to 2.50 hectares. This is consistent with previous research which has
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short'n that uprvards of 40 percent of displacees are funcbionally landless, r,r'hile

an additional 35 percent owrr or r.r'ork only an acre of cultivable land (Rogge &

Elahi, 1989).

The effects of landlessness and poverty, additionally, are self-amplifying

in nature. Relative to rural displacees who regain access to land, displacees n'ho

subsist as squatters have higher rates of illiteracy and unemployment, are more

dependent upon casual day-iabour employment, and have more marginal

incomes and an almost total absence of assets (Rogge & Elahi, 1989). In the

present study, for example, over 90 percent of the working male displacees are

involved in physical labour activities, significantly exceeding the average rural

and urban rates of approxímateiy 75 percent and 40 percent respectively

(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1,998).

Despite the economic and social costs of riverbank erosion-induced

displacement in Bangladesþ a comprehensive public policy on riverbank erosion

management, prevention and mitigation issues has yet to be developed

(Chorvdhury,2000; Haque &. Zarnan,7994). At present, the Water Development

Board administers the planning and management of riverine hazards in

Bangiadeslu and is inclined torvards engineering-structural responses. Moreover,

while the Disaster Management Bureau rvas initiated in 1993 to administer

emergency and post-disaster assistance, its activities are largely confined to

cvclones and tidal surges (Haque, 7997).

As research ciearly shows, there is little question that much can b-e done to

improve the plight of displacees - from education in ioss reduction measures to

timely assistance to promote recovery r.t'hen displaced. Rogge and Elahi (1989)

found that only two percent of almost 2000 displacees had received advise from
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any level of government on precautionary or loss-reduction measures. Although

this is not directly assessed in this study, the need to develop riverine hazards

education in Bangladesh is clear. Prior to their displacement, onll' about 77

percent of the displacees had believed riverbank erosion to be a serious problem

and just one in ten thought they would eventualiy be displaced. Less than seven

percent reported receiving any form of official assistance following their

displacement.

A critical component to this process is the sensi[zing of government and

local administrators to the needs and issues of displacees. Poiitically, the poor

remain marginalized, both because of their poverty but also because their level of

education and illiteracy iimits their abíiity to mobilize existing legislative and

institutional machinery (Elahi & Rogge, 1990). Government bureaucracy and

channels of communication are often poorly understood and difficult to

mobilize, with the result that the needs of the poor are largely muted.

Additionally, local administrators often vier,l'the poor and displacees especialiy

as backrt'ard and unmotivated, fostering an adversarial reiationship rvhich

isolates and further marginalizes urban squatter communities. Indeed, the plight

of displacees is often perceived to be somehort' self-induced, and that less

compiacent, more motivated and educated persons rvould have overcome such

circumstances.

To this end, disaster management and planning can be substantially

enhanced by integrating a strong socio-structural perspective rn'hich rqcognizes

human vulnerability as a principal factor in the mitigation of natural hazards. In

rural Bangladesh, for example, it is estimated that medium and large landon'ners

- rvhich comprise only seven percent of the households - retain almost 70 percent
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of the land (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics,7997). This means that vast numbers

of rural poor are forced onto unsafe lands rt'hich are prone to heavy flooding and

riverbank erosion. To be effecbive, then, disaster management planning must not

only focus on technological and structural measures r,r'hich enhance flood

forecasting, preparedness and recovery, but address associated socioeconomic

and political relationships r,r'hich make people vulnerable to natural haza¡ds. In

this regard, Haque (1997) has written:

"The introduction of disaster mitigation policies must take into

account the sociopolitical slructures that are in place; there exists a

small, elite section that conlrols large tracts of land and holds the

less fortunate and newly dispossessed in bondage. The relatively

sker.t'ed dislribution of land, along rt'ith the manipulation of land

o\t,nership during erosion and reemergence, underscores the call

for formulating serious land reform policies. The confinement of

such land reform policy to the legal sphere alone rvould immensely

jeopardize its ef fectiveness. Participation of the rural
disadvantaged social sections in decision-making and

administering the execution of policy is necessary" (p. 315).

In this context, disaster management becomes an inclusive and democratic

process, as much oriented to human development as it is to natural hazards

prevention and mitigation. This can be likened to the Nature and People Process

(NAPP) framen'ork proposed by Haque (1997) which "advocates a balanced

treatment of people's construction of society and the infiuence of social

structures upon them, a balance rthich questions the established view oi outright

dualism betr,veen nalure and man " (p.20).In the case of disaster management

in Bangladesh, this means that technological projects must be balanced with

191
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efforts to remediate the prevailing economic, social and political inequities,

rvhich underlie the vulnerabilty of the rural poor.

Disaster management in this context takes on a human developmental

perspective, one in which the majority rather than the minority of persons

enhance their capacities to rr"ithstand the impacts of riverine hazards. As such,

both ru¡al poor and displacees must be recognized as an increasingly permanent

feature of the urban landscape, with citizen rights and obligations to participate

in the political, economic and social activities of society. For this to occur, policy

and decision-making medranisms must become less susceptible to being vehicles

of local authorities and elites, and more responsive in promoting constituenry

building and lobbying among the poorest and most vulnerable. At the same

time, disadvantaged segments of society should be actively mobilized as

collective interests groups rvhich can effectively participate in and demand

accountability of public practices.

The ultimate goal of deveiopment in this context may be seen as putting

"people back at centre-stage", allowing marginalized communities to participate

in the political, economic and social life of the community in accordance to their

own needs and interests (Streeton, 7994). To this end, it is important to recognize

the poor and displacees not as mere obiects of reform, but as active participants

in their ort'n development. Although impoversihment and marginalization is

detrimental to human development, one of the the more relevant lessons this

sludy has reveaied is the fact that people living in poverty are seldoln idle or

passive. The vast majority of poor in developing countries are forced to eke out

subsistence existence not because they lack motivation to change, but because

they are without opporfunity and resources to invest in their futures. Moreover,
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u'hile people caught in poverty may be port'erless to effect change

independently, they retain important social, organizational, and psychological

capacities r.r'hich comprise the basis for breaking this cvcie (Anderson,7993).

In the case of Bangladesh, displacees have survived in the absence of

institutional assistance by maintaining traditional rural reciprocity nehvorks

rvhich provide for at least a minimum level of economic benefit and social

cohesion. These sfrucfures, which are important sources of iocal knort'ledge and

social organization, should be seen as institutions of community management

capable of organizing and managing change (Bell & Franceys, 1995). As such, it is

important that planners identify not only the physical and economic

vulnerabilities associated 'l,r'ith natural hazards, but also the unrecognized

resilience retained by peoples impacted by natural calamities and

impoverishment. Academic institutions and non-government organizations can

play a critical role in this regard; both in sensitizing government adminislrators

to the needs of displacees, as r,r'ell as in promoting local-ievel organizations

rt'hich can then articulate their concerns and needs to macro-level structures

(Haque, 1997). This can not onlv ensure the active participation of local social

and organizational institutions through mutual negotiation and decision-making

processes, but can legitimize the disaster management process through a

meaningfu I participation of beneficiaries.

Poverty and Marginalization: Integrating Human Development into Disaster

Management Policy

As discussed throughout

a fundamental factor in natural

this researcþ human vulnerability must be seen

disasters. The vast majority of the rural poor in
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Bangladesh are compeiled to eke out subsistence liveiihoods as agricultural

laborers, n'ith little opportunity to acquire savings or assets which might protect

them against natural calamities. I\lhen disasters do strike, the poor survive by

selling off land, Iivestock, housing materials, and personal belongings - often

leading to índebtedness and further impoverishment (Islam, 1995).

Disaster preparedness and mitigation is a function of the capacities of

people to achieve sustainable livelihoods, and thus prevailing socioeconomic

resource relalions. These human systems not only determine r,r'hat people can

and not achieve, but also influence how people view their capacities to cope rt'ith

hazards. Persons rt'ith access to resources and savings usually have some degree

of flexibility and choice in responding to natural hazards, r,r'hereas the

disadvantaged are forced to adopt more reparative, passive coping strategies. In

this study, for example, one-half (53 percent) of the displacees stated they had

migrated to Serajgani because they had no other choice. Another L6 percent

simply follorved family or neighbours, and ten percent came to Seraiganjbecause

of the presence of a relative. Only eleven came because of work opportunities,

and 39 (17 percent) because of the possibility of accessing khas land (unused

govemrnent-ou¡ned iand).

The vast majority of these displacees clearly lack the skills and education

to compete n'ithin the urban labour force. Of the 238 displacees surveyed in this

study, all but six percent have been confined to physical labour activities, and

orùy about one-quarter are earning more than 60 Taka a day. Educationally, only

about 16 percent of the displacees have completed primary schooling, compared

rt'ith 33 percent of their non-displaced cohorts. This rate of education falls

substantially beiov,' the nationai primary rates for both urban (59.7%) and rural
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(34.3%) populations (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1997). Onty thirteen of the

displacees have received any type of i¡Jormal education, and just tn'elve have

fou¡d semi-skilled or rvhite collar empioyment.

Although adjustment to natural hazards - and in this case displacement as

rt'ell - is fundamentally influenced by socioeconomic capabílity, it is important

not to lose sight of related sociodemographic factors. In the present researcþ for

example, women and the elderly have been found to be particularly vulnerable

to displacement. In Bangladesh, extreme physical and social controls are

exercised over women's autonomy in the form of. purdah, arranged marriages,

and discrimination in access to educatiorç employment and other opportunities

for economic betterment. This bias against women and strong male preference

makes women worse off in almost every measure of deprivation including

illness, hunger and illiterary (Bari, 7992).In the event of natural calamities, this

can have a profound impact on their coping capacities. In the present sfudy,

almost one-ha-lf of the displaced women are identified as probable SRQ cases, in

contrast to about one-third of both the displaced males and both sexes of the

non-displacees. O.ly about 30 percent of these women have sufficient food to

escape hunger, and fully 70 percent have chronic survival concerns.

In the case of the elderly, rural to urban migration often means increasing

pauperization as diminishing physical skills makes both viable employment and

daily living more difficult. In this study, over one-half of the displacees aged 40

plus years and 40 percent of the non-displacees are identified as SRQ cases, in

contrast to 30 percent and L8 percent of their respective younger cohorts.

Although income levels between age categories are comparable, older

respondents in both samples are more often dissatisfied with their living
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conditions and experience greater hunger. Older respondents also report

significantly more health problems, which affects their abilily to carry out daily

ütirg acbivities such as work.

These findings underscore the need to enhance the productive capacities

of all dispiacees, both to prevent further degeneration of their livelihoods and to

improve their options for self-reliance. Faced with pauperization and immediate

survival issues, the emphasis of intervention seems logically placed on

acquisition of practical skills which allow for relatively immediate and tangible

improvements to standards of living. This seems particulariy relevant given both

the scarcity of land in Bangladesh and the limited capacity of the rural job market

to absorb agricultural rvorkers. A recent sludy by the World Bank and the

Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies (1998) indicated that agriculture in

Bangladesh is expected to empioy less than 50 percent of the national labour

force by the year 2010, down from about 64 percent in the early 1990s. In the next

25 years, the total rural labour force will rise to 60 million persons, but only 40

million will find employment as farm r.t'orkers. Some 20 million n'ill have to find

employment in rural non-farm activities.

Investment and entrepreneurial initiatives within the informal

employment sector is one strategy lt'hich has been identified as a viable

alternative to agricultural labour activities (Rogge & Elahi, 1,989). Potential

sources of informal employment include traditional activities such as handloom

rveaving as well as simple manufacturing industries and assembly industries

including ceramics, furniture, household goods, clothing and electronic goods

(World Bank & Bangladesh Centre for Advance Sfudies, 1998). In this regard,

non-government organizations (NGOs) can play an important role in advocating
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for the extension of credit and smaIl enterprises to displaced communities. Both

the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) and the Grameen Bank

have made valuable conlributions in this regard

Although widely known for its achievements in education, BRAC has

gradually evolved into a multifaceted development organization aimed at people

living below the poverty line (BRAC, 1999).Its Rural Development Prograrì.rne

(RDP), which indudes both credit and social mobilization schemes, was initiated

ín 1974 to provide landless with training, credit, and self-employment

opporbunities. In 7999, RDP had established over 89,000 village branctres and had

a membership of about 3.5 million, of which all but th¡ee percent were women.

Major sectors for employment and income generation have induded poullry and

livestock rearing, vegetable cultivation, fish culture, small trade, and sericuhure

and silk production and marketing. As n'e11, RDP has incorporated a social

development component which aims to foster sustainable development through

institution and awareness building at the village level. Facets of this program

indude village meetings (Gram Shobha) which address legal, social and economic

issues, training and education in human and legal rights, and the formation of

Ward Federations to safeguard social and legal rights.

The Grameen Bank was formed in 1983 to provide credit to the rural poor,

who were otherwise excluded fuom the formal credit system because of lack of

collateral. This handicap was overcome by creating a banking system based on

mutual trust and accountability, using the voluntary formation of smali groups

of about people to provide mutual group guarantees in lieu of collateral. Since its

inception, the bank has given out over 16 million loans, lt'hich average about US

$100, and achieved a repayment rate of over 90 percent. In L998, the bank
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provided services to almost 39,000 villages, covering more than half of the total

villages in Bangladesh, and had a membership of over 2.3 million members.

(Grameen Bark, 1998).

In addition to enhancing the socioeconomic capacities of dispiacees, there

is also a need to extend in¡rovative remedial education to dispiaced communities

in order to provide younger generations especially vocational opportunities.

Although only about L5 percent of all school-age ctrildren in this study have been

identified as not attending school, research on Bangladesh has shown that

between 40 to 50 percent of children in Bangladesh do not complete primary

school and only about five percent compete secondary schooling (Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics,7997). Among the Bangiadeshi poor, children by the age of

six or seven years are corunonly seen as independent and expected to cany out

domestic chores such as water and firewood collection, tending of livestock, and

caring for younger siblings (Dasgupta, 7994). By the age of ten years, children

often assurne rvork as labourers, and by twelve years may put in as many hours

as adu-lts (Cain, 1977).

Life opportunities among children and youth might be best promoted

through functional education. The academic components of this form of

education (literary and arithmetic) are used a foundation for more specific

vocational and skills training, rather than academic achievement per se (Graham-

Brown, 7997; Lubosi et al., 1989). One example of this education format is the

Non-Formal Primary Education Programme (NFPE), initiated by BRAC in 1985.

NFPE was specifically developed to meet the needs of the unreachable children in

rural Bangladesh, using lorv cost, non-formal (non-government) schools n'hich

base curriculum and the school calendar around the rhythms and demands of
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village life (Graham-Bron'n, 7991). In 1,999, BRAC was operating over 34,000

schools in Bangladesh, which catered to some L.1 million children. With a

dropout rate of only eight percent, the NFPE Programme has earned an

international reputation, and has been replicated in the Middle East, Asia, and

Eastern and Southern Africa (BRAC, 1999).

There seems to be little question that the prospects of displacees in

Bangladesh can be substantially enhanced, provided planners and policy-makers

recognize that disaster prevention and mitigation is as much rooted in human

vulnerabílity as it is in geophysical processes. Moreover, it is aitical to recognize

that natural hazards to not impact equally across societies. Indeed, human

coping in response to disasters is very much determined by micro-levei

characteristics such as age, gender, and education, not to mention socio-culfural

beliefs and practices.

From a disaster management perspective, attention must be taken to

ensure that vulnerable populations such as women and the eideriy, as rt'ell as

children and youth, are not excluded from planning and decision-making

considerations. Research has shor,r'n that even when programming is

implemented at the community level, the very poor are often allocated

proportionately fert'er resources because they are unable to effectively articuìate

their needs and interests vis-à-vis more influential community groups (Gow &

Morss, i988). This means that the most vulnerable segments of society must be

integrated into the disaster management process, not only in terms of resource

allocation, but also in planrLing and decision-mukirg processes. As suctu disaster

management must be an inclusive and democratic process, as much oriented to

human development as it is to natural hazards prevention and mitigation.
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Concepfual and Research Implications

The findings of this study are the result of a first attempt to examine

psychological coping and adaptation patterns among riverbank erosion-induced

displacees in Bangladesh. The results clearly suggest that disaster related

behavior, including threat perception and psychoiogical coping, is substantiatly

influenced by both socio-economic and cultural attributes. That is, the ma¡ner in

rt'hich people see themselves and adapt to their physica-l environment is not on-ly

a function of the physical forces which effect them, but also of prevailing socio-

economic relations which determine u'hat people can and can not do. Moreover,

this process is clearly influenced by cultural values, customs, and relationships

which give peopie a meaningful perception of the world, as rvell as helping them

to organize reality and resolve daily problems.

This sfudy also affirms the need to integrate and accommodate the varied

academic approaches to disaster research. It is clear that disasters can not be

viewed merely in terms of abnormal geophysical events, horvever extreme their

physical impact may be on human systems. Rather, natural hazards and disasters

are more effectively conceived as being products of an interface between the

physical environment and people's economic, social, and political vulnerabilities

and capacities.

Although this social-structural approach towards disaster studies has in

recent years come to the forefront of disaster research, there has been limited

investigation of underlying psychological attributes influence the proceds. In this

respect, it is important to acknowiedge that people are active rather than passive

agents to their environment, and attempt to resolve their problems and
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difficulties in rvays u'hich allort' them to regain and retain some measure of

physical and emotional health. \Alhile this coping process is to some extent

determined by r.t'hat people can and can not do to mitigate natural hazards, it is

also a function of cultural and spiritual values and customs which give people a

meaningful rvay of viewing, interpreting and responding to both daily affairs

and extreme adversity. In this sense, disaster behavior can not be understood

merely in terms of resource relations. It requires a more holistic perspective

which takes into account cultural, spirituaf and socio-psychological dimensions

of human perception and behavior.

For this to be successfully achieved, considerable research efforts should

be made to examine indivídual motivations and coping tendencies among

impoverished and marginalized communities. This applies especially to

predominantly socio-centric agrarian societies which challenge the egocentric

emphasis of contemporary Western psychological literature (Brody, 1,970;

Kleinman,7987; SummerfieLd,1996). Although the present study has contributed

to a greater understanding of the pauperization processes in Bangladestu one of

its main conslraints is the lack of a more concise and reliable measure of both

perceptions of self-efficacy and the variety of coping behaviors used by the poor.

This is a consequence of not only the need to limit the length of the survey

questionnaire, but of a lack of culturally sensitive and conceptually meaningful

measures of psychological coping and well-being. As discussed in the

Methodology Chapter, both the Personal Mastery Scale (Pearlin & Schooler,

1978) as rvell as the more widely used Ways of Coping Questionnaire (Folkman

&. Lazarus, 1988) \,r'ere deleted for this reason. Although these psychological

20t
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attributes \ rere examined through alternative measures, the full scope and

variety of individual coping repertoires could not be determined.

Fulure research should also take into account the distinct problems faced

by the poor in developing countries. In contrast to Western psychology in rryhich

self-control and mastery are typically treated as personalily traits, these

attributes among the poor in countries like Bangladesh more often reflect the

social and economic inequities which underlie their marginalization. The poor in

countries iike Bangladesh often lack the means and porver to improve their

circumstances. Coping studies should therefore not only identify what people do

when faced with problems, but take into account how larger societal and

resources relations determine the reiative efficaciousness of coping Íesponses

across social stratas and circumstances. As shown in this study, low aspirations

and self-eÍficacy may often be psychologically adaptive among the poor,

reducing levels of frustration and distress, but not determination and

Perseverance.

From the conceplual considerations, thery there is a clear need to develop

more psychometrically sound and culturally sensitive assessment methods. This

is particularly the case in regard to illiterate populations (Reese & Joseph, 1995).

Although numerous Western psychological instruments have been used in

divergent cultures, these have typically been validated among middle class,

educated populations rt'hich have been exposed to Western concepfualizations of

mental health. Language and cultura-l nuances, religious and cultural identity, as

well as cultural explanations of the illness and idioms of distress díffer

significantly betvveen both countries and social slrata (lr4ezzich et aI., 1999). As

r,r'ell, impoverished and marginalized persorìs have vastly different needs and
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resources than well-to-do persons, and therefore are likely to have different

priorities and vier.r's of both the world and of their capacities to achieve success

within it (Kinzie & Manson, 1985). There is a need to incorporate locai and

indigenous definitions and interpretations of physical, emotional, and spirifual

r.t'ellness and health in order to gain a broader and more accurate understanding

of how people perceive and cope with adversity (Kleinman et a1.,1978).

At the same time, it must be acknowledged that invaluable information

can be derived from field observations and informal interviews. As found in the

present research, quaiitative data can be particuiarly helpful rvhen examining

populations of diverse backgrounds which do not readily fit into Western

conceptual frameworks for analyzing human behavior. In such cases, qualitative

date can both increase understanding of findings and explain context (Merriam,

1988). This may be further enhanced when studies are undertaken r.t'ith the

collaboration of local academic institutions. This approach can not only provide

researchers with important insights into local conditions, language and cultural

nuances, but facilitates the exchange of cross-cultural expertise. This takes on

particular value in the development of ¡sqz p€rceptual and behavioral

assessment instruments.

There is a need for assessing more fully the relative impact of such factors

as gender, age and education. As an expioratory study, this research attempted

to identify patterns and predictors of coping and adjustment, but has not

examined in-depth the interaction effects between demographic variabies. In

patriarchal societies such as Bangladesh, particularly in rural areas, one might

expect inter-dependence between factors such as education and gender. For

example, while females have had increasing access to education in the past
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tr,r'enty years in BangladeslU their abilify to utilize their schooling may r.r'ell be

hindered by their inferior and subordinate position in sociefy. This in turn may

reduce the adaptive functions r,r'hich higher education generally brings.

A second consideration which should be acknowledged is that the

majority of displacees in this study had migrated en-masse, and all within five

years of the sludy. OnIy 27 percent of the respondents had resettled apart from

villagers originating from their own village or union. Two aspects deserve

attention here. Firstly, it may be assumed that the displacement and resettlement

of entire viilagers confributed to maintenance of the displacees' social supports

and assistance networks, which in turn have a posifive influence on coping and

adjustment. Consequently, one must acknowledge that the findings of this study

may be difficult to generalize to settlements which are comprised of displacees

who do not originate from a common area, and thus may not have the same

degree of social cohesion and reciprocity.

The second aspect which needs to be acknowledged is that this study did

not examine the long-term impacts of dísplacement, nor was a non-displaced

urban control group included in order to assess potential differences between

displaced and non-displaced poor in an urban context. Previous research has

shown a pattern of continuing impoverishment and marginalization among

displacee-squatters (Greenberg, 7986; Haque, 1988), whjch in turn might be

expected to iead to increasing demoralization and fruslration. Such may not only

be expressed in increasing apathy and fatalism, but also in heightened social

problems. These might be manifested in both diminishing community cohesion

as well as in domestic breakdown and violence. To what degree this occu¡s over
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time, and n'hether it differs from the experience of non-displaced poor, should be

explored through further researdr.

A further consideration which should be observed is that the non-

displacee sample has been drart'n from Shariakandi, rather than Serajganj itself.

Although Shariakhandi is also highfy prone to erosion, there may exist subtle

differences in land ownership, kinship systems and social structures tvhich mav

have influenced the non-displacees' responses in ways not easily discernable. As

well, at the time of the field research, protective embankments were being

constructed in the more erosion prone areas of Shariakandi, and this may have

affected the respondents' perception of erosion as a threat to their livelihoods.

The non-displacees' level of hazard perception may also have been heightened as

the research was conducted during a catastrophíc flood in Bangiadesh, at rvhich

time the majority of erosion occurs.

Fínal1y, it is important to note that this sludy did not examine the impacts

of differing Vpes of erosion. Riverbank erosion in Bangladesh may involve a

gradual migration of a ma1'or flor,r' channel, or take the form of a rapid shifting

bank-line n'hen the main chan¡rel switches from one side of an island or bar to

the other (Bristow, 1987; Galay, 1989). Ner,t'channels outside of the main flow

charrnel may aiso be suddenly created, eroding entire villages which may have

previously escaped erosion. In such cases, erosion tends to be unpredictable,

leaving villagers unprepared and n'ithout opporlunity to save housing materials

and other assets (Haque, 7997). Although findings in the present-research

suggest that erosion tends not to be a lraumatic experience, more acute stress

reactions may occur in instances u'here erosion is suddery unpredictable, and life

threatening.
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In summing up, it is clear that much may yet be accomplished in

remediating emerging issues relevant to both disaster research as well as the

needs of impacted communities. In the case of riverbank erosion effects in

Bangladesþ displacees remain among the poorest of the poor, sunriving in large

part through mutual netrvorks of support and assistance. Faced with immediate

survival issues which a1l but negate opportunities for the attainment of formal

education, the emphasis of intervention is logically placed on acquisition of

practical skílis rvhich may allow for relatively immediate and tangible

improvements to standards of living. At the same time, however, it is important

that underlytng psychosocial processes that determine how individuals perceive,

coPe, and adjust to adversity are understood and integrated into the

development process. People are most likely to respond to and participate in

programs that are consistent with their own values and priorities (Rogge, 7992).

In turn, meaningfully participation of persons in programming not only

enhances the relevancy of assistance delivered, but provides the disadvantaged

the opportunily to become advocates of thei¡ own development.

This is particularly relevant in Bangladesh where urban squatter

settlements have become a prominent fealure of urban landscape. As population

pressure and land scarcify become more acute, increasing numbers of displacees

rvili be confined to barely habitable conditions u'ithout access to sanitafiorç fresh

It'ater, and adequate housing. Such marginalized communities are typically

handicapped by an array of situational constraints which prevent opporlunities

for economic and social mobility. In the case of displacees, they not only lack

access to basic education and employment opporfunities, but remain politically

marginalized n'ith limited access to all levels of government.
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To effectively overcome these difficu-ities, it is important to recognize that

societies in the developing world are heterogeneous, marked by disparate socio-

economic sectors r,r'ith diverse needs and aspirations, with unequal capacities to

benefit from development and assistance. Additionally, it must be recognized

that development is influenced by community and individual capacities to cope

and adjust to the strains associated with poverfy. These have direct bearing on

physical and emotional health, n'hich in lurn affects the abiiity of people to

participate in development initiatives.

In this context, development and disaster management policy can be most

effective when it is combined with a clear understanding of how receiving

communities perceive and respond to change (adverse and opporfunistic). This

demands an interdisciplinary perspective which recognizes that societies and

cultures contain systems of meaning and behavior which have significant

influence on human coping and adaptation. When integrated into program

planning, this approach not only helps ensure the relevanry of provided

assistance, but can strengthen indigenous capacities in a manner rt'hich may

assist the poor in breaking the downrt'ard spiral of impoverishment and

marginalization.
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Appendix A

Displacee Questionnaire



Displacee lntroductory St ate me nt

At the starù of every ínt,erview, tbe forrowing sËaËement
must, be read to t.be respondent.

Your household has been selected to participate in a research
study being conducted by a Doctorate student (David Hutton) at the
university of Manitoba, Canada. The purpose of this research is to
collect infornation abouÈ how riverbank erosion and displacement
affects people and how peopre cope wit,h the probrems and
difficulties caused by displacement

Before I go further, I would like to ask you if your househoLd has
been displaced by riverbank erosion within the past five years.

rf respondent was displaced within the past five years, circle yES
and continue with Èhe inÈroduetory sùatenent and interview.

If respondent has never been displaced or was disptaced more than
five years â9o, circle No and discontinue Íntroductory statement
and intert¡iew. Read the following statement:

The guestions of the study are speci fieajJy desi gned for more
recent dispTacees and I have been jnstructed onLy to interview
peopre who have Þeen dispJaeed in the past five years. r wourd
nevetthei.ess Ljke to thank you for your cooperation and the tjme
you have just spent r¿j¿å me.

Although this study focuses on the household unitr trrê need to get
information from both men and women. At this household, r have
been instructed to interview: ( the ma-l.e head of household) ( tite
wife of the head of household). Because it is important that the
person selected for this study ansv¡ers all the questionsr wê
request that the other people who are living here do noË
participate in the interview.



The interview will take about one hour, arthough it may take
longer for some peopre. your participation in this study is
voluntary, that is, you do not, have to complete the interview if
you do not want to. You do not have to give your name, and the
information which you give will be confidential and anonymous. If
for any reason you feel uncomfortable in answering a question, you
do not have to ansvrer it. rf for any reason you feel that you can
not comprete interview once it has begun, you do not have to.

We can not promise that this research will have any direcÈ impact
upon improving your living conditions. However, because this
research has never been done before, it is very irnþortant that you
try to answer each question carefully and honest,ly. !,Ie hope that
the overall findings of the study will help various government and
relief organizations provide more effective assistance to persons
affected by flooding and riverbank erosion. These findings wi1l be
available in about one year and can be sent to you if you would
like a surnmary of the study.

This study
Committee
have any
interview,
at

Before we start the interview, I would
you understand the purpose of the study
a participant. Please teIl me if you
statement?

has been approved by the Faculty of Arts Ethics Review
at the University of Manitoba in Canada. However, if you
problems or concerns about either the study or the
you can eontact (contact person)

(location).

like to make certain that
and are agreeable to being
agree with the following

You have been informed that the purpose of this interview is to
collect information about how people cope with the problems and
difficulties caused by riverbank erosion and displacement.you
understand that the interview is voluntary and any information
which you give is confidential. You are agreeable to participating
in this interview and understand that you may stop the interview
at any time and for arly reason.

Date of fnterview: Inten¡iewer SignaÈure :



Displacement and Adjustment

Serajganj Displaced

Qu est io n n aire

Persons Version

1. Thana or sampling tract:

2. Household Name:

3. Respondent's Gender

MaIe 1

Female 2

NR 99

TNTERVTEW BEGTNS HERE

r wourd fírst ríke you to tel,r ne some things about your
Iíf e and Tiving cond.ítions here.

4. Please teII me, with a yes or no answer, if your household
has access to the following:

YES NO

House with pucca or corrugated iron roof I z
House with cement floor t 2

I*[ore than one room I z
ì,lore than two rooms ...... 1 z

Tube-we1} ... I z
Clean water for drinking ...... 1 2

Latrine I 2

Radio I 2

Electricity I 2

NR

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99



5. On average, about how much

household? P1ease consider
is the daí7y income of this
all sources of income.

Average daily income: TK

NA 77

NR 99

6. Do you ever worry about how you and your family.will
survive, that is, meet jts dajl.y needs, because you just
do not have enough money to get by? Would you say (READ)

Never or rarely (a few times a year) 1

Sometimes (a few times a month) ... 2

Almost always (every week) 3

Always (almost every day) 4

NR 99

7. Does your household ever go hungry because you just
do not have enough money to buy food? Would you say (READ)

Never or rarely (a few times a year) ... 1

Sometimes (a few times a month) 2

A1most always (every week) ... 3

Always (almost every day) 4

ì[R 99

8. If your oE a member of your family $¡ere to become ill,
would your household have enough money buy medicine?

Yes

No
1

2

NA ...... 77

ìrR . 99



o Thinking about your daily life here, that
conditions, way of life, and so forth, how
with your life here? VÍould you say

is your living
satisfied are

Very saÈisfied
Satisfied

1

2

3

4

99

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

10. Do you think you have coñtrol over the things Èhat happen
in your daily life here? Would you say

ìqR

NR

Not at all
Very lit,tl-e

1

2

3

4

99

Somewhat

A lot

11- !ùould you say what happens to you in the fuÈure depends mainly
on your or mainly on Allah?

Mostly on you 1

Mostly on Allah ...... 2

NR .99

12. compared to your life today, do you think your living
conditions will be beÈter, worset or about tlre same in
one or two years from now?

Yes ...... 1

No2
Not sure ...... 3

NR ...... 99



r wouTd next ríke to ask you sone quesùions about about
your healt.h, a¡d how you may have .been feelíng lately.

13. Do you have dif f iculty working or carrying ouÈ daily
activities lately because of illness or poor health?
Wou1d you say

No difficulty. 1

A litrIe difficulty z
Some difficulty ...... ¿ 3

Alot of difficulty 4

NR ...... 99

14. Vthen you are faced with many problems, do you ever find
it difficult to handle these? That is, when you are unable
to sleep, v¡orry a great dealr or feel sad or nervous?
!.Iould you say that you feel this s/ay. ..

Rare1y 1

Some times 2

Many times 3

Almost all the time 4

ìrR gg



SeI f -Reporting QuestionnaÍre
15. r would now like to read you a list of guestions about how you

may have been feeling recentry, over the past few weeks. rt is
important thaÈ you try to answer all the questions. For each
question, f would like you to telI me whether you feel this way
rarely (1), some times (21, many times (3), or armost all
the time (4).

Starting with Èhe first question

1. Do you often have headaches?
2. Is your appetite poor?
3. Do you sleep badly?
4. Are you easily frightened?
5. Do your hands shake?
6. Do you feel nervous, Lense or worried?
7. Is your digestion poor?
8. Do you have trouble thinking clearly?
9. Do you feel unhappy?

10. Do you cry more than usual?
11. Do you find it difficult to enjoy your

daily activities?
12. Do you find it difficult to make

decisions?
13. Is your daily work suffering?
14. Are you unable to play a useful part

in life?
15. Have you
16. Do you f

person?

lost interest in things?
eel that you are a worthl-ess

I7. Has the thought of ending your life
been in your mind?

18. Do you feel tired all the time?
19. Do you have uncomfortable feeÌings in

your stomach?

20. Are you easily tired?
a. Average Numerical Score
b. Number of Daily Report,s



Copiag Measure

16. r wourd now like you to tell me a littre about how you
dear with the problems and difficulties which you face
in your life. obviously, differenÈ probrems bring about
different responses. r would rike.to know what you usuatry
do to deal with your problems and difficulties.

For each statement r readr please tell rne if you rarery
do this (1)' sonetínes do this (2), do this many
times (3), or do this armost arl the time (4) when faced
with a difficult problem or situation.

when you are faeed. wit,h ¿líf ficuJ,ties or probrems

1. How much do you do things to
or difficulties, that is, you
not think about your problems

t,ake you mind off your problems
do something so that. you will
and difficulties?

2. How much do
difficulties
upset you so

How much do
problems or

How much do you
solve or lessen

How much do you
lessen or solve

How much do you
and difficulties

you try to think about
in a different way so

your problems and
that they will not

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

much?

you rely on Allah to help you through your
difficulties?

try to think of different h¡ays
your problems and difficulties?

which will

try to do concrete things which will
your problems or difficulties?

talk to other people about your problems
so Èhat you can get help or advice?......

How much do you talk to other people
about your problems and difficulties?

about your feelings

How much do you talk to other people so that
forget about your problems and difficulties?

8. you can



9. How much do you let your feelings out? For exampre,
you cry or get angry

10. How much do you just
change the situation

accept that you can not

17. }Íhat would you say you do most to herp you through your
problems and difficulties?

r wourd now like to know something about wben you were
displaced.

18. rncruding the last time you $¡ere displaced, how many times
in total have you personally been displaced because of river-
bank erosion. Thjs does not ineiude temporary moves during
fl,ood times

Number of times displaced:

NR 99

19. Vlhen did this household 1ast become displaced?

Length of displacement: years or months

NR

CODER TO COMPLETE

Less than 1 year
1 year but less than 2 years
2 years but less than 3 years
3 years but less than 4 years
4 to 5 years

99

1

2

3

4

5



20. hlhere !./ere you living the rast time you $¡ere last displaced?
Mouza:
Union:

NR 99

2L. At the time you r,rere last displaced, did your household own
any land? This includes land used for crops as werl as
homestead land.

Did not own land 1

Owned homestead land only ....., z
0.01 to 2.50 acres (including homestead land) 3

2.5I to 7.50 acres (including homestead land) . 4
7.51 to more acres (including homestead land) . 5

DK 88
NR 99

22. when you this household was last displaced, were you able
to bring any materiars or money which herped you to resettre
here?

Yes

No
...... 1 [Go to 231

2 [co to 241
NR 99

23. l.lhat were you able to save?

24. Àfter you lost your rand, did your househord receive any
form of assistance or compensation from the Jammuna Murti-
Purpose Bridge Authority, the government, local authorities
or non-government organisations?

Yes ...... 1 [Go to 2sl
No 2 [Go to 261

NR ...... 99



25. 9{hat was this assistance and who provided it?

NA 77

26. v[hat do you consider the main cause of the riverbank
erosion to your land? REspoNDENT ro voLuNrEER ÀNswER

A product of nature 1

the will or punishment of Allah 2

Inadequate infrastructural protection
(e.9., dikes) ... 3
Construction of Jammuna Bridge
Something else:

4

NR 99

Before you were displaced, did you know riverbank erosion !ùas
a serious problem in your union?

Yes

No

Not sure
¡[R 99

28. Before you v¡ere dispraced, did you anticipate that you
wouLd one day lose your home because of riverbank erosion?

(sPEcrrv¡.. 66

27-

1

2

3

Yes

No
1

2
Not sure 3

NR 99



29. Before you arrived here, did you know what to expect about
the living conditions here, incruding opportunities for work?

Yes 1

Noz
NR 99

30. what was the main reason your househord moved to this area?
lndicate aLl answers whích apply to

respond.ent but do not prompt.

Presence of relatives
Work opportunities
Existence of Khas land
Followed family or neighbours
Availability of food rations
No other option
Other:

NR

1

2

3

4

5

6

66

99

31. Do you feel that people who have lived here their entire lives
are accepting of you? gtould you say

Very accepting 1

Accepting 2

Not accept.ing 3

Hostile 4

NR 99



32. Do you ever become lone1y here? Would you say

Rare1y 1

Sometimes ..... ...... 2

Many times 3

tlR 99

33. Do you have
feelings and

someone you can teII your innermost thoughts,
worries?

to your land?

Yes

No ......... 2

NR 99

34. vle all need to reJ-y on our relatives and samaj some time for
support and assistance. Sometimes bre need food or money, other
times information and advice, or emotionar support. rn times
of need, do you have people you can arways count on to help
you out?

Yes

Noz
NR .99

35. Do feel that you are part of a samaj?

1

2

99

No

NR

36. Are you hopefut that you will one day return
Vüould you say

Very hopeful
Hopeful
Not hopeful
You have given up aII hope

1

2

3

4

99NR



37. How often do you think about the Ìand or homestead you rost
because of riverbank erosion? rn t,he past seven days, have
you thoughL of your lost l_and and homestead (READ)

Rarely I
Sometimes 2

Many times 3

NR 99

38. rn the seven days, how often have you fert strong feelings
about your this land or homesÈead?

Rarely 1

Sometimes 2

Many times 3

NR 99

39. rn the past seven days, how often have you had difficulty
sleeping because you are thinking about your l-and or homestead?

Rarely 1

Sometimes 2

Many times 3

NR 99

40. rn the past seven days, how often have you thought about
your land or homestead when you did not mean to?

Rarely I
Sometimes z
Many times 3

NR 99



4L. Do you find that you try not to think or talk about your
lost land or homestead because you become easily upset?
!{ould you say

Yes, you try not to think or talk about you 1and
or homestead because it upsets you

No, you find that it is not too difficult to
think or talk about your land or homestead 2

99NR

r wourd, lastry Líke t,o get sorae ínformatíon about yourserf
and your household?

42. What type of
Occupation:

work did you do before you $rere displaced?
( Specify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
66

99

CODER TO COMPLETE

Landholder, farmer
Other primary-production
Self-employed, non-agricultural
Day wage labour
Long-term wage labour
Housewife
Student
Unemployed (not
Other:

working but wanting work) .....



43. Vùhat tlpe of

Occupation:

work are you doing now?

( specify)

CODER TO COI{PLETE

Landholder, farmer 1

Other primary-production 2

Self-employed, non-agricultural 3

Day wage labour 4

Long-term vrage labour 5

Housewife
Student
Unemployed (not working but wanting work) .....
Other:

6

7

I
66

99NR

44. How would you describe your marital status? That is
are you (READ)

Single (never married) 1

Married and living with spouse z
Married but living apart from spouse 3

Divorced 4

lfidowed 5

NR 99

45. How old are you?
Specify in years:

CODER TO COMPLETE

Less than 30 years
31 to 39 years old

40 to 49 years o1d .

More than 50 years o1d
o1d I

2

3

4



46. How many years of schooting have you completed?

Specify in years:

CODER TO COMPLETE

Ðid not complete primary school (< 5 years) 1

Completed primary school (> 5 years) z

NR 99

Have you taken any other training, other than formal
schooling?

Yes 1 [Go t,o 4Bl
No 2 [Go to 491

NR 99

48. What was this training? (Specify)

49. Are you a.b1e to read and write?

Yes 1

No2
NR 99

47.

50. Including
children)

yourself, how many persons (adult, and
Iive in this household?

51. Hovr many members contribute to your household income? ...

52. Do you have any school-age children?
(children <12 years o1d)? yES NO Ì{A

If NO, go to ltem 54

53. Do any of your school-age children attend school?

54. Do any of your school-age children (<12 years old)
contribute to your household income? ...

YES NO NA

YES NO NA



!{e have no!,/ completed the questionnaire. Thank you the
time and effort you have spent, to make this sÈudy possible.
It is very much appreciated. If we need to talk to you again
with some follow-up quest,ions, may we again contact you?

Yes 1

No2

If you would like to know abouÈ the findings of this
study, a sunmary of this study will be given to your
Ward Representative.ft will be available in aboút one

year. Again, thank you for your time and honesty.
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Appendix B

Non-Displacee Questionnaire



Non-Displacee lntroductory Statement

At the sÈart of every int,erview, täe forrowíng staùemenË
musù .be read t,o t.he respondent.

Your household has been selected to participate in a research
study being conducted by a Doctorate student (David Hutton) at the
University of Manitoba, Canada. The purpose of this research is to
collect information about both people displaced by riverbank
erosion as well as how people living in areas affecÈed by flooding
and riverbank erosion, but who have never been displaced, cope
with daily problems and dífficulties.

Before r go further, r would like to make certain that your
household has never been displaced because of riverbank erosion.
This does not include temporary moves during flood times.

ff respondent has never been displaced, circle NO and continue
with the introductory statenent and ÍntervÍew.

rf respondent. has displaced, circle yES and discontinue
inxroductory statement and interview. Read the foltowing
statement:

The questions of thjs study have.been specificaTTy designed for
peopTe who have never .been dísplaced by riverbank erosjon. I woul-d
neverthei.ess Tike to thank you for your eooperation and the time
you have just spent wjth me.

Although this study focuses on the household unitr wê need to get'
information from both men and women. At this household, r have
been instructed to int.erview: ( ttre mal.e head of household) ( the
wife of xhe head of househoTd). Because it is important that the
person selected f or this study ans!'¡ers aII the questions r wê
request that the other people who are riving here do not
participate in the interview.



The interview will take at''out thirty minutes, although it may take
longer for some peopre. your participation in this study is
voluntary, that is, you do not have to compJ_ete the interview if
you do not want, to. you do not have to give your name, and the
information which you give will be confidential and anonymous. rf
for any reason you feel uncomfortable in answering a question, you
do not have to ansr^¡er it. If for any reason you feel that you can
not complete interview once it has begun, you do not have to.

lfe can not promise that this research will- have any d,irect impact
upon improving your living conditions. However, because this
research has not been done before, it is very important that you
try to answer each guestion carefully and honestly. !ùe hope that
the overall findings of this study can help various government and
relief organizations provide more effective assistance to persons
affected by flooding and riverbank erosion. These findings will be
available in about one year and can be sent to you.

This study has been approved by the Faculty of Arts Ethics Review
committee aL the university of Manitoba in canada. However, if you
have any problems or concerns about either the study or the
interview, you can contact ( contact
person) at (location).

Before we start the interview, I would
you understand the purpose of the study
a participant. Please tel1 me if you
statement?

like to make cert.ain that
and are agreeable to being
agree with the following

You have been informed that the purpose of this interview is to
collect information about how people living in areas affected by
flooding and riverbank erosion cope with daily probrems and
difficulties. You understand that the interview is vol-untary and
any information which you give is confidential. you are agreeable
to participating in this interview and understand that you may
stop the inten¡iew at any time and for any reason.

Date of Interview: Interr¡iewer Signature :
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Appendix B

Non-Displacee Questionnaire



Displacement and Adjustment

Control Group: Non-Displaced Persons

Questionnaire
Version

1. Thana or sampling tract:

2. Household Name:

3. Respondent's Gender

lÍale 1

Fema1e 2

NR 99

TNTERVTEW B.gGT¡fS HERE

1 would first Tike you to teJr me sone thíngs about your
Iife and Tiving conditions .bere.

4. Pl-ease terr me, with a yes or no ansr¡¡er, if your household
has access to the following:

More than one room

YES NO

I2
L2
t2
l2
T2
L2
1 -2
12
l2

House with pucca or corrugated iron roof
House with cement floor

l'lore than two rooms ...
Tube-weII
C1ean water for drinking
Latrine
Radio
Electricity

NR

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99



Average daily income:

the dail,y income of this
sources of income.

TK
NA 77
NR 99

6- Do you ever worry about how you and your farnily.witl
survive, that is, meet its dai-zy needs, because you just
do not have enough money to get by? would you say (READ)

5. On average, about how much is
household? please consider aII

Never or rarely (a few times a year)
Sometimes (a few times a month)
Almost always (every week) ...
Always (almost every day)

NR

Never or rareJ_y (a few times a year)
Sometimes (a few times a month)
Almost always (every week)
A1ways (almost every day)

NR

1

2

3

4

99

7 - Does your househord ever go hungry because you just
do not have enough money to buy food? vtould you say (READ)

1

2

3

4

99

8. If your or
would your

a member of your famiJ-y rÀ¡ere to become iII,
household have enough money buy medicine?

1

2

77

Yes

No

NA

NR oo
JJ



9. Thinking about your daily life here, that is your living
conditions, way of life, and so forth, how satisfied are
with your life here? !,Iould you say

Very satisfied 1

Satisfied 2

Dissatisfied 3
Very dissatisfied 4

NR 99

10. Do you think you have control over the things that happen
in your daily l-ife here? llould you say

Not at aIl
Very litt1e
Somewhat

NR

1

2

3

4

99

A Iot

11. !Ìourd you say what happens to you in the future depends mainly
on your or mainly on Allah?

Mostly on respondent ...... 1

Mostly on Allah -..... z

NR .99

12- compared to your life today, do you think your riving
conditions will- be .better, ulorset or about the same in
one or two years from now?

Yes

No

Not



r would next Líke t,o ask you sone guestions about about
youî health, and how you ø'ay have .been feeling lately.

13. vtould you say that you have had dif f icurty working or carrying
out daily activities lately because of illness or poor health?

Yes

No
1

2

77

99

NA

NR

L4. When you are faced with many problems, do you ever find
it difficult to handle these? That is, when you are unable
to sleep, v¡orry a great dealr or feel sad or nervous?
!üou1d you say that you feel this way rarely (l), once
in a whiTe (2), some times (3), or many times (4)?

Rarely 1

Once in a while 2

Some times 3

I4any times 4

NR 99



SeI f -Report íng Que st íonnaire
15. r wourd now rike to read you a list of guestions about how you

may have been feeJ-ing recentry, over t,he past f ew weeks. rt is
inportant that you try to ansvrer aL1 the questions. For each
question, I would like you to teII me whether you feel this way
rarery (1)' some times (z), many tines (3), or armost art
the time (4 ).

Starting with the first question

1. Do you often have headaches?
2. fs your appetite poor?
3. Do you sleep badly?
4. Are you easily frightened?
5. Do your hands shake?
6. Do you feel nervous, tense or worried?
7. Is your digestion poor?
8. Do you have trouble thinking clearly?
9. Do you feel unhappy?

10. Do you cry more than usual?
11. Do you find it difficult r,o enjoy your

daily activities?
12. Do you find it difficult to make

decisions?
13. Is your daily work suffering?
14. lr"_ y9o unable to play a useful parrin life?
15. Have you lost interest in things?
16. Do you feel that you are a worthless

person?
17. Has the thought of ending your life

been in your mind?
18. Do you feel tired all the time?
19. Do you have uncomfortable feelings inyour stomach?

20. Are you easily tired?
a. Àverage Numerical Score
b. Number of Daily Reporüs



CopÍng lteasure

16. r would now like you you to telL me a rittre about how you
deal with the problems and difficulties which you face
in your life. obviously, different problems bring about
different responses. r wourd like to know what you usuai_ty
do, that is, how you usuaJ.Jy dear with your problems and
difficulties.

For each statement r read, please terl me if you never do
t,his (O), ðo t,his a little (1), some times do t,his
(2), or do this many times (3) when faced with a difficult
problem or situation.

When you are faced with difficuJ,tjes or problems

1. How much do you do things to take you mind off your problems
or difficurties, that is, you do something so that you will
not think about your problems and difficulties? ...

2. How much do
difficulties
upset you so

you try to think about
in a different way so

your problems and
that they will not

3.

4.

6.

7.

How much do
problems or

How much do you
solve or lessen

How much do you
lessen or solve

How much do you talk to
and difficulties so that

How much do you talk to
about your problems and

much?

you rely on AIIah to help you through your
difficulties?

try to think of different r¡rays

your problems and difficulties?
which witl

5. try to do concrete things which will
your problems or difficulties?

other people about your problems
you can get help or advice?......

other people about your feelings
difficulties?

How much do you talk to other people so that
forget about your problems and difficulties?

8. you can



7. How much do you let younz feelings out? For example,
you cry or get angry

8. How much do you
the situation?

just accepÈ that you can not chnage

17. what would you say you do most to herp you through your
problems and difficulties?

ATTENTION TO CODER

ITEMS 18 TO 41 (EXCLUDING 21 and 34) To BE coDED As NÀ.

r wourd now Tike to get sorne Ínformatíon about yourserf
and your household?

21. Does your household own any rand? This incrudes rand used
for crops as well as homestead land.

Did not own l_and

ûrned homestead land only ...... z
0.01 Lo 2.50 acres (including homestead land) 3

2.5I to 7.50 acres (including homestead 1and) 4
7.51 to more acres (including homestead land) . 5

DK 88
¡üR 99



34. How wourd you describe your support here. For exampre, we ar1
need to rery on our relatives and samaj some time for support
and assistance. sometimes we need food or money, other times
information and advice, or emoÈional support. rn times
of need, do you have peopre you can always count on to herp
you out?

Yes

No
.1

NR

2

99

42. What tlpe of

Occupation:

work are you doing now?

( Specify )

CODER TO COI,ÍPLETE

Landholder, farmer
Other primary-production
SeIf-employed, non-agricultural_
Day wage labour
Long-term r^¡age Labour
Housewife
Student
UnempÌoyed (not working but wanting work) .....
Other:

NR

Single (never married)
Married and living with spouse
Married but living apart from spouse
Divorced

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

66

99

43- How wourd you describe your marital status? That is,
are you (READ)

1

2

3

4

5

99

!{idowed

l.iR



44. How old are you?
Specify in years:

CODER TO COMPLETE

Less than 30 years o1d
31 to 39 years o1d

40 to 49 years old
l"lore than 50 years

1

2 oId
3

4

45. How many years of schooling have you completed?

Specify in years:

46. Have you taken any other training, other than formal
schooling?

CODER TO COMPLETE

Did not complete primary school (< 5

Completed primary school (> 5 years)
NR

Vae

No

years) ... 1

2

99

1 [Go
2 [Go
99

to 471
to 481

NR

47 . !{hat was this training? (Spec¡fy)

48. Are you able to read and write?
yes 1

No2
NR 99

fncluding
children)

yourself, how many persons (adult and
live in this household?

49.



50. How many members contribute to your househord income? ...

51. Do you have any school-age children?
(children <12 years o1d)? YES NO NA

If NO, go to lt.em 54

52. Do any of your school-age chirdren attend school? yES No NA

53. Do any of your school-age chiJ-dren (<12 years o1d)
contribute to your household income? ... yES NO NA

General Healtb guest,íonnaíre
54. Before we end this interview, r wouLd like to ask you another

twelve questions about how you you have been feeling latety.
For each question, please teIl me tell me whether you feel this
way rarely (1), some tines (2), many times (3), or almost
alr t,he time (4). r would also like to know if you have fert,
this way today.

Starting with the first question

1. You can concentrate on your daily life activities
2. You lose much sleep over !,rorry

3. You feel that you are playing a useful part in things . *

4" You feel capable of making decisions about things
5. You feel under constraint strain
6. You feel incapable of solving difficulties
7. You are capable of enjoying common daily activities *

8. You are able to solve your own problems

9. You feel unhappy and depressed

10. You are loosing self -conf idence . . . . . .-..

Ll. You feel that you are a worthless person

12. Considering everythingr |ou feel happy *

Reverse scoríng on itens t,3t 4r 7, I & LZ.



General Health Scoring

Average numerical score

Average score divided by 12

Score of positive items ( 1,3 -4 t7 -8, 12)

Score of negative items (215-619-11)

We have norv completed the questionnaire. Thank you the
time and effort you have spent to make this study possibre.
rt is very much appreciated. rf we need to tark to you again
with some folLow-up guestions, may r^re again contact you?

Yes 1

No2

If you would like to know about the findings of this
study, a summary of this study will be given to your
9{ard Representative.It will be available in about one
year. Again, thank you for your time and honesty.



INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE

FOLLOWING INTERVIEW

A. How would you rate the respondent,s cooperation?
Cooperative 1

Indifferent 2

Uncooperative 3

B. Please rate the quality of the interview.
High guality 1 [Go to D]
AdeguaÈe 2 [co to Dl
Questionabl-e 3

C. P1ease note possible sources of interference.
Answer all categories as either yES or NO.

YES NO

Language ...... 1 z
Age ...... 1 z
Illness I 2

Noise L 2

Presence of others ...... 1 2

other (Specify) 12

D- Pl-ease note anything that might seems important or different
to you about this interview.

Intervie$rers Signature:
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Appendix C

Bengali Displacee Questionnaire



Ìò2lk Þlô,Þ€Ê\lb Eþlb >>o ¡lurI'n ù11þþlb E[b lluaït griè lottu Lqlù Þþ2Þ¡ Þ Äè]Ð ÐE
llþ gtþ c\2u lôÞ4€ þJd) lÞ,hlhl þ1b Þ1þù¿1 ÞJôÞ lilÞlÞ r,u'ër ulÞküo b.r¿[Þù ÞlþÞÞ1þ èÞ

| þÞ21þ 6üèl¡ò cr>u ù2Þ) þjà ÞÐ\ê Eþlb l¡1Þù ÞlÐ ôFB ô1ld

Þôe ÞþÞ þ1.Þ? Eþlb lÞÞ þÞ2iló o2ÞlÞ þlólþ) hlþ Þlþþlb 1¡1Þù lBè gl"Us I þÞ)lþ 6\1Þù

!ÞÞ ritrtt þlÐ Ð þl-h"E' ÞlÈbl,lsltc Þ l¡1Þù ltsè EþUs blÞb | ,¡ullèn*r ÈÊ\1,ÞÞ Þlþþlb þètrt*lU
lsllè èÞ | Þl]k 6\1è þt6rlli1Þ liÞk UÐ e\Þ,[c\ rþt5lÞ11ù e\EÞ 'Þlb gÈ gES oo ujsuxl+stlc èÞ

¡ Þp,ò ÞlurÏ'n c\)È1Þ 6\Þu ù1Ìò) þèþ>b ÞÞ11ùbl4&lk èbì lÞìelb Þh1fþk\ I þÞ1u

Þôe Þtl.b r¡,Þrt Èc¡¡rcrrÞ BJo¡,þp ÞlÈbl,rr.u< lilþÞ,Þlþ èÞ lHb Þh1lhlt6 þÞlÈ. I à1rilè lÞ6u)

t+]E G\1ttù þè.þ'ÞlÈbl,ìsllc èu'urcrQ þlÞÞ, ll"èk 6\ þllF. Þ,OI" uutl>gl" èbì .ÞllhlÌc\ I þLq\llå1b

!¿6\ BÐlécJc 
ptilâê ll"èh >ÞÞ ÞëI" Þhllklrc\ 6¡!cr .¡oÞ ÞlÞëþ g\Þf.ls.þ Þ1þÈ.Þ2s ÈÞ âEÞ

I Þlþllq r4lÞfþÞ ùp,JÊ\llc\ fþt5r Þuis\-Ð ut t" ¡,luru-fu Hþlólb
>ÞÞ fþrs ÞlÞ,ù lôrilèk Þhllk[c\ ù]Iþ]ólb Ein aEo I è1Þ1è lÞ6\Ð t+28 G\lÞù þÞþ Þlèbkþlk
>tnrarðplà fÞ2h ÞÞ1èÞ slþ sþ ù1lr(lkl )ÞÞ €E fþÀî Þr4rc\rðþlà EÞk ga gaË.e þn

| þlþà

Ðù qJló ,Þ181,Þþl-h.b Þlèbl.tslk ùè t*>u €\lPlE )ÞÞ þ"Þù ÞÞ þÞF.Þ.Iùbl.lslk s\ çuó l*9"
>ÞÞ þg þ!â G\2-lþ Þ1ô è1ri1è crrðpà þIb ÞèÞ qþ Þ $tiÞ crrðplÞ àltlt¿u lôlt4Þâe uÞ

| þIèiÞ cùfÞkr þèþ ÞlÈblÈlk

s\ çlk ÞUÀ >ÞÞ þ{| þth ot'-lQ >ra è11Þ ¡¿ arðl,|Þ pcrcJ uu'rèu 3lk oþ lc\lr4ÞD\e EÞ

r tþ I d)Þ1è

crrðplà bt,Þ Þþ1h16\ grþ ÞÞëþ Þlþlóüù Þ"^g ÞÞlèÞ sjþ þÀilti2Þ lþltâ èìlù ÞlþtóUÈ lÞkll'c\

I Þ1ù lt,Þ11ùlk1 >'frr" lrurr qÀ þ2è ÞEfðþtà u'rtcr€ uËlrt >Un þ2rÞl Þlc\F,Þþê Þ'Þ1I,lk Þ1lG\ùJ

cJrð¡'lè 6\ þkl6\ gÈ þè [-b2q HþuÞ21, !n r¿rrir> ÞÈ þ(lÞE ol (utugt") ttt]" Þlþklb
It ts UþD.b ll>b tilþÞ.Ðþ (þgLà 5EÐ) ÞÞ11è gÞ1q6\ þLs'ùÞ Þri1r"lrhgf,g lblqElflq Þlq\lþlù

I ur>' g2¡þ¡¡-'

.621- <Þ1 I ô | ¡â bi6\e l.Þ l.Slå so,tp-El. ô.1.ltè bibi'l lçÞbl.L<. I l. cÞ f c\1F

Þlé, l.Þ Elå Ètrâ'ì 6.. f ðþ lÞ



| þÐll¿ o)èlÞ ôÞU ù2Þ) þl¿lb Þl!Þbl,h,lk Þkk

þlÐÐ Eþllo ìUn èrlb' glhlc Þlþklb Ðlùbl,lslk Þ I Þ1è llàlÞ þktþ) Þôe ggÞ Þlþlólb >ÞÞ
.ur"-fr lhUl .þ.1*-t þàþ l*>b å2tùbldslk ÞLtlhlrc\ 'L) 1.,è.r>rk) oÞE èÞoE þ]ds.c\Þ EþIô I lÞrÞ
G\lþ lþÞlÞ _sÞlJc.,-lc lô trlù lbÞ1|,ÞUd >Ru UU¡tr. qk þ2ù ÞÞ1kÞ Þ11âg ul,lu a Þlfkkk þ€þr4¿

ÞÐÞþEe Þþlklc\ grþ Ð\ uþÞ -fl,Ðq HþÞÞ)þ E,Lllkllc\ 'Ð ëÞ2þ) o2ttÞË aÞè ù]lþl¿uq Elb

¿lþ g 6\rrùÞ Eþlh lò21!c Efbl€\b .E\lH"g I lþ g G\rr,k þ2¡Þ ÞLùbl.Ìslk lÞÞ lþ. g
þà'ìÞ'116,1 6lÞ8.èflooh fl'.t!29 äþuÞlþ Þh1lþlb Eþltã Èls. c\lþtlc\ gt" pt ElÞò ùâ Þl-ùblÈlk

| þÐtk 6\1Þò þlÞ21þlÐ þ)là ------ Ìò2tlc ------
-- Þ1ô r,u,r.u ¡dù.Þ èþt-b lÞ þ81ù ÞlÐ Uk-b,Ic þtÐ EÞ9)l¿.tlc b.' EkUô r crulrrËn

s* gB* egg ùIg¡n pr¿ruËrc' Þè. Þri1þlfhuþg lÞlglElth Þlâ\lþlcÞ kÐj¡l,Þ lþÞÐte Þ

| Ðlþ s2Ð lþ]]$þ Ðlþþlb lo)ÞÞ Þ11Þ lttÐ\lló,fÞ2tr Þ,Þ1èÞ ùÞ utþlb b.¡¿[¡ù¿ ÞlþÞ,Þ2þ

Þ I blp'ù lqÈ.tÞk ô1Þù þèþ €ËFÈ Þþ1lhF) rÞlèlk Þr.,1gfÞ è¡ Eg þlclÂ gþ 6\ lrp> Olàtrc
rÞlèl}c 

[E],ÞÞkÞ1 s\ ClèÞk Ëgg þù¿lþû¿ ÞtþÞ,Þ2þ Þ ëÈ lHb lÞ.kl.¡È I þÞ1U uae uËrÞ Èlôtb



ErqFIÈ € {ãr-Trr r<6'¡s¡ eHq.rEt

ElqF]\5 "tììil*Errcffi elÈ

). qFrl eclfl T{fl qæq

Enî=rÌcq=t Gã<.{-{|q-r qIÊ ÈR e|=l +_<cs¡ l¡tQ

8. qÌqãrkf .Inr¡ fr fuTK ÈñqBñ qtCql Ð qqm rÌ ù-s< ñq r (Q. 4. if your
household has access to the following)

gl rl ù-s< ill
eilsl Tr <t çr<rcqÌ fir{< D.Fr ......... ................. ) ì bb
Frrrõ .q< crr+ l.qq3r .................... ) I bb
qsÈr< m'fr nw ) ì bb
qfÐr< ccft çç ) ì bb
TqT9l ) ì bb
ffisR 

"tlEl< "ilñ ) I bb

"iRql{Ì ) ì bb
crfu.g ) I bb
rqïJ\e....... .................. ) ì bb

a. çlcv qTeF{f{ "ffrîrr< ffi-s 6rfq{R TE? (e. 5. how much your household earns
daily)

ffirr 'ts ßlqïr{ B .............................. t
qrilqi T-ìt .......... ........ qq

üGK q]l ...... bb

displacee - I



v. {-caÞ fi-fl qlï <rq 6src< qleFFr s qler{F ffiTlt.<r füq uqr<, fuR< ffi4{ õ'rR?t

Êrn<-{ qÞK Êrr fr qt"iÊ T{rqr ñq crEq ? (e. 6. worry about how you and your
family will survive)

þ{{\3 Tl. qcKT T-<R T.¡ (<er{ sm-s<t<) .......... )
rrß-rlc<l ..... ì

b. qlîñ ft qcq srst c{ q<frR ÊÊcr qel;tfr frEq ì]q.ß€ qltñ qeÞl (e 9 : are you

displacee -/



)o r ql"iñ fr vrq rrff{ ß ql"t;ftr ffid ù-<rr ï q,Èrq ion ù"r< ql"f-{Er fr qr.g-

qtrq? qT"fi fr <q6{{ - (Q. 10. do you think you have control over what is
happeming here)

rTrÈlTI
$l q-s

crffi
q6{?F

üEK qtl bb

)) I qfi fr vcq rr<T qtfi{ì3f -oÊvq qlet{Fr ù"r< q qrER< ù"r< fü\,? T-ß? (Q. 11.
yuor future does depend on you or Allah)

Êrq< ù"r<
qc¡?il(6.¡ qrgr<< t"r<

\¡-g{ TR

)ì r qÌtñ ft vrq õcff{ qet{ì-?r ù-<-{qqÌ sÊqßs Tqõ-{q< eK <\íTtrq-< 66'ß- (e. 12.

future would better than now)

qEI ET<

rlFrTel qc<

€<Trl qFÞr<

frRl qrfr¡l
ù$=< rR

)e. qÌ"i'ñ fr vn s-r<q c{, $ftfr-s q1quÌ <l qr¡-rc-f< õl3tcci ffi{ õ-ßî€í r¡rcs
rilRsÈ-s Tl6q qel.{F qRn E{? (Q l3: ill health or anxiety hampers daily life)

üw rìl bb

)
ì
\9

I

)
ì

bb

)

I
\9

8

bb

displacee - J



)8. qt{õ T{"qrrr q-TQ-{ Ecq ql"iñ fr ooRrs cq$rfl qìrEfrr{l îÈ+-< T6{ þffi{? qdlq,

vl"iñ Tfl65 qãF:t q{, qc{õ fut +c<E ñqï frcq6 ¡lqÈ{sn< níe T6{ q¡ r ql"iñ fr
Túr õt-<;{ c{ qleF{Ir qrF-cTl qNÊ E{? (Q 14: do you ever fìnd it difficult ro handle

these)
çqrßq (TE €TÌT rl) .......... ............. )
rq4€ ëqT€ ................. I
Trc-<t TIr<R
qr*F Tl-< .......... ............ I

ùsr qlì ......... ..:.......... bb

displacee -{



qrE-Êr{ffr {-ffi qîl{Hl

)a. qfr ú?l¡ qlq=rì< îE õ-c¡rr qgtcq< qTy-È qE fGÉ qÌeFTrrs frg el.î T3r?r r Elrl ïtK
q"rñ q?rsrqÌ er{< üsr frcg 6Ð TrF{ r qrsj-ç,F eßTr w{i qt"tñ qTeFTì3r ù-scr <ãrrs{
g<ä Tr qv< ()) T"lm F{ñÌ (q) qrq-+ <r{ (e) ï qlï q< qqrì (8) qTei{|Tr qrç cs-fi
etî-cqz (Q. 15)

). *,r{r< fr *,.{ì u'u, <rc<? -*t-1 J"ti
ì. qÌ"Fltr fr qql Tcr culcq? ............... ----- gr Tl

rr. W+l{l< fr Tq rq ET? .--------- ql rl
a. qtñ qErq e{ cann {l"t? ........ ..--------- gl TÌ

a. qleñF fr qs ofc"f e ..--------- Ð Tl

s. qttñ fr Tr'átrT. rnÈs Dtl <t ÊÊs 6{t( Tr$Ì? ----- Ð q
q. qlfir< fr qsrq -rÈ on c'r6q? ..--------- Ð Tl

b. qtenrr fr "iR-õlffir< Èst+-ccs çÞ q-q? ...--------- Ð Tl

b. qrel-+r< fr ÊrcTro qnft :rrq Er? --------- Ð Tt

)o. W"fñ fr ql{llc{< pqdT-q c<-fr Tlffi-{? .....,....... ---- q.t TI

>1. qt"rÊ fr qÈñrq< otq-síüqrqq ç¡rcs <ù q¡l --- qÌ TI

)ì. qTfilsl fr fr-frfs Êrs eÈ qr? ......... --- Tl qt

)e. qlfiK ft elslRs õtqcrin <iTql\g qTÌrql -------- Ð Tt

>s. qÌtñ fr fr<rqt q-<etfr q(t Rflr< ñ{qF T-ircg qflr{? ---- qÌ qt

)a. qleÍqm ft q<frRTo ùqqt-{ tr[¡ cErq? --- q'f Tl

)ù. qr{r< fr ¡-cq Er ß qïñ qe-q-{ {qrt{ <rful ---------- q-Ì Tl

)q. qlerqr< fr oqqs ñ-cq c{q õ-ß 6h-{ì3r Êsr:rcq {(T6Qr ----------ql 4l

)b. qÌerql< ft >rcql-{'ÊßT¿-s sls q'c{ En? ---------- qÌ rl
>s. ql"iñ fr c"rcÌ qrÈs< w{.yÈ ßtq srçr? ---------q.l rT

ìo. qÌ"fñ fr qEiiql tr'Is Eß errs,{? ---------Ð rl

displacee -J
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þ¡) ô1þli$ ù1rþrc\ ðEcr,¡ Eþlb gãEÀEb Hþklb gu¿c,lr ÞgËb Þ ukElc Þl-þJólb '4

cr1þlts ù1fþrc\ ðãcru gþltù þlacJÀErc, Þlþklb.ù).lcck ÞUÏtrc, Þ Ukkk Þl-þJólb 
.b

þÞ21þ olþ) l"lljóq tÞ fÞlèilr

þlÐ Elótls h.2fÞlh ÞlÞ þt¡1Þ ElÞoè. ù1fþrc\ Eþüs.ùlook ÞUÏ.ro lÞ lfkhk Þlþklb 'q\

þÐù. EO ÞlÞ,Þ Þ.h Þul"¡a lÞ lfkkk Þlþklb Ðù. ¿511ù äg agg .o

I þÞ1lc\ ElÞÀù. gþlls lÂ ÞlÞ lÞè. þtÞlhk ÞuËb Þ llkkk Þlþþuc, Ii2llóq þ¡Ð rþr'c\ '8

""" L,UÞ9E ElÞô\ù Þkq ÞàlË|b Eþllq þ]lÞlhk ÞU[.¡a lÞ llktrrc Þlþ]ólìà 'ô

""" Þ1cÞ olalSL bjÞ.

ùl|þJólb lÞ þÞlò leal G\1Þ,Þ l_ôg Þ116\fþrc\ g EklìÀ tilg UUÏ.r.. [Þ lfkkl.. Þiþklb 'è

þ.Ðuó c\2èI¿ urÄ ¡p26,6r EþUs 6\IÞ.

þlÐ EkUs þkÞr 'þÞ1,Þ e|. Eþlb fþls Þüiùlk ll,h.Þ È)Þ) ÞUl"rc, Þ Ukhk Þtþklb 'ç

ëÈ Þkk Þk (8

ëlù. rilek tslo gul (o

ëE Þ1r. Þ2ltr (è

gè trÈ. $ (ç

¿ rlltÞ1Þ gllÐ ÐÐ ÞtþkuÈ èlþ-u r>or> gEÞ
I Èls c\1þlis Ulb l_ô þÞ')ù g Eklb þ26k tilÞUÞn Þ UkEk'ur,¡€cr¿ lri.bJgÞ Ëg Ëg

"""'kllrç. lþ þ1te llèÈ HÞgLb Þ ukEk Þ].þlólb Þ1ù ô.)lÞ þÐ11ò cr1Þù rs\lù

lfktRk Ëg Ëg âEÞ ¿ þtt1ù ll¡Þ1|ùlkl Þ1la(g Eklb Þulb, lÞ lfktrk þ€þr.i¿ Þlþ1óüÈ 'q\(

¿þ]4)



)q. qTfiK ¡TqlK q.r]'Tf{Frs Þ'1"f õ'{lco ql"iñ ññrs rofq +,M Tr< q'RRl'õ3rìlr 6Þ?l

õ-r<T ? (Q. 17. how much you try to solve your problems yourself)

>u. ïrsfu qlqljÊqE q-írqf ç-s-<l{ qrîñ Êrq r'ñ sptr¡r< <Fllrcôi qrdÞF Emcqq?
T{rr< õFrccl w{fr{-\r-n< rl.ù qvr< EÌTIc-s q-ç.?-ç F=l-c<ï rl I (Q 1g : how many times
in total have you presonally been displaced)

ql4ÞfE {{f< q("ltl

\rsr TR .............. bb

)b. T?F{ q.tfiR "ifr{t-< c"FKl{ ErdÞi\5 qrsÈql (Q 19:Household last displaced)

ErdÞ-js Trcì3r ffiqF 3 ............. ---- <q{< qeFrÏ ----- \FT
ùsR qtì.... .............bb

rflsT¡¡ Tf{ T-<q

ñ-qe
lüñTns

ùg< qtR bb

displacee -/



t). c.t{<l< qrqÞF EEßr q:rcr q"t{t=r fr m'rq sñ Êql <rEffi úTq 4-q6q-rs q-{] <j<-q\5
q-s-d qÊ q-€-Yg r3FI I (Q 21: Did you owrl any land before your househod was
displaced)

cflr qÊ Êq rT ................ )
eTql€ <qffi È{ ......... ................. ì
o.o) (eltrs ì.ûo €s-R qÊ È{ (ïEffi rrq) ......... .............. e
ì.c) cat6¡s 1.co €s-T qÑ È{ (îqffi ¡{q) ......... .............. 8

1.c.) úõrnr ßft qÊ pq FIEßù qq) ......... ....:............... c
ü-sR frr qrqfr .... bb

ùsr qtl ..... bb

ì1. q"iR q$T 6{ìr<l-< ..g?ilrq qlcr{ srrq fr ql"iñ qlfir< flrat csn frÊq ï BrsT "tT{Ì
qr{c\9- 6ei6EQ6qa ll qeñrs q"ftq <lsÏ ç¡rcic- qRÌìl' srrrQa (Q. 2z.when you last
displaced could you save anything)

ql ..... ) (ìe q( en fi{)
TI ........... I (ì8 r( en 6q-{)

ùs< qlì ............ bb

ìe. qÌ"i'ñ fr ft qlT6e ct<&r+E {t qÌeHl{ Ecrrq.r{ úrr-6q ? (Q. 23. what you could
save)

ts. qÏetñ {${ cFFrì< qtfiFf qfr qr<n E$r tT{l fiF TÉîT <Ì <Ì(EICq-.Ì qll-olr+< FIq
ccrs <Ï qtfri ïtrfl õïq ce¡rs <I 6ç¡a 6a-q-<ro[ft q(qt cetcs cslq qRRi 6"¡sRrdn ft z

(Q.24. r.vhen you last lost your land did you get any help)

eil
rl

\'g-< TR

ìa. qt"iñ fr fr qrqTqj cîrrÊr+{ qrq. cs ffiqz (e. 25. whar help you got)

)
I

bb

ìs. qÏ"Fil-< {6s rñ qrîr;K q{R TErcl frl q"iñ fr rcq Frl{ îñ elrFr Eq........(Trg
6{lll{) (Q 26: principal cause of riverbank erosion)

displacee - g



ìq. qT"iñ sFûs{ q\3ï3r qlc't fr qFtpr c{ ql"t;Ìì-< Rüñçc{ qfr{ stq-q qrü ffi
qïqîl (Q.27. problem of river bank erosion in your union)

q,l

TI
qTñ-{]

ùs< qlì

ìÞ. qrufg q<R Tcí ql"iñ fr n"rqs ñr<ÊcET cq .{õÈ{ qtïñ qñ vrqr¡-{ Tl-?t-cci

{Vqrfl EtE{? (Q 28: did you anticipate that you would one lose day your home)

Ð........... ................. )
4l -.-.. ......... l
qlÃil r.l{ trn a¡ì .......... e

ûs< ¡.|ì

)

\?

bb

¡5. vì-:TEr qÌtl qf"i'ñ Lq?llfi< qTql, Flq, eilsTl{ lrql,î ffi {fffl ñg Wnml 1e

rro" qì L{EliFl-T 5-6E VFTEI qïl{ s'Rcl frt (Q 30: main reason your household moved
to this area)

displacee - p



ßi€Rq TTCq

cR"l TT6q

€p"l +-<rqqt

ffi<q T-f6q

ü-wrt

eì. qlfiìR fr q.Irrq +{rql €sl {cr Erscq? qlqñ fr <q-rq-q

lonely)
- (Q. 32. do you feel

"F õI ¡Iìi
S{ffi T{r{T
qr{s <ï<

ü-sK rt

)
I
I
8

bb

srr. eÌ+t-{ti €sts ÊrqR Êsl, qNÊ qt q.sßBl Ttüú-s <Ekr ¡E qrcq frl (Q. 33. do you
have anyone to tell about your worries.....)

ùsr qtì

e8. $qt6-ç q-{.Rcs ¡lr<Ì-\lc<r qRlql rs r{6qrfì-sr< q-{l, qlfiT q<( q:rlrqr ù"r< fui
îllc\e- ET r Col{ qIï qFrfq-< qfn< q qcd-< qcïfq,ãi efrs, Sq{\e <l ECIM;{ 9|6g uql rg

)

I
bb

)
ì

bb

q.l

TI

displacee - | Q



ù"n¡r-r< frq<l ${È-s q<Erqrfir r irTlrqR qvq cõ'F 6EI<r qra qK ù"fcr qÌ'iñ qßrqr;ßr

FÑfrsl1+-qco cl'll+ql (Q 34: do you have people you cær always count on to help

T<qffi
qrn<rñ
qTì.[ õfr-{l

5

ì
I
8

oo

qrqq-¡n cFwrc
ù-€< rt

'rv. 
qT"iñ fr q"rqr< ¡ñ srqrq ElRß {l€$ qÊ <T ï.qK Sa[ eñ TH T-.fi? îE €s

qgrq ql"i.Ê qlemK EÌRß qt\e$ qÊ <t <Ì.q< sefi rr{ srf,cEq? (Q. 36. how often you
think about the land or homestead you lost)

"I{ TI
õ{6qÌ S{r{l
qr{?F <r<

ùE< ñ

rru. qs qlg È6{ qleiãrì¡r EiRß {l\s{.tqÊ q <r.ûR Èsrs q"iñ T{ITE "ttr<-qÊr (e. 3g)

)
ì
I

bb

displacee - I I



I< S¡ ¡T5RI

T{Cql s"trql ì
qfmÞ <R .......... ................. e

w< TR ......... bb

eb. qTtñ ñ q¡r- qlg frî qtem< IRF füscq\e ErRrr ql€Tt qÊ ï Tlù-< õa[ Êg't
Tr*6rt? (Q. 39)

l{sI T5r{i

sì. ql"iñ q{4 fr tr{Fr< S'M õ-rrãr (Q 42 : Type of work now)------
rfiÍ ------ ---- (ü-cç.1çsq)

displacee - ll



8A. q.teiñ T\e- <qrr< 5ro ø'rll+Nfl õ-cf6E{? (Q a5: years of schooling)
<qry< ùcaq î-fi{s-----

displacee - I J



rcrsr< Ifi Þ-sT

s\þ. Trq-< cd=Irr.st Rrq q{ï 6fF eifuq e¡q{ Trrcqr ftr (Q 46 : other training)

sb. q.tïÊ qe aì {l{ì3l TEq-{ <Irr r-cr.{ ($q{Të \3 TFil-q's Tq)?...............
(Q 49 : liow many persons)

co. €ì {F{t< T-{ q-{ qq-qi 
"iRqlr<< q.-ql ù"iNí{ s-c-<{?.......

(Q50 : members contribute to your household income)

a). qÌel;{]3l lE <Tr|3r c€l{ rrsl;I qr6R frz (Q. 51. do you have any school-age
children)

ql¡ Tt¡ qn'rql qï [ù.s-< :Tl' qrq a8 t( qfl fi'q]

aì. qÌel{ì3I cÕT{ Tsl{ fr .{(c rm? (Q. 52. do any of your school-age children go to
school)

Ot¡ qtl efrfrfill rs

ca. qeHFr cs'l{ ãq <t¡-cq-< qsF fr qÌ"Fr< {REIL<T q-{i C{rq{r< ïT<? (Q. 53. do any
of your school-age children contribute to eamings)

ql¡TV ef6ql{irlr
c8. qÞrlffi3r eH 6fir I ql:Ifcqï q sfzq rrEnsÌ +-<K wu qÌ"Frrrs tñ'mq r qTr6q-{ {Ê
9Ffl<trs qlTTlC{ elCïl$;{ q-q vc< q|ãßrt fr q"f+rc O¡6q eÞrre "iffte

displacee - l{



qÌ ........... ....... )
Tr............ ....... ì

c.c. qFilrcq3r q eifrq-6c¡ç rTrcõf ;iE Ic<É qñ q"iñ q'Frs qÌ{e Rl=I Er{ qlI3il ql"Fil<r

ssmí< fü. fì. w.rrlrr +.Eq q cùT q m-< r €F <qçq ?rrd?r q-{rm {c{I \o-Ì fls$ qrc<

q6q q*-*'qf"n +<Ê I qlfiICç, Hì=il<is <r{}qlñ r

displacee - 15
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¿g þè1Þùþ1t'R 
$L ,urisrE Þtù lþaÞ1u äg utc .tc

¿E þè1u'1ù þ1Þ þ')Þ EfÞ Þl¿þb þLeùbì ù1¿âlE '((
¿g þè1þ1,¡¿1 Þ1Ulà làUs Þkq Þ1.ì1E Eþlb 'o(

¿g è1rå1è þ2\ ËÞg â &Ëb orlqlU Þtþkus 'q

¿È[ þà1Þ1¡óJ 6\1rrù ll.?Þllùrk1 ÞgÊ\ukhk Þlþklb Eklb'4
¿g þè1Þ1þ) 6\1nù lglo)]oq Eù\ilÈ þÞlÞlk þ€þ¿4¿ Þlþkl,b 'b

¿E à1Þ1è þ1k te1Þ lþ þÞ1Þlþ crrqQ Ë2glÈ gaÞUl"n Eþþ'ñ
¿E þè1[c\ fÞ1lr Þþ2]g *Uul¡. Þ116\ olslk.{t gl"llÈ'Ð

¿{[è11i1è þ1h flúl¡) HÞ6\Ð Ê\lråE rÞ1Þk uu>J ÞlÐ ù1tç,18'8

¿g Þè þ1h tÐ1Þ þè1Þò þþll" lùgÀ þËbrua 
15ì11,Þ þIù) 

-G\

,iQf èrgx o]ÞlfÞ urrË plgo¡¡c, þ.lrr4 ÞlagsL'è

¿ql þÈåÞlk 6\18 þlÞ1þÞ 6\11ô þè1Þù Fonp. Þk Þt Eklb 
'ç

t (3) r:rtr.ur" ÞLE' 'ÞIòb'(o) r¡r.t o¡,trc. '(l)
lÞ2ÞÈ. lþ2Þù '(q) U 4þ1tèù -þÞ1ù >crl,n Eþ!À EagÀfn Eþþtb ¡,L> .¡rNJrc' Þ1cÞ lìih
g["lb rpu ¿H2a lg,¡rarÞ I þJo aruo tæ glt gl1é.k cJå.Ën HþJólh Ulb t 2lb ÞtÞù ÞtJ

ùþlk al.t'llk fàlL þÞlÞth



FLOOD ADDENDUM

€<tc-<<r aÈ € Frrr qfeþ¡fs 'ÌÈ{rT6s' furc< wgerq
l+IKCq 6:ry q--¿t' qq-r q[Ê qfeþ¡f6ç frE qlîl G[<r I

*) €<rc<n @ s <;úT ql"mcs r-\rÈf R\o <l ßÈs r6çR ? q¡{ñ fr <-arc-qq ...

cwts fu\5 <T ûÈs qr

@TRs<tÊfu
r<r Ê$o <t 6Ês
t¡qfug ï ôfu

ùsr rìì

)
ì
I
8

bb

*) €Err{< @ v <-dilqlfiR "iR<R (<ìqElr) fr rÈ*erq qcçcq fr I

*) c<fr<-<

ql
ìl

qr
TI

ù-€< ilì bb

trñ s <-{t6 e[¡64 qtentí TRrr< (ïqq.F) Er+sç T3rcs <l<i qcçrq{ fr I

ùs-{ qlR

x) <+rr< qlcul< PFHìT ú'l{ qÌenìTr ñ-{-{ -

qlcîT[ Il-eÈ
c+[ uot
c{.r ?flKÌî

$l onilq

ùEK qlq

*) <ryR FEr6{ fr q"rqn Êrsq .tl-Efr flñ cîtp çÞ qç z

qÌ
TI

ù"s< TR

)

ì
OO

)
I
I
8

bb

)
I
bb

displacee - I /



*) ocrr<< "itñ s <;U'l-?l TEr6{ qqqK rtÞrKq-?r s trq îlFTlsT 6q x.È qcmq snre fr
qTerfir rnql \3 q-fl'ffl ercçmft-ssl Gtrc\5 +Ð q-q I

+3 qs {r
c+p <nÞ er
cqltlïF ç3q¡
ca.l+Ð er

û€r rR bb

*) ,4<tc.<,t "itñ rg <;ûr{ õFÍr{ qt"l;$r "lRrrrffi ïaqqÐ fr qrur< ors 6{fr I

TI
TI

ùwqll

)
ì
I

)
I
bb

displacee - | g



Coping Questions

b. ql"iñ qrfir-ir qY,.Ì ï q{Êq q-'ré F-rtt erfl.Ì Trl{? (c{T{ ql,iR s-r-ÞTsWolnrrc{<Tïtrq+g

)o. *lTñ qe'-R Trp'n +-r-Þ-* €R"t T*FI, FFn =lïñ \rtTjil{lîï crc\e- îlm{;rl r

Supplimentary Questions :

** ¡ wunfr €ï EÞr €<( qÞ <qc< fr qÌr< eDr ñcv fr qlîñ c<-ì-< qq qìq_È Èsl
T-C.T{?

Ð............. )
Il............ ¡

**) qteFrR qÈfr-{ csvq õErr< .rfrcr fr qrtñ qfiotqî rr{ 6gI srfi?
q.t............. I
TI............ ¡

xx¡ wTñ fr qqnq Erft-"rc< T5ßilry tr3rcs Dt6Eq I
Ð............. I
r1............ ì

xx¡ srÌTñ fr ñcqrc qtfiFr q\rq catcs qltpit:rcr r-cFu
qÌ............. )
TI

displacee - | p
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Þ I b1Fù lôrilbk ôlÞù bèÞ €TF.u 
Þþ11r,lÞ) fÞlblk pr"roJfÞ Þ¡'gg þ1lclc\ gþ s\ lfi,> O11Þlf.

fÞlèlk el,ÞÞkÞ') 6\ €j-ùÞk ËEg b,Þll¡ù¿ ÞlþÞ,Þll, Þ gè lþlb lÞrqllc\ r þÞ1rd >ae u.tr.E'Èfo2.b

ÞXU, U.loOSolu Eþlb >pò ¡lsrl,h. ù21þþUâ E[b lluaÞ 9Þè tnltU tEll,Þ Þþ]ÞÞ n öf1¡3 eg
llþ ëlJ" of€l 16\lå(€ þJu) lp'lqlrc\ þ1Þ Þ1þù') Þloþ nlnÞ þÞë\ Þlþþuq\ t¡ù¿il.,ù¿ ÞlþÞÞ1þ èÞ

| þÐlJó, o2ùlÞ ctuU ù2Þ) þlh Þ,âQ EþUÀ l¡1Þù ÞtÐ c\E'ÞJ ô1ld

Þôq ÞtlÞ þtÐ Elólb >ÞÞ þÐlk o)ÞlÞ þklþ) h,lþ Þlþkuo l¡1Þù ltsè EI"lh | þ-ÞlJló 6\1Þù

ÞÞ ritek þ1Ð Ð þ1¡.8 Þlèbt.rr.lk Þ þ1Þù lbè El"üsblþb I ,ÞL,hènLl èÀ1,ÞÞ ÞlþlóllÈ þè.bl*)b
Iârl,Þ !Þ | Þ21þ c\1è þI5[i1Þ råhk &'-Þ) D\ÞlÌc\ fþLqlÞ1|ù 6\EÞ'Þ1è Ut¿ qES oo UkLbl+s.lk èbr

I ÞÞù ¡lurFþ, o2ùllè ouu ù2Þ) þè.Bl*>b Ðfùbl,lslk èbì lÞìrlrc' Þh1fþlc\ r þÞ')ld

Þêg Þt2Þ L'ùk èùlfc\lÞ €lol'l¿.u ÞlÈbl.¡sur lilþÞÞ-21, èÞ ll*lts ÞL1lhüc\ þÞlù r è1rilè lli6\L)

l,rh2g crlÞù þÞþ Þlèb&th èu'nrcre uÞÞ' ll"èr. D\ þtÞÞ Þ.ùt ÞÞ11Þgl" èÞ ,Þllklkr r þIsili1b

fþa $þltacr-tc ÞÞlc\q lbèk >ÞÞ ÞèI" ÞLillhllc\ ab OUn ÞJÞëló Ð'Þfds.l¡ ÞJþÞÐ], èÞ âEh

I blþlrã 14lÞfþb ùuc,ln fþtâ Þl.liD\!) r¡r.t" r"l>rul Hþ]ólb)ÞÞ fþI.â ÞlÞù lôÞlèk
Þr41lhlrc\ È]lþlól.rs gn ab I €E fþÀî Þ¿.â1EfÞ þl(Þ Eåà arðplà H¡æu Þlù. Ee\Ë,F, èÞ

| þ1þû ÐÈ çlló .Þ1ulùþlI4F' Þlùbl,rslk ðè t >u âlH1E )ÞÞ

r,+,¡, þÞ þÞþ Þlùbl+s[r 6\ çlþ tè€À lÞÞ þ4 þlh q2-lrÞ Þ1ô è2[ò p1¡ crrðr"lÞ Loþ]âq EÞ

t tI¿tU ôèfÞrc\

þÞþ Þlùbl,lslk s\ çtþ tèEÀ >ÞÞ þë, þlÀ 6\2-lÞ Þlc\ ùlÞ Þ1blþ crrðulà Hu¡u lolhÞ4 EÞ

t 6p aÞcrrc\ cJrðpÈ ,Þ[!klk þ1ù¿ ÞlfþÞ fÞ)¡r

ÞÞ I Eliè crrðpÈ t¡1ù¿ Þþ1jcl6\ gþ ÞlÞgþ Þlþklb urcrë ÌtttlèÞ 9lþ ol3 'Þl ëÐè ôgE UIb

I lÞ,Þ þl¿èE l.À Þ1ù lþÞ21ÈlÐ >Þr. lrr"tu qk uù ÞÞ1rcÞ Þ1lc\,ÞJ uË[s. )u.n

þ1Ð Þlc\Þ orla\ë ifkh,Ic te'ÞkÞ Þ.bq uurËltt Þ&Þ àå èÞ nU arðplà Þg ÞìbEÈ þ1klô gþ
:rn glðeÈ â þkt6\ gÞ þÞ û,rø2q HþÞ,Þ2þ !n rèrrir> Þù r,cg'E ol (utÞët ) t¡llr Þlþþlb
fþIã ÞloÈþ ll.lb. tilþÞÞLþ (þ$è oEol) ËÞ11è gÞ19ñ þLâùÞ u'rirr"lf¡aur,ë lÞlglElfk Þ16\lþJù

I brè c-.qluHr¿2

â2þ <Þ'ìlc\l¡4biãq l.ÞEå GâlÞ'ìg or1.t¡ã bibi'lleÞbll&Jk +fcrlÞ

Þþ l.Þ\Jå BL^EIÞ



| þÞ21þ o2èlÞ crsu ù2Þ) þ.1ùÞ Þ_lÈbl.lslk Þhk

þlè)Þ) El"lb >ÞÞ è1[ô Eh,]c Þlþþlb Ðlùbl,lslk Þ I b1è iÞlÞ þþlþ) E6\ê gEE' Þlþl¿,Uc\ lÞÞ
.ur"'L lhgl Þl*k þèþ k>b Þ1lèbl,tslk Þh1lh[c\ '¡1 1.,èrurþl c.æË èÞ4'€| þ1ds.G\Þ Eþlb I l-EÞ

c\ll" lþÞ1.Þ .È2look lG\ Þ')ù lt-,Þ1lùlk1 >Rk lrkrqk qk þ)ù Þb1kÞ Þ11ârg uF,lrt a ÞlfkrRk þr,Uþti¿

Þt2Þþgù Þ'þ1klc\ gÈ D\ uþÞ -û*ldq HþÞÞ2þ p,Lllk[c. 'Þ) uÞ_2.k) s1]ÞË crÞè ùllþþib EJIò

¿lþ g ôhùÞ gþus l¿2Itrc uf>r.¡ru ôJ,v1E r tÞ € ôrr,k þ21!þ Þlèbldslk tÞÞ lþ E
þè1Þ1þ? ôXÞË +ll¿c,k 4-b2g ÞlþÞ,Þ2þ E,h1lh[ô Eþlb þls crrul¡-q Btb }üt 

p'lÞù è.â Þ.lùbl4r.ltc

--t---- --- --

ôrôù gE,Þ

lþÐlþ 6\1nù ¡n1¡21¡¡¿l prlÞ

Þ16\ þÞ1ù l,lÈ.b èþliÈ Þ þÞrt¡ ¡¡¡1 llkh}c þlÐ EÞ.,w Þ Ekl.¡ù r cr¿4ttrËn

egg è.pln urnru'Ëh, þÈ u'ri,lblrhuþu lÞlglglfh Þlâ\lþt,Þ k.lr)'I,Þ lþÞÞ2þ Þ

I Þ)lþ s)Ð lþ]]çxó ÞLlþþlb lÂ >Þb"' Þ11Þ lttÐ\lló fh2h ÞÞ1èÞ ÈÞ Gtþlb b,Þlbù¿ ÞlþÞÞ11,



qr{FIÈ \e {TET q(GìV elsflErt

E-fr \e-lm T{.TFrs'ft ?$il€qf6Tl efÈ

). elF{'t qaKI qT{l qtrFr

q. crl{ßr 1<s-<¡ nr

qleÌ-{Tcr7< cì-q-ffiq1 qfÊ RE q|=f :+-<cs; ÞÌA

8. qÌefrr< {rilr fr firo< ÈñqEñ qlcq? qt qq-ql qt üs< frq r (e. 4. if your

household has access to the following)
e.l ql ù-s< rll

eilsÌ q-< <l õr-<lcù Ërq< Þlq ..........
ffi r{< flr<t }rEEßt ................... ) ì bb

.{Ttr< mfr oæ ) ì bb

EìüR cqft çx ) ì bb

ffiTî )lbb
"iRäK "¡{¡¡ "ilñ ) ì bb

flr?lr{'t ) ì bb

mÈrs ) ì bb

ÊW")ìbb

a. {cg qerq]3l ffiERK< lqñe ßfq{f< s\5? (Q. 5. how much your household earns

daily)

ffis îV ßfqîif< B .............................. B

€lßlw'qï .......... ......... 11
'bùsr oll ..... òl

non-displacee - I
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)o. q14Ê fr ¡-cq T13q ß qÌefq¡E ¡h-{È¡, fr<tq TI EÈcq v.f< ù"f< qÌcl{Fr fr qts qÌcq?

qlqñ fr <qK-{ - (Q. i 0. do you think you have control over what is hapenning

here)

rqrcfì Tl
.¡<ã q-A

dW
q6{s

ùE< rt
)). qÌeR fr ¡-cq srf{ qteFTt¡r sR.qiq qtî;{tlt ù"f< n qtãr{< ù"r< Ê-v1 Trr? (e. ll.
yuor future does depend on you or Allah)

Êær< ü"r<
qc4?il((-ÌqER< ü"ßr

Ëç< ìilQ

)ì. ql"iÊ fr qcq 4-6E4 qfe¡qR

ftlture would better than now)
ñT{T[ql sÊT]rs E€î-<R-< "f< ¡líqnn-< 66cr- (Q. 12.

slq {c<
{l{Ìef Er{
q<TTì All¿F-C{

fr-RãqrÊ-{l
ùs< TR

)e. q"iÊ fr qrì 4-c-t{ cq, -iftR-s qfq-q ï qq-irsf< õ1çc"t ¡nqÈ-{ +]src< T-<-cs

)

\9

8

bb

)
ì

bb

)
ì
I
8

bb

qteÊs õTc{ qeF{R qTRq En? (Q l3: ill health or anxiety hampers daily life)

non-displacee - 3



)8. qrq?F rq"flÌ-< qnfr-{ qrq qt"iñ fr cqqs cq\rr{l qFrilcil îÈsK q6 g-((¡{2 qdlq,

qTqñ frrc€ qs'n €, qc{¿F fiqt +zcq frq<Ì fuqi,o qnFr+src< níq qr{ qr I EiT"ift fr
Erq õ-tffÌ ß q"t;l't=r úTõTT< qNÊ E{? (Q 14: do you ever find it diffìcult to handle

these)
cqrßq ($ qõü rl) .......... ............. )

s{{\e Tq{€ .'.............. I
îrd Tlßlì .-................. e

c\¡lú"|+ <ll .......... ............ o

ùs< rìQ ...................... bb

non-displacee - 4



qrq-Êrerfr {EF e¡-fffi

lc. qrÊ q?Fr qleF{Er î\5 TttrF qglrqr qNÈ qE'I¿<É ql"i;tlrs ñg un Q-<r< I qil Trr
qf"rñ T<ErEt e¡if{ üsr frF 6ä T-r{ I erg-rcÈ e[C$< giqI q"rñ q't"frf< ù-sr< <qrT{

T<ì õr qv¡ (>) s"m ç{cqÌ (q) qr¡-o qrr (e) ï qlï +q qqrl (8) qenR qfç rsaE

flercer (Q. 15)
Lately TodaY

). q.¡erfir fr q1îä $afi {C-<? ---- ql Tl

ì. q"HI< fr X{l T-rr c{rR? ---- qt TT

\e. qte¡ar<r fr gq sr ER? -------- Tl 4f

s. ql"fi qErq g,{ cafc{ qF? ........ .--------- Tl Tl

c. qtfiEr fr E|s nfctl --------- qT ql

ù. q"iñ fr ;îlúH, ìI{Ès Þ11<'Íßfu 6<lq r-r{{? ---- qr q'Ì

q. qeñFr ft qsn *¡fu ç¡¡ cçlcq? .--------- ql q'l

b. ql"ñr< ft "ifr-õ¡çs¡¿< Êg¡+<i's ç? q-qe ...--------- Tl TÌ

b. qlerq¡¡ fr frcsTrs qqfr:I6{ qr? .--------- ql q'Ì

)o. qloiÊ fr q¡q¡564< y-FHT ßì ç¡cqq? ............. ---- qÌ Tl

)). q"ifi fr qÊflqcq-{ Tlsroí ù"ic-stul T-{cs +Ì qlz --- ql Tt

)ì. qrfiF fr FffiT-s ñ(g 4Ì q-q? ......... --- Tl ql

)e. qÌ"r{K fr qrqÈs rßTsrí< <nqls qÈrqa ................ -------- qt Tt

)8. qtñ fr ù<ñr q-<-fift q(T Rqrc< ßÌïqH ç-<-6s qeiRçt? ---- qÌ T'r

)a. q.t"i{r< fr q-{frRT\5 ùçrR Trq c{cq? ---- {l rT

)\þ. qÌfiK fr I-cq E-q c{ q"iñ €ç-s'-{ {ðnQq <lÈl ---- qr TÌ

) q. q'tel{K fr oqqis freq erq õ¿-< fiï3r ÈgÌ lcq €(Jrcq? ---------- qÌ Tl

)b. q'Ìenjïr fr ¡rEqr{ frúq'æ ns q-r{ E-q? ......... ------- qf rl

----- q.l qllo. wefñ fr rÍqrql ns Ecr ercgr?

non-displacee - 5



g - âec¿ldsrp-uou

þ¡) ô1þllq ùlfþrc\ &Icr.u, Eþlb þ¡acJÀËra Þlþlólb 92Jé.k ÞUE tc' lÞ llkEk Þlþkuc, '4

a1þlts ù1fþrc\ ðåcr,¡ EþUs Eo\Sðlh Þlþþlls,èfl.ok ÞUl"n Þ UkE.tc Þlþklb 'b

""' þÞllJó o1þl l'lllóg lÞ fÞlèlk

þIùJ Uþlb hlLhlÈ. ÞlÞ þr.,1Þ EtÞ6\è ù1fþrc\ Eþlb 92t¿.k ÞUE to lÞ UkEk Þlþklb 'ñ

þlÐ g gþllÀ lil$ l-o liJÞ lÈÈ tÐllóg þlè, fþrc\ þlÞlkk ÞUltn Þ Ukhlc Þiþklb'8

""" Þ1ù slèlsL hrÞ ù1Iþjótb lfkkk

ÞlþþUc' ur+¿ ÞlÞ ,Þ(lÞcJè Þ {tÞUdn 
,Båcr,¡, gþtb tilg ÞUÏ{lc' tÞ UkEk Þlþlól.b 'è

þË'rù q[ o.þÞlÞlk EþUs Þtrk Þ 'g

þÐù Ko ÞlÞ,Þ ÞL ÞÞJ{¡ô Þ UkEIc Þlþklb ÐÈ. LEìlù äg gE '¿

""" þuÞîE EtÞoè Þlóq ÞàË]b Eþlb þllÞll(k Þultt'r lÞ ukhk Þlþ]élb 
'G\

þÞ2lló 6üùlÞ t tå ptan fþüs arlu

ÞÞ lþ lÂg lÞ klllc\ lþ þlh lfòè. ÞiÞUËlc' lÞ llkhk Þlþlólb Þ'rù 6\)lÞ þÐlÞ c\1Þ'ù ts\lù

þlÐ Eþlb þl'tÞt 'þÞt,Þ g Eþlb fþrs ÞlÌiùlþ LeÞ ÈlÞ) ÞULra Þ Uktrk Þlþktb '(

gÈ rikrr Þk (8

gè. rihk klo g,u (o
gÈ lÐlts tÐJE (l

ëÈ EÈ. ÞÞ ((

¿ flslÞ1Þ gþlèl Þ2-Ð Þlþþlb ëþÞ r>o> gg.b

I èl.q 6\1þlLâ gxq l-ô þÞ')ù g, Eþl.b

"""' þÞìù lag Þ tþÉÈëþ

¿þ¡)

þ25k Ðè c,gg þ1Þlò HÞul¡r,, Þ ukÈ,k 6'[a 'uro€az lÞ€gÞ ËE Ë.g lrttu þ¡
Ëg ag¡ ¿ þÞ')ù lÞ2lglÐ Þ1lâE Eþlb ¡f¿ ¡,rrÞÞ$Ultu. Þ lfkkk þ€þi42Þlþklb'ñ(



)q. qÌer{R ¡.TqiT< GIrj {F{Êrs ü9l <l EsÊgl',TqIco qr"fñ ñ6sÌrs rsld Trq F-6< rrEl{j

õ-<l-< 6Þ3tT-r<-{ ? (Q. 17. how much you try to solve your problems yourself¡

ì). qTei{'l;r fr con qfi qÏ6ql €< Tc{i qïeF{lí ïgffiìqE Trn-q-?r qÊ q-sPrG-(Q. 21. do

you own any land)

rs'Ir qR Tlì
s{qlq <iqffit qne ............i..

o.o) cerõ ì.Q'o €a-{ grÊ q|-6q (<teÊtt¡rql

ì.a) cc|c-s 1.co úT3r qÊ qtrqCîsÊlÏ'rq)
q.c) qõrr< c<-fr qne (ïeffitqEl

ùsr frcs qrqÊ

EE< ill

es. qeñFr Lq{r6{ ñ-q-{ con qRlìqi qrcq frl cqrrq - qìrrl qfü-'rq-{ <l ql[lcq-< ü"r<

ñ-"< TR q'o*q. qRFl' q<( {qïEt3l gr-{i I q.6fiF ÐK ql:lffi3l {fqi <l ÈroR €l6sfq-{ E{,
qFffit q6{s qrï qTfl 6S<-q {]G "KFT"ft sTfls qr{t< ffiq fi r sil"ñR qßfqr{ll

T{q wtîñ fr qt"i-+¡n q-qrfrs <l qlrrq-{ qã{l rl6il ü"r< ftíE +-lcs flra{? (Q. 34.)

üs< rR

)
ì
I
8

c
bb
bb

)

bb

qr
rl

non-displacee - 7



8 q. ls'l-{ qñTq cR'l orçC{qz (ù-ca.l Ts{)

non-displacee - 8



sb. q.I4Ê Tq ql {l;IEr T-sGi?r TFT Srf,{ (Elg{SS \e TFÍI-E-S Tq)?........

(Q 49 : how many persons)

co. ql {r{ßr s-{ q;{ qq-ry "iR<l[-<< 
q-fl ù"irqî ï-c- {?......

(Q50 : members contribute to your household income)

c). qÌ"llK lq <3-r{3r cõl{:rsl;I qfcq frl (Q. 51. do you have any school-age

children)

q1/ rl/ qïqffi rTI Iù-s-< rl EcE a8 r( eH cq'{l

aì. ql"i;Tl3t F¡q 6þ¡ fr 3rc qRl (Q. 52. do any of your school-age children go

to school)

q-Ì/41/ eftqFlrrï

ce. qr{,]3f c+F{ Tq <ìKq-< qsF fr q"HR 4REfc-<< q-{i cfiq{r< Tr-<? (Q. 53. do

any of your school-age children contribute to earnings)

ql/ rÌ/ eiffiT-{i r{

non-displacee - 9



a8. qNl6q-< eq C"Fr I qf5tl6q-?r € slffi:Tq{-sl TTrf< q-{I qleFffs qffl4 I qlTlcqsr {ñ
er{t=lrs qeñrßÞ qrrlq;r q-q g'r< qFrfl fr qt"rqn FI(q ql{F eiÌR?

$........... .....)
1T........... ........ ì

cc. qrilrrfir q îAt,c.tr rqfç-{ q",rcÉ qñ qÌ"Ìñ qFrcs qÌ{e 6qf{ g-r< qll.<l qerqR

snr6< Tü. fi. qqrr1ß +1rq El cfi-R cq?r I qT <qorr 
"¡6q< 

T[ffir Tc{i \5t Tl€$ qfß

a6q ETI{íT qrn a-{Ê I qlfiIr+ glttFls {-{ßlq- |

non-displacee - l0



q'lïiK.i ?ì€ Ti@rs {r;ls

C.R õ3K qfrî q.¡Ê qre6p q-1-yÊ q""iró )ìñ €n TTc\e ulä r erqætf efC:F qqi q'ïñ
q-{t +T< qrtcÕ qqa 'qfir< sryÈeÊ qr"iñ w1s< õ-cf{- Fqr-{tQ rl ()), T{¿-qT õ{cqi

(l), or+o rm (e), qalql, qTs q..<-q-T{ (8) t

). q"iÊ c{ q-< Ttgrs'í srcqq otcs q"{tqÌ't frrs "nçrEq ftz

l. T:Ès-r< q-+-{ qÌt¡r< TCr-{ o-lsl., sìTq frl
e. t+.Fr õTñ sFql{ Yfr-fl effcf{ T-{Cqr <ra rñ ql ftl
8. Êrqrr .rrq fr'{-{ Tsrfr Êãl-s cq€TK cqû' Tc¡ <qcq ftl
c. q.t'iÊ @{rîE \,rr< qrqR-s Erc'r< w{J qrq{ frz

ù. qilfr q1RvteÊ ÞiÈra ù'&s rt<-.fi cÌ Trq rrq EITIcR lst
q. qlr{r< ffi{ r1Tl-<cÍ mrqeÊ ùqrq'i T-Tñ 6"6ç6qq ftz

u. qltÊ qteffi< qr-¡.ileñ< c{FFL{El ql(\9 c"ir+'cq;{ ftr
b. ql"r-"lrc ÊrGTr-Õ qãft c fr'c* vcq qrirce frl
>o. sl"iÊ RßT< ü"i< qrq1 qtÊrß cçrqcq¡ fri
)). Ê16-rõ Lcow{ qqnd <-lÈ <rq qrq õrrrQq ftz

)t. {< frE fr.<brr õT< ÊcqrÕ lft ¡Fìõ-{'cqa ftl

non-displacee - 1l



FLOOÐ ADDEf.IDUi\{

.4<Tr<< aÊ \3 <;t-tt $faþ¡¡s eIRrr{c-s frsrr< F-Ètfq
Fu-+rq ffi {:-{66 €={ãt .qfÊ qlel=fTcs fs-q Qaf :ç-çq 

¡

*) ú<tr<ir @ c <{n qqltcs õEtrf ÊgE n ßÊs srccq ? qtñ fr <-qr+q ...

mrcÈs RE <l ßÊs +¡ )
ì
\9

8

bb

@ÌfusEtßÈE

üs{ qll

*) ocrc<< @ s <qrf qrfii< lR-<R (<Hqlr) fr wÈ'-q-q qcqcq fr I

x) (<'tß-<

€l

r<.f fuE <rÊÊE
t¡-q ÊK\o rÌÊÈ\5

ùs< Trl

"rf6 s qqit-< TTír{ q.t9r{jst "iÊ<'f< (<-lqqfr) ?f-fls-< T-<c\e <t<f qrrcq{ fr z

ù-sK fi

*) <;üK qtc'ß pqdm q?rl qlfiK fr<-{ -

ql.fi ¡ilr1ì
oo! t-att
c{.1 "lkfll
?|<l .lKl"t

ù-sK qlì

*) <-fltr eism fr q"r¡-¡< Ran .nqr< trñ c"trs <ù qç l

€'l )
a.

bbù-s-< rt

)
ì
bb

ì
bb

TI
41

)

\)

8

bb
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x) €ïf<K "nÊ .: <-ryT< ç-mn qfiÌ< i:rTq< s ìrct 1T¡.l-{ cq sÈ qc{rR q¿^o-

qlql< elÍql rc q{n-fl qr{fq.ìl-{-sl c¡lic\5 +? ql t

c? qr ql .-.-....." )

€Q rÞ E{ .........- ì
dffinÐqr e

a{"ÌT3
ùs<fi bb

*) cclre< "nÊ '(: <-{iß trK-r{ qlîî'K 
"|R<'ITT< =Trqlflq'n ft w'r< 65.rq a{fr Z

TI
qï

t-sr qÈ

)

bb
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